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American Museum of
Natural History
Central Park West at 79th Street
New York, NY 10024

Since its founding in 1869, the Ameri-
can Museum has conducted investiga-
tions in the anthropological, mineralogical
and zoological sciences in an attempt to
learn more about the natural world.
Research projects in these disciplines
form the basis for education programs
and exhibitions which were enjoyed by
some 2.6 million visitors in 1983-84.
The Museum complex occupies 22

interconnected buildings on 25 acres-
four square blocks-on the upper west
side of Manhattan across from Central
Park. There are 39 exhibition halls, three
theaters, classroom and lecture facilities,
laboratories, a library, cafeteria and res-
taurant, and storage areas for more than
35 million artifacts.
The American Museum is the largest

natural history museum in the world and is
a renowned center of research in the
basic sciences. Among its collections are
16 million insect specimens; 23,000 rep-
tiles and amphibians; 600,000 fish; 8.5
million invertebrates; 250,000 mammals;
120,000 rocks, minerals, gems and mete-
orites; one million birds; 330,000 fossil
invertebrates; and 8 million anthropolog-
ical artifacts.
Some 200 researchers-scientists and

their assistants-study these specimens
for clues to evolutionary history, life
cycles, chemical composition and cul-
tural significance. They conduct field
studies around the world and share their
findings with colleagues from other
institutions through publications. Their
research efforts at times form the bases of
further applied studies in the health sci-
ences and technology-related industries.
The American Museum was incorpo-

rated 115 years ago by the New York
State Legislature. Today the Museum
receives support for its facilities and pro-
grams from several major sources
including the City of New York which pro-
vides budgetary funds and owns the
Museum buildings, the New York State
Council on the Arts, National Endowment
for the Arts, National Endowment for the
Humanities, National Science Founda-
tion, Institute for Museum Services, some
300 corporations, 100 private founda-
tions, 485,000 members, and numerous
individual contributors. Visitor contribu-
tions and fees for special services also

provide a significant and growing source
of revenue.

HIGHLIGHTS
1983/July
* "South of Winter: Scenes from Aransas
National Wildlife Refuge," funded by
Conoco, a Du Pont company, opened as
one of three special exhibitions held in
conjunction with the Centennial Meeting
of the American Ornithologists' Union.
August
* The special exhibition, "Louis Agassiz
Fuertes: A Celebration of Birds," featured
100 watercolors, sketches and oils by the
artist who is known for dramatic, lifelike
illustrations of birds in motion.
September
* The American Ornithologists' Union,
founded at the Museum in 1883, marked
its 100th anniversary with a meeting at the
Museum attended by more than 1000
scientists.
* The special exhibition, "Frances Lee
Jaques: Artist and Naturalist," a collection
of 50 drawings by Jaques, honored the
artist who specialized in birds and painted
many of the dioramas at the Museum.
* Twenty New York film premieres were
featured among 50 films in the seventh
annual Margaret Mead Film Festival.
October
* Three stunning gems on loan from New
York gem dealer Allan Caplan were dis-
played in the Morgan Memorial Hall of
Gems.
November
* The traditional Origami Holiday Tree light-
ing ushered in the holiday season with
caroling and festive treats. The annual
tree is an Arthur Ross Exhibit of the Month.
December
* A gala party, 'A Night for All Creatures,"
attracted 500 new supporters of the
Museum and raised funds for the Natural
Science Center
1984/January
* The National Endowment for the
Humanities supported the upcoming spe-
cial exhibition: 'Asante: Kingdom of Gold,"
with a grant of $148,878. The Federal
Council on the Arts and Humanities pro-
vided an indemnity.
* For the third year, a grant from Mobil
enabled the Museum to remain open free
of charge from 5 p.m. to 9 p.m. on Fridays
and Saturdays.

February
* The special exhibition, "Silk Roads/
China Ships," funded by the American
Express Foundation, explored 2000 years
of east/west trade.
* A benefit held in connection with "Silk
Roads/China Ships," and funded by the
American Express Foundation, raised
$260,000.
* Pop singer Michael Jackson chose the
Theodore Roosevelt Memorial Hall as the
site of a CBS Records tribute to his music.
* Fifteen Museum scientists joined an
international expedition to Cerro de la
Neblina, the "Mountain of the Mists:' in
southern Venezuela.
March
* Lewis Thomas, author, scientist, physi-
cian and educator, delivered a series of
three addresses titled "The Developing
Human Species" in the annual M;ack H.
Lipkin Man and Nature Lectures.
* The Booth Ferris Foundation awarded
$150,000 to renovate the Hall of Human
Biology and Evolution.
April
* Scientists from 20 institutions in 10 coun-
tries gathered at the Museum to examine
40 of the world's most important human
and pre human fossils assembled for the
special exhibition, 'Ancestors: Four Mil-
lion Years of Humanity."
* Gallery 1, a new special exhibition hall,
opened with the 'Ancestors" exhibition.
May
* The American Association for the
Advancement of Science opened its
annual meeting with a reception at the
Museum.
* The special exhibition, "Peonies of
Greece: Myth, Science and Art' opened
in the Naturemax Gallery.
* The Department of Anthropology com-
pleted installation of a metal compact
storage system and created a new 10,000-
square-foot mezzanine level to store por-
tions of its ethnographic collections.
* Alexander Marshack, Research Asso-
ciate at Harvard University's Peabody
Museum, delivered the 54th annual
James Arthur Lecture on the Evolution of
the Human Brain.
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One hundred and
fifteenth Annual
Report of the
President
To the Trustees of the American
Museum ofNatural History and
to the MunicipalAuthorities of
the City ofNew York

In expressing their goals for the
Museum in its Act of Incorporation
115 years ago, the Founding Trustees
used language appropriate to their
time. They created the Museum:
"for the purpose of establishing and
maintaining in [New York] a Museum
and Library of Natural History; of
encouraging and developing the
study of Natural Science; of
advancing the general knowledge of
kindred subjects, and to that end of
furnishing popular instruction."

Often, as sit in my office managing
our affairs, or walk through the halls
observing our present vast and
impressive facilities, ponder these
simple words and wonder whether
what I see going on about me is what
my predecessors had in mind. Not so
much physically, for the "master plan"
to govern the Museum's future con-
struction was developed quickly, but
rather whether this or that exhibit,
program, publication, lecture series
or scientific report is an adequate
present-day reflection of the purpose
they stated so briefly and clearly
long ago.

Given the chance today, would we
restate our purposes differently?
Should they be recast, not in lan-
guage, but with respect to purpose, in
recognition perhaps that today's world
of science and education requires
something different of us; that what
the Trustees envisioned as a signifi-
cant purpose is no longer so; that the
idea and the ideals of a museum,
especially a museum of natural his-
tory, no longer have the relevance to
society that they foresaw?

While these questions could be
asked of any museum, they are par-
ticularly important to one of our scale
and stature, even more so at the point
where we stand today in our history

2 and in the evolution of our science.

The American Museum of Natural
History was founded, believe, to be a
great center in the Americas for schol-
arship in the natural sciences. This
was perceived at the time as appro-
priate for a museum rather than some
other kind of institution. If we were to
accept this as the real goal of our
institution, that is, significant scholar-
ship and education in the natural sci-
ences, how would we then redefine
our purposes, our structure, our
activities?
These are the kinds of questions to

which our staff and Trustees ought to
address themselves from time to time,
and have urged them to do so, not
out of dissatisfaction for what we are
and do, but rather out of concern that
we realize the greatest possible poten-
tial from the opportunities available to
us. In our ambitions for the future, is
there growth to which we should strive
in function and purpose, as well as in
scope, while preserving the very best
of what we have? This is the charge
laid out for the Long-Range Planning
Committee appointed this year from
among our Trustees, with Mrs. Anne
Sidamon-Eristoff as its chairman.
expect that the Committee's report,
when it is presented next year, will be
far-reaching.
The potentials for museums in

serving broader roles in society while
still preserving their traditional goals
and functions were stressed in
Museums for a New Century, recently
published by-the American Associ-
ation of Museums with generous sup-
port from the Phillip Morris Company.
This searching study into the struc-
ture, diversity, needs and future of
museums points the way to similar
studies that could and should be
undertaken at individual museums
such as ours, and also in regional
groups of institutions, such as those
that serve the New York City commu-
nity. That valuable insights into the
past, present and future can emerge
from such studies is well illustrated by
the A.A.M. report.
As reviewed this year's events in

preparation for compiling my report,
was struck by the number of exam-
ples that illustrate our continuing com-
mitment to the purposes expressed by
our founders, and also impressed by
the evidence that we have looked
beyond traditional museum roles to a

broader interpretation of our place in
today's more sophisticated and com-
plex society. Three outstanding exam-
ples of the latter come to mind: the
meetings of the American Ornitholo-
gists Union in September, the program
for 'Ancestors: Four Million Years of
Humanity" and the year-long series of
events presented by the Education
Department and the Membership
Office in our outreach program.
The American Ornithologists Union

was founded at the Museum 100
years ago and has met here period-
ically. Our curators have consistently
been active in its affairs and leader-
ship. Now grown to eminence in its
field, it ranks among the largest orga-
nizations of ornithologists in the world.
More than 1000 registrants partici-
pated in the scientific sessions held
here to celebrate the A.O. U. cente-
nary. Their week-long sessions, in
which 370 papers were presented,
was climaxed at a gala banquet in the
Hall of Ocean Life, bringing to a close
the largest and most successful bird
study meetings ever organized.

Recognizing the public's interest in
birds, we took this opportunitiy to plan
and carry out major renovations in our
permanent bird exhibition halls and to
present several significant and attrac-
tive special exhibitions. New labeling,
new lighting and new displays have
vastly improved our halls of North
American Birds, Birds of the World,
and Biology of Birds, and solutions
have been found, to be implemented
soon, for perplexing problems in the
Hall of Oceanic Birds that have
plagued us for decades. The special
exhibits we presented conveyed our
love and concern for birds to wider
audiences. 'A Celebration of Birds:
Louis Agassiz Fuertes and his Art"
and "Francis Lee Jacques: Artist and
Naturalist" were retrospectives of the
sensitive and beautiful bird life render-
ings executed by these two noted
illustrators. Some of their art, pro-
duced for the Museum decades ago,
still appears in our popular bird dior-
amas. "South of Winter: Scenes from
the Aransas National Wildlife Refuge,"
on the other hand, illustrates the con-
cern of one industrial company,
Conoco, Inc., for protecting the bird
habitats in a Gulf coast area where the
company operates major oil produc-
tion facilities.

"Ancestors: Four Million Years of



Humanity" began as a special exhibi-
tion and became an instrument of pur-
pose touching nearly every American
household in the impact of its exten-
sive news coverage. The Director in
his Annual Report message reviews
this program in some detail, but
would like to stress just one point.
'Ancestors," in presenting its powerful
message on human evolution and the
unity of all humanity, demonstrated
that innovative planning can identify
the broader role in community life
museums can serve. Only a major
museum could present a program
such as 'Ancestors," but a resourceful
institution, concerned with the
broadest possible interpretation and
implementation of its function, could
make the important message of this
special event come alive for scholars,
students, Museum visitors, our
members, the museum community
worldwide and the broader public.
reiterate what I have said often, that
'Ancestors" was the most significant
event undertaken by the American
Museum of Natural History in my
memory.
The Museum is particularly grateful

to a number of public agencies which
supported'Ancestors," including the
New York State Council on the Arts for
financial support in planning the exhi-
bition and in presenting the public pro-
grams; the Federal Council on the
Arts and Humanities for granting a
Federal Certificate of Indemnification
for the specimens; the U.S. Informa-
tion Agency and the Department of
State; and the Wenner-Gren Founda-
tion, the L.S.B. Leakey Foundation
and the National Science Foundation
for support of the scientific
symposium.

Perhaps less dramatic in its imme-
diate impact, but truly far-reaching in
its implications and its effects, is the
rich and diverse series of outreach
programs presented again this year
by Education and Membership. By
outreach mean literally to "reach
out" in identifying and serving audi-
ences. It is not enough in today's
world to serve the audience that
comes to you. We have believed for
years that we should seek out and
nurture new audiences. That is the
rationale behind the exciting evening
and daytime events offered; the
African-American and Caribbean pro-

grams; the celebration of Black His-
tory month, Celtic month, African
month; the annual Margaret Mead
Film Festival; the weekly and weekday
films, lectures, dance and music
recitals that bring a serious, adult
audience to us regularly from the
commuting areas around us. These
programs are designed to identify, in
the real world of people in which we
live in New York, the potentials for
developing the Museum audiences
on which we will depend in the future.
That they are succeeding in their
goals was demonstrated in the results
of the visitor survey about which the
Director wrote in last year's Annual
Report.
Many of our significant activities

this year reflected more traditional
though no less important Museum
purposes and goals. That the age of
terrestrial exploration and discovery is
far from over was illustrated in the
expedition to Cerro de la Neblina, an
isolated mountain mass in southern
Venezuela. Museum curators and
others from five departments, along
with colleagues from Venezuela,
Brazil, Colombia, Great Britain and
other institutions in the United States
carried out research trips to the 9000-
foot-high "Mountain of the Mists" and
its surrounding jungle. The venture
was organized by the Fundaci6n para
el Desarollo de las Ciencias Fisicas,
Matematicasy Naturales, in Caracas.
Funding for the project came from the
William H. Phelps Fund, the Phelps
Ornithological Fund and the National
Science Foundation.

Equally significant were the contin-
uing archeological excavations and
zoological studies carried out by
Museum scientists and others under
our direction at St. Catherines Island,
Georgia, supported by the Edward J.
Noble Foundation; and the successful
recruitment of an economic geologist
to supplement the permanent curato-
rial staff in our Department of Mineral
Sciences. The leadership that pro-
duced this innovative mineralogy step
came from Vice President and Trustee
Plato Malozemoff, who used his influ-
ential position in the mining industry to
attract $500,000 in gifts and pledges
from mining corporations over a five-
year period to aid in supporting the
position. Demetrius Pohl, from Stan-
ford University, accepted the appoint-
ment we offered to the first such

position established at an American
museum.
The year's exhibition program, in

fulfillment of our continuing commit-
ment to this aspect of our services,
played a major role in the success of
the year, both directly and indirectly.
It illustrates also the broader inter-
pretation of function that exhibition
can and does serve. This year's spe-
cial exhibitions, in addition to those
identified above, included:
* "Silk Roads," a loan collection from
the Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto,
sponsored by American Express. The
exhibition served as the focus for a
benefit gala attended by more than
600 persons. American Express, in
underwriting its costs, contributed
substantially to the $260,000 gener-
ated in Museum support.
* "Theodore Roosevelt-A Natural
Naturalist" focused on the 26th Presi-
dent's travels, interests in natural sci-
ence and concerns for environmental
protection. It was presented to cele-
brate the 125th birthday of Theodore
Roosevelt, which the Museum
marked at a reception and dinner for
the Theodore Roosevelt Association.
* Three stunning gems, the 217.80
carat carved Mogul emerald, an
emerald crystal of 667.14 carats, and a
"pigeon blood" colored Burma ruby
of 15.97 carats, loaned to us by Allan
Caplan, a New York dealerwho has
donated many f ine mineral speci-
mens, were placed on display after
their preview for the Friends of the
Museum, a group of nearly 150
persons who give us special support.
The preview provided an opportunity
to thank these important benefactors
fortheir interest and generosity.
* "Peonies of Greece: Myth, Science
and Art" featured original color lith-
ographs of native Greek peonies,
based on botanical studies and illus-
trations by Mrs. Niki Goulandris. The
exhibition was prepared jointly by the
staff of the Goulandris Natural History
Museum at Kifissia, near Athens, and
our staff, illustrating the excellent col-
laboration we share with institutions
and colleagues worldwide.
* "Right Through the Roof! The Weth-
ersfield Meteorites" was a display of a
truly unique combination of events,
two meteorites which plummeted to
earth several years apart to land in the
same Connecticut town. It was pre-
sented within the context of the
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Exhibit-of-the-Month program, sup-
ported generously by Trustee Arthur
Ross. The annual Origami Holiday
Tree, exhibited in the winter, is a major
attraction for our large holiday
crowds. It is also offered in the Arthur
Ross Exhibit-of-the-Month Series, in
which we feature new and timely infor-
mation, science and attractions to vis-
itors year-round.
One of the most challenging of our

concerns is to recognize that
changing times bring changing
opportunities and needs in the sci-
ences. That we are sensitive to this
concern is illustrated by the estab-
lishment of the new curatorial position
in economic mineralogy, mentioned
above. We also provided for a number
of new curatorial positions in the
newly created staff title of curatorial
fellow, intended to introduce recently
trained post-doctoral scientists to
curatorial work in term appointments
of up to five years. Additional posi-
tions for post-doctoral fellows were
also established this year, increasing
the Museum's future role in training
scientists in our fields, an essential
process in which every scientific
institution should participate. Support
for these positions came from the
income we are now earning in the
Kalbfleisch Endowment Fund. Addi-
tionally, the Chapman Fund, the The-
odore Roosevelt Memorial Fund, the
Lerner-Gray Fund, the Leonhardt
grant in anthropology, the Weath-
erhead Asian Fund, the Thorne Fund
and the Boeschenstein Fund also
support training and research oppor-
tunities through grants and fellow-
ships. A new Office of Grants and

Solid ceramic male figurine in the Late Nazca
style from the south coast of Peru. Standing
15 inches high, its painted features include a
representation of a spondylus necklace. The
piece has beige skin tone with additional de-
tails in black, white and maroon. The figurine
was a gft to the Museum by Frederick Land-
mann, from the Landmann-Bird collection.

Fellowships was established to super-
vise and administerthe program,
through which several hundred
research grants and up to a dozen
fellowships and curatorial fellows
may be supported by the Museum
each year.
Our gratitude must be expressed to

the individuals and agencies whose
generosity has made it possible to
plan and carry out the programs
have described, some of whom are
identified above. Others include the
doners who have made possible the
construction of the new facilities in the
Charles A. Dana Education Wing,
including the Linder and Kaufmann
Theaters and the Blum Lecture Hall;
the Hearst Foundation, Samuel and
May Rudin Foundation and Evelyn
Sharp for generous funding of pro-
grams in education and community
service during the year; Trustee Arthur
Ross for his support of major improve-
ments in the Arthur Ross Hall of Mete-
orites; Trustee Donald C. Platten for
leading us once again in a most suc-
cessful corporate fund drive, the 245
corporate contributors, of which more
than one-third increased the level of
their gifts this year, and the 51 com-
panies that matched contributions
made by their employees; the many
contributors, individual and
institutional, who helped us meet the
matching requirements this year in
ourthree-and-one half year National
Endowment for the Arts Challenge
Grant; the Vincent Astor Foundation,
whose one million dollar gift from last
year supported improvements in vis-
itor-related facilities, including our new
Restaurant and Food Express in
which superior standards of service
have resulted in enthusiastic visitor
response.
We are also grateful to the General

Electric Foundation for its gift in sup-
port of the new Museum Guide series
we are publishing; to Mobil for its gen-
erous subsidy for the late openings (till
9 p.m.) we offer to visitors without cost
on Friday and Saturday; to the City of
New York for its continuing support
toward maintenance, renovation and
improvement in our buildings, pro-
grams and services; to the State of
New York for the substantial support
grant we receive from the New York
State Council on the Arts; and to the
Federal agencies that see in our work
the quality that merits their grant sup-
port, including the Institute for

Museum Services, the National
Endowment for the Arts, the National
Endowment for the Humanities, the
National Science Foundation, the
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, and the Department of
Education.
Many others-corporations, foun-

dations, public agencies and individ-
uals-contribute their interest, their
support and their work to the
Museum's purposes and activities. A
good many are named later in this
report, but there are others without
whose participation the Museum
would be a lesser place. am mindful
of the hundreds of unsalaried
employees who work for us as volun-
teers, adding 12 percent in full-time
equivalents to our labor pool. Thou-
sands of our neighbors and friends
shared the entertainments at our ben-
efit events: "Silk Roads" in Fall, 1983;
the December gala disco and late
dinner party, 'A Night for All Crea-
tures"; the contributors' behind-the-
scenes evening, "Where Else But at
the Museum," and the two family
parties organized around Halloween
and safari themes. Proceeds from
these enjoyable events were gen-
uinely significant in the programs to
which they were applied.

Sadly, however, death claimed sev-
eral whose benefactions and work on
our behalf are written indelibly in our
history. Gardner D. Stout, our beloved
seventh President, lives on through
his enduring accomplishments on the
Museum's behalf. Frederick M. Eaton
held significant positions of leadership
as Trustee and Honorary Trustee for
35 years. George Gaylord Simpson
led us to some of our proudest
moments in science. Lila Acheson
Wallace, through her generosity,
made possible much of the style and
quality to which we aim in our
facilities.
The writing of the Annual Report,

where so much is spread out in
tableau before us, is an excellent time
to review the effectiveness with which
we carry out our mission and the
scope of the mission itself. This year's
record is impressive by every stan-
dard. One of the great privileges of my
office is to present the year's activities
in summary, but one of the limitations
is that cannot possibly acknowledge
all in so vast an organization. can
only highlight what seems relevant



and significant in the context of the
message I try to convey.
Much more, of course, is told in the

summaries that follow in the main
body of the Report, from our divisions,
departments and offices. These are
really an extension of what select for
the few pages that appear over my
signature, and I hope they will also be
seen as reflecting my recognition of a
busy, productive, effective year. These
summaries also identify some of the
people who contributed to our suc-
cesses, many more than I could pos-
sibly mention in my personal
message.

I think you will enjoy every page
and line of what follows, one chapter
in a great history and a promising
future.

<A~t7G GOe.Lri-

Robert G. Goelet,
President

GARDNER D. STOUT 1903-1984

Gardner D. Stout served the
American Museum for more
than 25 years as Trustee, Secre-
tary,Vice President and finally as
President for a seven-year
period beginning in 1968.

Mr. Stout's presidency ush-
ered the Museum into its second
century with vigor and foresight.
He instituted broad changes in
policy which today are seen in a
progressive approach to
museum management.
More so than any of his prede-

cessors, Mr. Stout involved the
Board of Trustees directly in the
work of the Museum. Under his
direction, Trustees applied their
special knowledge and
resources to specific areas of
activity. Today's Board reflects
this commitment to Museum
programs and needs.

Mr. Stout had strong interests
in the natural world and in public
service. He was the editor of the
book, Shorebirds of North

America, and had been involved
with such organizations as the
Cornell University Department of
Ornithology, the National
Audubon Society and the Istel
Fund. After retiring from the
presidency of the American
Museum in 1975, Mr. Stout con-
tinued to serve as President
Emeritus, Honorary Trustee and
Field Associate in the Depart-
ment of Ornithology.

In 1980, the Gardner D. Stout
Hall of Asian Peoples was
opened. It is the American
Museum's largest permanent
anthropological exhibition and
bears Mr Stout's name in recog-
nition of his special interest in
Asian cultures, the guidance he
provided in planning and
designing the hall, and his many
years of dedication to the
Museum.

His legacy will be long
remembered.

6 I



Directors Message

The recent exhibition 'Ancestors:
Four Million Years of Humanity" raised
a question as to whether museums
have a responsibility to exhibit con-
troversial subjects. While the reasons
for selecting exhibitions are many and
complex, I feel that the only things we
have a responsibility to exhibit are our
collections. Museum managers may
want to address controversy in their
exhibitions, perhaps in response to
pressures, but I don't think they have
any great responsibility to do so. I do
believe, however, that we should not
withdraw from an exhibition or any
other program because it may be con-
troversial, provided it is selected and
presented for other valid reasons.

'Ancestors: Four Million Years of
Humanity," the special exhibition we
presented from April 13 through Sept.
9, 1984, illustrates the point well. It
was an exhibition chosen for many
good reasons. It was an ideal subject
on which to build a very strong pro-
gram. It addressed a subject-evolu-
tion-that is controversial in society
today, and it eventually got us
embroiled in controversy (but not over
evolution).

Exhibition in a museum is not a
casual thing. It is an instrument of pur-
pose and can be an instrument of
policy. Its reflection of purpose stems
from out commitment, as a museum,
to preserve the world's material evi-
dence. We collect to use, to acquire
information and enlightenment from
the objects, and to disseminate infor-
mation and understanding through
displays and in other ways. Hence
comes our responsibility to exhibit the
collections.

But we also see exhibition as an
expression of policy. We wished
'Ancestors" to make two statements.
The first concerned evolution as a sci-
entific theory, the Museum's commit-
ment to this theory and the theory's
crucial role in explaining the diversity
of plants and animals. The second
statement dealt with the Museum's
continuing effort to present major
temporary exhibitions which stress
material objects with strong visual and
humanistic appeal. These exhibitions
are intended to supplement the per-
manent exhibition halls which display

the Museum's collections almost
exclusively.

Planning for 'Ancestors" began
more than three years ago. We were
fortunate that leading paleoanthropol-
ogists from North America agreed to
join the advisory committee that
helped our staff evaluate, plan and
present the program for the exhibition.
The consensus at the first meeting
with the advisors was that 'Ances-
tors" as we conceived it was probably
impossible, but that it was important
enough to try. There was general
agreement that if such an exhibition
were to succeed, the American
Museum of Natural History was
uniquely capable of presenting it.
The goal of 'Ancestors" was to

illustrate and explain the evolution of
the human family from its primate
ancestry by displaying the original
fossil evidence. The emphasis was on
the original fossils, that meager collec-
tion of remains that trace humans
back through four million years. It had
never been done before; the fossils
we wanted had not been brought
together at one time in one place.
There were formidable barriers
against the plan: the rarity and fragility
of the fossils, the continually shifting
controversies in human evolutionary
theory, the political barriers among the
countries where the fossils were
found, the financial and logistical
burdens that would fall on the
Museum and its staff and on the
lending institutions and scientists, and
the heavy weight of security for the
priceless objects.
From the beginning, the key to our

plan was the original fossils. Casts
would not do. There were important
reasons for the distinction. First, there
is a mystique about these fragile
remains of our long dead forebears.
Scientists have long recognized it, and
we wanted to share this uniqueness
with our visitors. The objects have an
inherent beauty that is difficult to
describe but is evident to most
viewers. Most important, however, is
that the original fossils illustrate details
that are impossible to see in the casts,
especially when viewed in com-
parison with other originals. Original
specimens or nothing, we were
determined.
An essential part of the plan to bring

original fossils to New York was to pro-

scientific program to take place in
association with them. We saw the
gathering of fossils as a unique
opportunity to bring together scien-
tists for a productive scholarly pur-
pose. At the same time the
opportunity to participate with their
colleagues in this scientific gathering
encouraged curators and institutions
to bring the fossils we needed. The
first week was reserved for compara-
tive analysis of the fossils, the second
for a scientific symposium to present
the results of these observations and
other relevant contributors to a
broader audience.

Thus, 'Ancestors" became more
than an exhibition. It became a vehicle
to demonstrate that a museum could
use an important collection of objects
to carry out scholarly gQals appro-
priate to its mission as a collection-
oriented institution. The fossil
collection was the medium from
which 'Ancestors" was created.
During the comparative viewing ses-
sion, we demonstrated that the study
of the specimens could lead to
insights and conclusions concerning
what they were and what they could
reveal of human biological history.
During the symposium, these insights
were presented for testing and anal-
ysis by others and were related to the
broader sciences of which they are a
part. And then the fossils were allowed
to speak for themselves in the exhibi-
tion, to stand as the immutable phys-
ical evidence of human ancestry.

If the medium of 'Ancestors" was
relevant for a museum, its message
was even more so for ours. Evolution
is a concept central to our under-
standing of the diverse life forms that
are found on earth, extant and extinct.
The central idea relates all species of
living and fossil organisms to common
ancestors. While in evolutionary
biology, as in all areas of science,
there is active debate among scholars
concerning the mechanisms through
which the process takes place, the
concept of evolution is universally
accepted and unfailingly supported
by the evidence.
We see in humans many characters

and traits that are similar to those of
other animals. We also see differ-
ences, both great and subtle. From
their similarity and differences we con-

vide an opportunity for a significant
7



clude that the closest living relatives of
humans are the great apes, and that
we share a common ancestry with
them. As new evidence is found and
the old better understood, there will be
continuing discussions of the details
of these relationships, an exchange of
ideas regarding the specializations
that distinguish humans from their
nearest ancestors.
These ideas are being challenged

openly today under the guise of a
doctrine called "scientific crea-
tionism," in which the name of science
is used to lend credence to the dis-
credited notion that past and present
forms of life represent acts of unique
and independent creation. Such an
idea is a challenge to all our experi-
ence and all the evidence seen at the
American Museum of Natural History
and elsewhere which led to the evolu-
tionary hypothesis. In 'Ancestors" we
made a bold and forceful statement in
support of evolution.
We did not seek controversy when

we planned 'Ancestors" although we
anticipated that the issues between
evolution and creationism could pro-
voke it. We did not relish the problems
it might have brought us, but we were
prepared to face them. Procedures for
security, visitor reaction and commu-
nity relations were worked out with
this in mind. Controversy did surface,
but not from the direction we
expected.

Several weeks before 'Ancestors"
opened we were confronted with
demands that participants from the
Republic of South Africa be excluded
from the scientific sessions and that
fossils from South Africa be removed
from the exhibition. The matter
became a serious problem when it
received the support of a few
members of the New York City
Council. They brought action to deny
City funds to the Museum unless the
demands were met or alternative
steps taken to make 'Ancestors" a
vehicle for condemning the South
African government. The demands
were based on the view that the
Museum was, by including partici-
pants and fossils from South Africa,
implying endorsement of that
country's racial policies.
Our view was different. We saw the

invitations to South African partici-
pants and the loan of fossils from

light as those involving persons and
institutions of 20 other nations. The
program was, we believed, in the spirit
of the free exchange of knowledge
among scientists that is encouraged
by the scholarly communities of vir-
tually every nation. The South African
government was not involved in our
negotiations in any way. Our relations
were with institutions and individuals
worldwide. The participants and spec-
imens were chosen for scholarly and
scientific merit, not for political or
social purposes.
The City Council resolution to with-

hold the Museum's City support funds
failed to pass, but that did not mitigate
our very sincere concern that such a
disagreement reached the floor of the
City's distinguished forum of elected
legislators. We are grateful forthe sup-
port we received from those Council
Members who voted against the reso-
lution. We are especially grateful for
the position taken by New York City's
Mayor, Edward 1. Koch, who stated:
"The apartheid policies of the govern-
ment of South Africa make it a pariah
nation, and we must do all that is rea-
sonable and responsible to foster
change in this abhorrent system of
governance. Censorship, political or
scientific, is not, in my judgment, a
reasonable or responsible remedy.
Fossils have no nationality. They may
be possessed by someone for a time,
but human fossils belong to no one.
They are the holy relics of humanity,
and it is New York City's privilege and
right, as a center of intellectual and
artistic freedom, to host this
exhibition."

Nevertheless, we are sorry that
'Ancestors" caused such concern to
some members of the City Council.
We share their deep feelings
regarding racial discrimination and
segregation in South Africa. We
respect their responsibility as elected
representatives of the people to
address such matters in ways of their
choosing. But we insist that 'Ances-
tors" was not about politics or racism;
it was about evolution and human
origins.
The aim of the Museum in 'Ances-

tors" was to present as complete a
picture of human evolution as pos-
sible. To exclude fossils from South
Africa would have diminished the uni-
versally recognized significance of

8 institutions in that country in the same

Africa in the evolutionary story. They
represent human life on that continent
long before there was a political
boundary delineating a nation called
South Africa.
The strongest statement the

Museum could make in opposition to
racism or to any form of human
injustice based on perceived differ-
ences between humans was in
'Ancestors" itself. The irrationality of
racism and of predjudice based on
racial differences was implicit in the
exhibition. All the fossils and all the
participants gave evidence in their
materials and in their statements of
the common ancestry of all humans.

Thomas D. Nicholson,
Director

The landmark exhibition 'Ancestors: Four Mil-
lion Years of Humanity" not only enabled the
public to see under one roof the tangible evi-
dence for the evolution of mankind, it allowed
the world's leading anthropologists and
paleontologists to make side-by-side compari-
sons of the many fossils which had never
before left their home institutions. During the
study sessions before the exhibition opened,
special tables were set up so that scientists
could easily examine and compare the fossils
sent by institutions from around the world.
Photo by Robert Maas, Photo Reporters.
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With its highest ourney to
peak rising 9000 feet eyt
above the remote rain
forests of southern
Venezuela, Cerro de
la Neblina, "The OF
Mountain of the
Mists," looks more
like an impenetrable M I
presidio than a natu-
ral wonder
Surrounded by tower-

ing, dense vegetation, the
tepui (sheer-sided table
mountain) is a monolith of l
dense metamorphosed j
sandstone. Its 1600-foot
cliffs are enshrouded in a
dense cloud cover that A;r
makes the mountain al-
most imperceptible from a
distance.

Since February, re-
searchers from the Ameri-
can Museum have been
part of an international ex-
pedition studying the rare Rising 9000 feetabove therain fc
florandfaun of he tpuimonofith of metamorphosed sanc

flora and fauna of the tepui tepuialmost invisible from a distan4
and its surrounding area.

Neblina is a resistant remnant of an extensive plateau
of softer stone that has been eroded over the last 100
million years so that only stray tepuis remain. Like an is-
land surrounded by water, a tepui surrounded by rain for-
est provides an isolated environment. In it, relic forms of
wildlife may continue to thrive. Some, perhaps, date back
to a time when the tepuis may have been one plateau.

While the tepui's base area may resemble a lush land-
scape out of a Rousseau painting, its table top looks more
like a lunar setting from an Isaac Asimov novel. Chest-high
plants with foliage that resembles open artichokes are
scattered over the surface. Stray trees shoot into the sky,
surrounded by stubby shrubs. Oversized tarantulas, ana-
condas, worms and birds make the terrain their home.
The Neblina expedition recalls a bygone era when

large scientific excursions were almost commonplace.
The Museum has sent more than 1000 expeditions to
every region of the earth.

Experts in several scientific disciplines studied the biota
of the higher altitudes of the tepui, and they will compare
these with specimens found near the base, on neighbor-
ing tepuis, in the Andes, and at other locations.
Once a thorough biological inventory is made, scien-

tists can begin to understand the ecological relationships
of the plants and animals of the area. They can then start
unraveling the evolutionary and geological events that
gave rise to the biota and account for its distribution.
American Museum participation in the expedition was

made possible through funding from the William H.
Phelps Foundation and the National Science Foundation.
Mr Phelps, Research Associate in the Department of Or-
nithology, played a pivotal role in the planning of the

'T

I

ores!
Istor
ce.

10 expedition.

The expedition is
sponsored by the
Fundacion para el
Desarollo de las

q s ~~~Ciencias Fisicas,
'HE Matematicas y Natu-

rales (FDCFMN) in
Caracas. Charles
Brewer of the
FDCFMN is the expe-
dition leader.

''' l' i::The expedition could
continue into 1985 if fund-
ing allows. The American
Museum will send scien-
tists to the site for the dura-
tion of the expedition.

Scientists had to be
flown by helicopter, in
groups of two or three,

:: across nearly 60 miles of
flood forest to their base
camp at the foot of Neb-
lina. Teams of scientists
were transported by heli-
copter to several mountain

t, the "Mountain of the Mists" is a camps on the tepui.
7e. Cloud cover often renders the Despite the hardships

associated with expedi-
tions of this size and scope, the esprit de corps helped
pull the researchers through the tougher times. Twice,
poor flying conditions and mechanical failure prevented
helicopters from reaching parties atop the mountain. This
meant an extended stay for scientists working at these
higher elevations. At times, similar conditions prevented
the delivery of supplies to expedition members and they
had to rely on a menu of local fauna and flora.
The initial findings of American Museum researchers,

reported by department, are:
Herpetology: The first herpetological team on the ex-

pedition included Curators Charles J. Cole and Richard
G. Zweifel of the Museum, and Roy W McDiarmid of the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.

In February and March, the party spent 36 days explor-
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This large jungle frog, measuring six inches in length, was found at
the base of Neblina.



fauna. A preliminary analysis of the collection of bees
shows that only one species found at the base camp also
occurs on the mountain's table top. This species compo-

~~~,/7~~~~~~~sition at the top is almost totally'different from the speqies
composition at the base.
One of the few non-indigenous species Dr. Rozen

f ! X ffound on top of Neblina was the Africanized honeybee,
also known as the "killer bee." This species was acciden-

R ~~~~~~~~~~tallyintroduced into Brazil and has been steadily prog-
ressing northward. Oddly enough, no sign of the
Africanized honeybee was foundaroundrNeblina's base.

Scientists duck under the whirling blades of the helicopter that trans- _

ported them to a mountain camp 6000 feet up on the tepui.

ing for amphibians and reptiles at a lowland base camp .,'
and at several high-elevation camps which were acces-
sible only by helicopter Preliminary assessment of the
-collections indicates that most of the species taken at the
highland camps were previously unknown to science, ; .
and that some of those from the lowland camps were pre-
viously unknown in Venezuela. This survey of fauna is
continuing as other department researchers visit Neblina.

Dr Zweifel also began a study of external and skeletal ~ "
morphology of a possibly undescribed genus of micro- A cryptic roach's camouflage makes it almost indistinguishable from
hylid frog collected on Neblina. the tree trunk it is resting on. The roach was among the numerous
Ichthyology: Department Chairman Gareth Nelson insects entomologists collected at Neblina.

and Graduate Assistant Carl J. Ferraris participated in the
Omithology: Associate Sadie Coats and Research

Associate Robert W Dickerman served as members of
the initial expedition teams. Nearly 350 specimens of 125

-* ,ER-.0^.........=A0 ;40i;,,,4075 species of birds were collected, some of which are not
represented in the Museum's collection. Few species of

' ~~~~~birds were found on top of the tepui. The base camp,
however, had an abundance of species.
Specimens collected will provide important anatomical

information. Drs. Coats and Dickerman noted that sev-
eral types of birds may prove to be new subspecies,

....0|.fi but further research is required before this can be
L4/ = i000!s!!;determined.

This new species of caffish also belongs to a new genus. The spec-
imen was caughtin the Rio Mawarinuma, which flows from Neblina.

collection of fish from the Rio Mawarinuma, which flows
from its source on Neblina into the swamp located be-
yond the expedition base camp. Although this river was
teeming with fish, the waters atop the tepui were barren.

With the aid of Ramiro Royero of the Universidad Cen-
tral de Venezuela, Mr Ferraris collected several thousand
specimens of more than 100 species of fish from the river,
which was previously unexplored for aquatic resources.
At present, Mr Ferraris is studying several hundred speci-
mens of caffish, 10 of which may be previously unknown.
Entomology: Jerome G. Rozen, Jr, Deputy Director

for Research, and Volunteer Ian Stupakoff participated in
the initial expedition. They returned with a substantial col- The capybara, the world's largest rodent, was food when supplies ran
lection of bees as well as a sampling of the general insect low



Department of
Anthropology
The Department ofAnthro-
pologypursues projects with
broad scientific and educational
implications through research,
exhibition and collection man-
agement. For example, the
department brought together an
unprecedented assembly ofrare
human fossils for studyand
display; accessioned several
thousand artifacts from South
America and the Pacific for two
new halls now under construc-
tion; implemented new methods
forstorage and preservation of
materials, making collections
more accessible for research;
and carried out anthropological
and archeological investigations
at sites in Peru, Georgia and
Nevada. Additional research
was conducted on topics as
diverse as the impact of tech-
nological change on the Indian
subcontinent, marriage customs
in Korea and the role ofchildren
in Nigerian society.

Exhibitions The most visible event
of the year was the exhibition, 'Ances-
tors: Four Million Years of Humanity."
The exhibition, organized by the
Museum, brought together for the first
time more than 40 human and pre-
human fossils from all over the world.

'Ancestors" was preceded by an
extraordinary symposium and work-
shop in which world-renowned
experts compared and discussed the
assembled fossil evidence of human
evolution. 'Ancestors" was described
by at least one publication as the most
important exhibit in the Museum's
history. The department was also
involved in two other major special
exhibitions, 'African Textiles" and
"Silk Roads/China Ships." Prepara-
tions are being made for the special
exhibition, 'Asante: Kingdom of
Gold," and two permanent halls, the
Hall of South American Peoples and
the Margaret Mead Hall of Pacific
Peoples.

Field Research Anthropological
field research was conducted in many
far-flung places on a variety of topics:
Macaque monkeys in Mauritius, mar-
nage customs in Korea, a 16th - Cen-
tury Spanish mission in Georgia, a
Shoshone village in Nevada and a
kingdom that controlled sea trade on
the coast of Peru. Research using
library archive and computer data files
dealt with the origins of complex
*human society, changes in village life
in India and the economic role of
children in Nigeria.
Many field research projects were

conducted through the Lounsbery
Research Program in Anthropology
supported by the Richard Lounsbery
Foundation. The Lounsbery program
also awarded predoctoral and post-
doctoral fellowships for research to
outside scholars for projects to be
conducted both at the museum and in
the field.
The concluding monograph was

completed on one of the department's
most notable research projects, the
excavation at Huaca Prieta, Peru,
begun in 1946 by the late Junius B.
Bird, former Curator and Curator
Emeritus. The site produced some of
the oldest textiles in the Americas and
changed the way the origin of Andean
civilization is perceived. After decades
of painstaking study the materials will
be published in the Anthropological
Papers next year. This posthumous
paper by Dr Bird has been edited by
Research Fellow John Hylsop.

Collection Maintenance Major
advances were made in storage, man-
agement, and conservation of collec-
tions. Installation of mobile storage
equipment and monitoring of climate-
control systems are underway in a
new facility for protection of ethno-
graphic material. The African ethno-
graphic collection will be the first
group of artifacts transferred to the
new facility. The conservation labora-
tory has been upgraded with instal-
lation of new worktables, water
deionization equipment and a system
for desalinization of ceramics. Several
collections were included in plans for
improved storage, documentation,
conservation and accessibility of arti-
facts for research and exhibition pur-
poses. Among them are the Kachina
dolls, Navajo blankets and European
bronzes. The trend toward increased
use of collections was reflected in

the large number of exhibition and
study loans made and the number of
scholars visiting the department.

Anthropological collections grew,
largely as a result of several important
and generous gifts in kind. Many gifts
were directly related to the new Hall of
South American Peoples now in the
early stages of installation. Margaret
Bird donated 397 artifacts, most of
them archeological pieces of great
scientific and aesthetic importance.
Twenty-nine fine archeological
objects were donated by Frederick
Landmann as part of a long series of
acquisitions specifically aimed at
improving the Andean archeological
collection for permanent exhibition. A
comprehensive and well-documented
collection of the material culture of the
Waorani peoples of Ecuador was
donated by Grant Behrman and
James A. Yost. South American gifts
were also received from Eugene A.
Schnell, Eric N. Netter and Susan and
Byron Bell. Donations were received
from Evelyn A. J. Hall and Yvonne
Freund for the soon to open Margaret
Mead Hall of Pacific Peoples. The
African collections were enhanced by
material from Herbert F Weiss,
J. Gordon Douglas Ill, Pascal Imperato
and Meryl Silver Gifts to the Asian eth-
nology collection came from Michael
Bazinet, Nikit Ordjanian, Sara N.
Bekker, Peter A. Farrenkopf and
Evelyn McCune.

Peruvian Fieldwork Chairman and
Associate Curator Craig Morris's
major field research activity con-

Cynthia Weinstein, Assistant Textile Con-
servator in the Department of Anthropology,
examines a Peruvian textile from the late
Nazca period. The piece, an incomplete dove-
tailed tapestry band with a plaited strap sewn
to one edge, is being prepared for the
Museums Hall of South American Peoples,
which will open in 1987. The Museum cur-
rently has 39 exhibition halls which were vis-
itedby more than 2.6 million people this year
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cerned the Chincha Valley Archeo-
logical-Historical Project in Peru. The
study was initiated as a pilot project in
1983; the project proper began in
June, 1984. The excavation was
designed to investigate a small coastal
kingdom that apparently held a near
monopoly on sea trade. The kingdom
linked the central and southern parts
of the Andean heartland to resources
in the warm water regions of the
Pacific at least as far north as
Ecuador
Two grants were received to sup-

port the Chincha research. The first,
for approximately $78,000, was
received from the Tinker Foundation;
another, for approximately $25,000,
was received from the National Geo-
graphic Society. The research is being
conducted in collaboration with
Heather Lecthman of the Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology, who is
directing fieldwork in adjoining Pisco
Valley. The project has also received
support from the Museum's Richard
Lounsbery Fund.

Dr. Morris also completed work on a
book dealing with the Huanuco "pro-
venience" of the Inca empire in collab-
oration with Dr. Donald B. Thompson -
of the University of Wisconsin. The
book deals with the archeology of the
Inca capital of Huanuco Pampa and
surrounding villages. It will be pub-
lished in 1985 by Thames & Hudson
in the series, "New Aspects of
Antiquity."

Curator Robert L. Carneiro revised
and expanded a manuscript on the
evolution of complexity in human
societies. He also began work on a
manuscript about the "Kwarup," an
intertribal feast of the dead in the
upper Xingu of central Brazil.

Technology and Change The chief
activity of Curator Stanley A. Freed, in
collaboration with Research Asso-
ciate Ruth S. Freed, was the analysis
of data collected in 1977 and 1978
concerning life in the north Indian vil-
lage, Shanti Nagar These findings
were then compared with data they
had previously collected in 1958 and
1959. Each research effort examined
urban influences on traditional village
life. In their analysis, the Drs. Freed
found that some areas of life had
undergone substantial change, while
other aspects of culture and society

14 remained much as they had appeared

20 years before. The focus of the
Freeds' future research will be con-
cerned with analysis of these changes
to discover their causes-and the
manner in which society adjusts to
specific innovations.
The earlier Indian research was

sponsored by the Social Science
Research Council and the National
Science Foundation. The more recent
work supported by a senior research
fellowship from the American Institute
of Indian Studies. Dr. Ruth Freed
received financing from the Indo-
American Fellowship Program of the
Indo-U.S. Subcommission of Educa-
tion and Culture as a senior research
scholar
A major research project concern-

ing the career of Clark Wissler, who
headed the Department of Anthropol-
ogy from 1906 to 1942 and was one
of the most famous American
cultural anthropologists of this
century, resulted in a paper entitled
"Clark Wissler and the Development
of Anthropology in the United States."
The paper was published in the Amer-
ican Anthropologist.

African Exhibitions Enid Schild-
krout, Curator, was responsible for
two major special exhibitions, 'African
Textiles" and 'Asante: Kingdom of
Gold." In conjunction with the
'Asante" exhibition, Dr Schildkrout
organized a scholarly symposium to
be held at the Museum in October,
1984. Two papers based on Dr
Schildkrout's Nigerian research-one
on Hausa widows, and one on chil-
dren as entrepreneurs-are in press.
Other works in progress include a
paper and a book-length manuscript
on women and politics in northern
Nigeria wriften with Barbara Callaway
of Rutgers University. With the assist-
ance of Carol Gelber, Research Assis-
tant, Dr Schildkrout is also developing
a statistical profile of her Nigerian
data.

Physical Anthropology Curator
Ian Tattersall reports most of the year
was occupied by final preparations
for the exhibition, 'Ancestors: Four
Million Years of Humanity," which
opened on April 13. This exhibit
included more than 40 original human
and prehuman fossils from 21
institutions in nine countries. This is
the first time a significant proportion of

the most important and complete
pieces in the human fossil record have
been brought together in one place.
Hundreds of scientists participated in
a four-day scientific comparison ses-
sion and a four-day symposium pre-
ceding the opening of the exhibition.

Dr Tattersall also completed a man-
uscript, in collaboration with Dr Jef-
frey Schwartz, Research Associate.
The monograph deals with the rela-
tionships among extant strepsirhine
primates and the potential links
between these primate forms and the
"adapid" primates of the Eocene.

American Indian Studies Curator
David Hurst Thomas excavated at Alta
ToquimaVillage in July. An archeo-
logical crew of 12 spent three weeks
unearthing midden and house
remains at this unusual Shoshone
Indian campsite. The site is located at
11,000 feet in the Monitor Valley of
central Nevada. Six stratigraphic
zones were identified and 15 addi-
tional radiocarbon dates have been
processed on these new samples.

Dr Thomas also led archeological
expeditions to St. Catherines Island,
Georgia, where he worked on the
long-term excavation of Santa Cata-
lina de Guale, a 16th - Century Spanish
mission. A soil resistivity survey
revealed the presence of a large, sub-
surface structure which was exposed
in October This building probably
functioned as the mission convento
(priests' quarters). During the spring,
intensive remote sensing surveys
using ground-penetrating radar
revealed the presence of several forti-
fications and earthworks surrounding
the mission site. Clark Spencer
Larsen, Research Associate, con-
ducted mortuary excavations inside
the iglesia. To date, approximately1 50
individuals have been
unearthed and skeletal analysis is
underway.

Dr Thomas also edited a mono-
graph describing excavations at
FHidden Cave, Nevada. The lengthy
manuscript will be published as an
Anthropological Paper of the Amer-
ican Museum of Natural History. He
also completed the third volume in the
Archaeology of Monitor Valley series.
This monograph discusses excava-
tions at ten archeological sites and
surface survey work at several hun-
dred more localities in the valley.



Korean Marriage Customs
Assistant Curator Laurel Kendall
spent the summer in Korea initiating a
research project on contemporary
marriage customs. She is translating
and analyzing ritual manuals, popular
writing and folklorists' accounts col-
lected in Korea to supplement to her
own observations and interviews. Dr.
Kendall also dealt with the use of the
life history in an ethnographic context.
With co-editor Griffin Dix, she com-
pleted editing a conference volume on
Religion and Ritual in Korean Society
Dr Kendall was the local curator for
the special exhibition, "Silk Roads/
China Ships," which opened in Feb-
ruary, and is responsible for the forth-
coming special exhibition, "Ban
Chiang: Discovery of a Lost Bronze
Age," scheduled to open in
November

South Pacific Cultures Paul
Roscoe joined the Department of
Anthropology in September as a
Lounsbery Fellow. Dr Roscoe's main
research project drew on the
Museum's extensive South Pacific
library holdings through which he
examined the effects of population
density, resource pressure and terrain
on political evolution in ancient Poly-
nesia. Four manuscripts were pro-
duced in draft form. Dr Roscoe also
developed a microcomputer program
to generate three-dimensional images
from contour maps to assist in the
analysis of the military implications of
the terrain. The program will also aid in
the illustration of future publications.

His other projects included analysis
of field data gathered in the East Sepik
Province of Papua New Guinea a
paper on family planning and a paper
on medical pluralism.
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Astronomy and the
American Museum-
Hayden Planetarium
The Museum's Department of
Astronomy is the American
Museum-Hayden Planetarium
housed in a separate building
with its main entrance in
Margaret Mead Park on 81st
Street. The Planetarium serves
as an important educational and
reference resource in astron-
omyand the space sciences for
the general public, professional
researchers and students. It also
serves as a major entertainment
attraction in the New York City
area. During the year, 516,591
persons (18 percentofthem
school children) attended the
Planetarium's various shows,
courses, lectures, permanent
and special exhibits, and the
15,000-volume library.

Sky Shows During the year five Sky
Shows were presented under the
great dome of the Sky Theater. " Is
Anyone Out There?...The Search for
Life in Space" ran through the end of
September, followed by "Cosmic
Mysteries," a program that asks the
following questions: is a black hole at
the center of the Milky Way? what
about UFOs? is there a cosmic expla-
nation for the extinction of the dino-
saurs? and what will be the fate of the
universe?

In December, the Planetarium pre-
sented a new holiday offering, "The
Spirit of Christmas," which discussed
the night sky, the origins of many
favorite holiday traditions, and pos-
sible explanations for the Star of Beth-
lehem. "Cosmic Mysteries" returned
for January, February and March and
was followed in April by "Star-Quest."
"Star-Quest," narrated by Leonard
Nimoy of "Star Trek" fame, takes a
look at man's past, present and future
exploration of space. "Star-Quest"
makes extensive use of specially built
spacecraft models, and incorporates
a large number of special effects
made possible by the Planetarium's
advanced computer automation

On weekdays in July and August,
the Planetarium presented a live Sky
Show, 'The Skies of Summer"
Designed for children and adults,
"The Skies of Summer" entertains
while it instructs on how to identify sat-
ellites, planets, constellations, phases
of the moon, and shooting stars.
During the year, 344,633 visitors
attended the five public Sky Show
performances.

School and Eclipse Shows The
year saw a further expansion of the
Planetarium's offerings for school
children. A live theater production,
"Slim Goodbody's Voyage to the
Stars" for children in grades two
through five, plus "Wonderful Sky," a
hit program for preschoolers featuring
the "Sesame Street" Muppets, *© were
integrated into the regular school
show calendar Both shows were
offered in pilotform during the 1983-
84 school year "Wonderful Sky," in
particular, proved enormously suc-
cessful with all performances selling
out months in advance.

In January, a new school program,
"Max's Flying Saucer," was intro-
duced and integrated into the school
show schedule. This program,
designed for grades two through five,
focused on the provocative theme of
extraterrestrial life. Total school and
preschool attendance at the Plane-
tarium for the year was 95,587.

Several special programs in
advance of the annular eclipse of the
sun, May 30, were well received. The
Planetarium presented a five-minute
eclipse primer preceding the regular
afternoon public Sky Shows May 14-
*@ 1984 Children's Television Workshop; Muppets, Inc.

Brian Sullivan, American Museum-Hayden
Planetarium Production Designer, airbrushes
the finishing touches on a model of the space
shuttle. The replica is used in the sky show
"Star Quest," one of the Planetarium's most
elaborate productions. All art work and
models, as well as script and special effects,
were created by the Planetarium staff. The
script was narrated by "Star Trek's" Leonard
Nimoy
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29, plus two 40-minute live Sky The-
ater shows ("Eclipse '84") on May 24
and 29. Production costs for these
special programs, including eclipse
materials distributed to the media,
area schools and general public, were
paid for with contributions made in the
memory of Ms. Georgette Wagner-
Saveth. Unfortunately, the planned
public viewing of the eclipse from the
Planetarium lawn was rained out.

Courses During the three academic
terms of the year, the Planetarium
again offered courses in such fields as
astronomy, meteorology, aviation and
navigation. Courses for children were
completely restructured and three
new courses for general students
were added, including Science and
Science Fiction. A total of 24 courses
were taught with a combined enroll-
ment of 654.

Laser Programs Throughout the
year, laser programs, featuring the
music of the rock groups Led Zep-
pelin and Pink Floyd with spectacular
audio-visual laser effects, were pre-
sented in the Sky Theater on Friday
and Saturday evenings. The popular
laser shows were produced for the
Planetarium by Audio Visual Imagi-
neering, Inc., of Springfield, Va.
Attendance continued strong, totaling
142,711 for the year.

Special Presentations This year
the Planetarium held more specials
than ever before. A wide range of spe-
cial Planetarium events was created
for the American Association of Physi-
cists in Medicine, the Manhattan
Guild, the Metropolitan Chapter of the
Young Presidents Organization,
Chemical Bank, IBM, the American
Association of Aeronautics and Astro-
nautics, the American Stock
Exchange, Franklin Computer Com-
pany and the Gillette Company.

In addition, the Planetarium hosted
three special series for members: a
talk and film presentation by Space-
lab/Shuttle Astronaut Robert Parker;
three performances of "Wonderful
Sky" and the "Sesame Street"
Muppets; and two performances of
"Star-Quest." After the "Star-Quest"
shows, representatives of the pro.duc-
tion staff described how the Sky
Shows are made; exhibited artwork,

18 models and special effects materials;

and answered members' questions.

The Perkin Library Through the
continuing generous support of the
family of the late Planetarium Trustee
Richard S. Perkin, the Perkin Library
served a wide audience as one of the
best astronomical libraries in the East.
A large number of professional jour-
nals and several hundred books were
added to the collection which already
contains more than 15,000 volumes.
Two hundred of the books were
donated by Trudy E. Bell, Senior Asso-
ciate Editor of IEEE Spectrum in New
York City. Among the many local,
national and international visitors
during the year were the members of
the Special Libraries Association who
met in New York City in June.

Exhibitions and New Acquisi-
tions The Artwall opposite the
Perkin Library continued as a display
area for space-inspired art. The year's
shows included: a collection of weav-
ings on astronomical themes by Cali-
fornia artist April May; a series of oil
paintings by a high school Applied
Arts class in Flagstaff, Ariz.; and
works in acrylic, pen-and-ink and
mixed media by scientific illustrator
Sally Bensusen, and NASA Art Team
Member B. E. Johnson.
The Franklin Computer Company

of Cherry Hill, N.J., donated ten
Franklin ACE 1200 computers with
video monitors to the Planetarium.
Plans are underway to use these com-
puters to streamline operations and
support activities in education, public
relations, shop inventory, exhibits, the
Library and elsewhere.

Denise Harbin of New York City pre-
sented the Planetarium with an Arion
832 programmer, plus auxilliary power
supplies and projector fader equip-
ment. The new equipment will be
used for off-line programming of spe-
cial presentations in the Guggenheim
Space Theater

Funding for Technical Improve-
ments The Prospect Hill Founda-
tion contributed $25,000; Chemical
Bank, $5000; and the Sidney, Milton
and Leoma Simon Foundation, $4000
toward the Planetarium's Special
Technical Improvements Fund. So far,
spending has been for additional spe-
cial effects equipment to enhance the
visual quality of Planetarium shows.

Future objectives include new audio
equipment and the construction of a
small but high-quality sound studio.
Current contributions total $89,000
toward a goal of $250,000.

Staff Activities William A. Gutsch,
Jr, Planetarium Chairman, wrote the
Sky Shows, " Is Anyone Out There?...
The Search for Life in Space,"
"Cosmic Mysteries," and "Star-
Quest." He represented the Planet-
arium at the meetings of the South -
east Planetarium Association and the
Major Planetarium Executive's Con-
ference where he gave papers. Dr
Gutsch was the keynote speaker at an
annual meeting of the South-western
Association of Planetariums. He was
named to the Board of the Indepen-
dent Space Research Group; he
wrote and produced science features
forWABC-TV, and he appeared on
national television, including the
Cable News Network and the NBC
"Today" program.
Kenneth L. Franklin, Astronomer,

lectured at Rockland Community Col-
lege, Long Island's Custer Observa-
tory, and the Columbia School of
Journalism. He gave numerous media
interviews and reprogrammed the
Guggenheim Space Theater com-
puter for several of the special corpo-
rate events presentations.

Allen Seltzer,. Education Coor-
dinator, supervised the Planetarium's
educational program, assisted in daily
business operations and taught
courses in astronomy at Fordham
University. He served as Science
Coordinator for an expedition to
observe the May 30 annular solar
eclipse in Ciudad Victoria, Mexico.

Clarence A. Brown, Producer, pre-
sented a paper on the Planetarium's
use of computers and audio-visual
techniques at the Pratt Center for
Computer Graphics and taught
astronomy at the Scarsdale Adult
School.

Internship Program Francine
Jackson entered the Planetarium's
internship in October Her assign-
ments included teaching the course,
"Introduction to Astronomy"; pre-
senting many school Sky Shows, and
writing and producing the special
mini-show, "Eclipse '84," on the May
30 eclipse. She completed the pro-
gram and is now Director of the Plan-



etarium at the Children's Museum in
Hartford, Conn. Joseph Kelch com-
pleted his internship and is now Edu-
cation Coordinator at the Maryland
Science Center's Davis Planetarium.
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Department of
Entomology
The Department ofEntomology
increased its research collec-
tions by a total of60,982 speci-
mens ofinsects and spiders.
Two particularly generous dona-
tions were involved: the Arthur
Aiken collection of8109African
butterflies; and the Joe Schuh
collection ofNorth American
Coleoptera, of which 11,919
ground beetles were acces-
sioned. The remaining speci-
mens were the result ofsmaller
gifts, purchases, and fieldwork
bydepartment staff members. A
generous monetary donation
from Bryant Matherhas enabled
the department to pursue
actively the curation oflarge
collections ofNorth American
noctuid moths.

Miridae Research Randall T.
Schuh, Associate Curator and
Chairman, saw his Revision of Indo-
Pacific Phylinae published. This mon-
ograph treats in detail a group of
small, primarily plant-feeding bugs
which were last studied compre-
hensively in the Orient in 1904. Dr.
Schuh's work on the phyline Miridae is
now focused on the North American
fauna and is partially funded by the
National Science Foundation.

In cooperation with NSF-supported
Curatorial Assistant Michael D.
Schwartz, Dr. Schuh brought to com-
pletion a revision of the New World
genus Rhinacloa, a group of about 30
species, which finds its sister group
in the Old World tropics. This study
includes diagnoses and illustrations of
male genitalia and other structures for
all known Rhinacloa species. This
basic information was used to prepare
a species-level phylogenetic analysis,
one of the first such undertakings in
the Hemiptera, and the f irst for Dr
Schuh, who has in the past concen-
trated on the interrelationships of
higher taxa within the Hemiptera.

Dr Schuh and Mr Schwartz col-
lected Miridae for six weeks in the
southwestern United States, accom-
panied part of the time by Research
Associate Gary M. Stonedahl. This

effort resulted in the acquisition of
between 20,000 and 30,000 speci-
mens collected on nearly 100 host
plant species. Mr. Schwartz dissected
more than 500 male specimens of
North American Phylinae in prepara-
tion for further revisionary work on the
group. These dissections were par-
ticularly helpful in preparing a diag-
nosis for Rhinacloa, as well as in
understanding the relationship of
Rhinacloa to other genera.

With the cooperation of Curatorial
Assistant Bella Galil and Associate
John T. Polhemus, Dr. Schuh pre-
pared a comprehensive bibliography
and catalog of the Leptopodomorpha,
or shore bugs. This project involved
finding some 700 references, most of
which were present in the American
Museum's library. All citations were
checked for accuracy, and informa-
tion on the species, genera, and
higher taxa of Leptopodomorpha
mentioned was prepared from each
reference. The catalog records were
then transferred to the Museum's
Wang Computer system, where they
can be managed efficiently. The com-
puter file will be used directly for
photocomposition in preparing the
publication. Drs. Schuh and Galil,
using their cataloging experience with
the Leptopodomorpha, have nearly
completed the data-collection for a
supplement to a catalog of the much
largerfamily Miridae which was pub-
lished in the late 1950s.

Dr. Schuh also prepared an analysis
of distributional problems in the
Indo-Pacific. This project involved
comparison of interrelationships of
areas of endemism for several groups,
including the phyline Miridae, blissine
lygaeid bugs, cicadas, and swallowtail
butterflies.

Bledius Research Lee H. Herman,
Curator, conducting work on the
fourth part of his monograph of the
rove beetle genus Bledius, expanded
his earlier classification of 10 species
groups of the Bledius of North America
to include all known species of the
genus in the world. He has studied
over 400 species and arranged them
into 34 groups varying in size from
one to about 60 species. Descriptions
of and a key to the groups are com-
plete, and the hundreds of illustrations
and a cladogram are nearly finished.
As part of this study, Dr. Herman spent 19



several months compiling a catalog of
the names and literature for Bledius.
More than 620 names were available,
of which about 430 are valid. In com-
pleting the catalog, over 500 refer-
ences were consulted, 97 percent of
which were found in Dr. Herman's or
the Museum's library.
Work has begun on describing

some larval Bledius, and discussions
were started on aspects of the natural
history of the group. The literature on
the natural history of Bledius,
although fairly voluminous, leaves
many basic questions unaddressed.
Completion of Part IV of Dr. Herman's
monograph should be a catalyst for a
broad range of new morphological
and biological studies of this large
interesting genus.

Delimiting the geographical distri-
bution of the species groups in the
genus took Dr. Herman to Hawaii to
search for Bledius from that state and
to visit the Bishop Museum to sort
their Staphylinidae to genus and
borrow Bledius from the Pacific
region. No Bledius were found on
Hawaii. Available data from the Bishop
Museum collection and elsewhere
suggest that the genus, formerly
thought to have a cosmopolitan distri-
bution, occurs widely on continents
and continental islands but has
reached only afew oceanic islands
that are near continents. The best
collected region is North America,
followed by Europe, then northern
Africa; distributions for other parts of
the world are patchy and moderately
to exceedingly poorly known.

Dr Herman prepared a preliminary
catalog of the taxa recognized in the
staphylinid subfamily Paederinae.
This largely tropical group contains
about 213 genera and 5300 species.
This catalog represents the first step
toward a generic revision of the sub-
family for the world.

Dr. Herman also worked on a gen-
eral bibliography of the Staphylinidae.
To date about 12,000 references have
been entered into the word processor
by Departmental Secretary Bea
Brewster Some of them have been
verified against the original references.

Spider Systematics Norman 1.
Platnick, Curator, conducted research
on spider systematics and biogeog-
raphy. As part of a long-term project of
the family Gnaphosidae, he collabo-

rated with Associate John Murphy on
a revision of the genera Trachyzelotes
and Urozelotes. Five species found in
various parts of the United States were
discovered to be introduced rather
than native. Originally Mediterranean,
these spiders have been widely
spread around the world by humans
and have therefore been redescribed,
by mistake, some 27 times from dif-
ferent parts of North and South
America, Africa and Asia.

Together with Associate Walter
Sedgwick, Dr. Platnick also completed
a revision of the spider genus Lip-
histius, which includes the most primi-
tive of all known spiders, based largely
on Mr. Sedgwick's recent fieldwork in
southeast Asia.

Research on Chilean spider
biogeography was augmented by a
three-year grant from the National Sci-
enc4e Foundation. This grant will sub-
sidize two future expeditions to Chile,
supplementing the collecting Drs.
Platnick and Schuh did there in 1981.
In collaboration with Research Asso-
ciate Raymond Forster, a review of the
southern hemisphere spiders of the
superfamily Palpimanoidea was com-
pleted (a similar review of the Dysde-
roidea is underway). This work
showed that the family Mecys-
maucheniidae, known only from
southern South America and New
Zealand, contains the closest relatives
of the true Archaeidae of Madagascar,
South Africa and Australia. Of special
interest was the description of a new
Chilean genus, first collected by Drs.
Platnick and Schuh, whose charac-
ters allowed the recognition of two
subfamilies of mecysmaucheniids,
the fundamental division within each
of which is between New Zealand and
Chilean taxa. In both superfamilies,
Drs. Forster and Platnick will increase
the known American fauna by about
five times at the generic and 10 times
at the specific levels.

New World Moths Frederick H.
Rindge, Curator, continued his long-
range systematic studies of the New
World moths of the family Geomet-
ridae, with emphasis on the tribe Lith-
inini of the very large subfamily
Ennomirnae. The section on the six
genera that occur in North America is
complete. Some descriptive work on
those genera occurring in Chile and
Argentina has been done, but further

descriptive work and all illustrations
must still be prepared.
A revision of Acronyctodes, a

member of the Ennominae, was com-
pleted. The females of this genus have
the under-surface of the last segment
of the middle and hind tarsi covered
with two types of sensory setae
instead of the scales normally present.
Similar modifications have been
reported in some butterflies and a few
moths, but not heretofore from the
Geometridae. These setae are
thought to be chemoreceptors which
help females find the proper substrate
for oviposition. Acronyctodes is
placed in the Bistonini, thus extending
the known distribution of that tribe as
far south as Panama, and providing
the first record of the tribe in tropical
America.

Dr. Rindge also studied members
of the genus Eupithecia from the
western Gulf States. The large genus,
which belongs to the Larentiinae, is
worldwide in distribution. The tax-
onomy and distribution of the species
in the Gulf area are very poorly known,
and this study should clarify the
situation.

Bee Nesting Jerome G. Rozen, Jr,
Curator, participated in three field trips
this year The first, to southeastern
Arizona, permitted him to complete
two long-term studies on the nesting
behavior and ecology of bees. The
first study treated the large ground-
nesting bees of the colletid family
Diphaglossinae. These are the only
bees that forage and mate very early
in the morning, often before dawn.
The second study treated the New
World anthophorid tribe Exomalop-

These ground beetles are part of the Joe
Schuh collection of North American coleop-
tera, a major gift to the Department of
Entomology during 1983-84. The depart-
ment's collection of more than 16 million
insects and arachnids was increased by
60,982 specimens which were acquired
through fieldwork, purchases, exchanges and
gifts.
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sini. This tribe is generally considered
a primitive member of the family and a
better understanding of its nesting
biology may shed light on the relation-
ships of the tribe to both the non-
parasitic and parasitic anthophorids.
These studies are currently in press.

During the second field venture, Dr.
Rozen participated in the expedition to
Cerro de la Neblina in southern Vene-
zuela. (See pages 10-11)

Dr. Rozen's third field trip of the year
was to Pakistan where he, Scientific
Assistant Sarfraz Lodhi, volunteer Ian
Stupakoff, and Ronald J. McGinley of
the Smithsonian Institution, sampled
the bee fauna. The only prior signifi-
cant collections of bees from Pakistan
were amassed at the turn of the
century.

Research Associates Kurt
Johnson, resident Research Asso-
ciate, completed his analysis of the
eumaeine lycaenid butterflies for
inclusion in his monograph of the
group. He spent one month in Europe
analyzing characters of the Neo-
tropical rain forest genus Agrias
(Nymphalidae) in cooperation with
Henri Descimon of the University of
Marseilles, France.

Research Associate Robert J.
Raven spent 1983 in the department,
supported by an Australian post-
doctoral fellowship, working on a
generic-level revision of the world's
mygalomorph (tarantulalike) spiders.
His study, the broadest survey of
these animals undertaken in this cen-
tury, will revolutionize our under-
standing of their interrelationships.
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Department of
Herpetology
The Department was awarded a
three-year curatorial support
grant from the National Science
Foundation forimprovement of
collection facilities and pur-
chase ofnew microscopes and
other instruments. Fieldwork
and research are partially sup-
ported bynew or continued
funding from the National Sci-
ence Foundation, the National
Geographic Society andAstra
LakemedelAB, Sweden. Staff
members carried out field
investigations in the United
States, West Indies, Panama and
Venezuela.

Grants Funding was received from
several agencies in acknowledgment
of the significance of departmental
activities. The worldwide collection of
preserved amphibians and reptiles is
recognized by the National Science
Foundation as a national resource for
scientific research, as attested by the
third consecutive curatorial support
grant awarded to the department. The
present three-year NSF grant of
$142,488 provides funds for micro-
scopes and other instruments needed
by visiting scholars. It also allows for
the purchase of 70 three-door steel
specimen cases that are being placed
in new rooms to accommodate
expansion of a growing collection. In
the second and third grant years,
salary is provided for a curatorial
assistant to help move the amphibian
collection and to help speed
responses to loan requests.
NSF funding was received for the

third year of Curator Charles J. Cole's
five-year grant of $140,000 for
investigations on the genetics, origin
and relationships of unisexual species
of reptiles.

Chairman and Curator CharlesW
Myers co-authored the Museum's
two-year coordinating grant of
$36,307 in partial support of Amer-
ican zoologists who are participating
in the Venezuelan Cerro de la Neblina
Expedition.
Another proposal to NSF written in

Ornithology, was for the purchase of
electronic sound-analyzers and
audio-spectrogram printers to be
used in the study of frog and bird
vocalizations. This proposal received
a favorable review; a $55,000 grant
was to be awarded.
Two grants were given by the

National Geographic Society. Dr. Cole
received $3,950 for fieldwork in the
West Indies, and Dr. Myers was
awarded $7,000 for an expedition to
Cerro Fabrega in western Panama. Dr
Myers received a third annual award
of $4,000 from the Research and
Development Laboratories of Astra
Lakemedel AB, Sweden, for research
on tropical poison frogs.

Cerro de la Neblina Expedition
(See pages 10-11)

Frog and Snake Studies
Dr Zweifel began study of external
and skeletal morphology of a possibly
undescribed genus of microhylid frog
collected on the Cerro de la Neblina
Expedition. Most of his research time
during the year was spent on a sys-
tematic revision of the microhylid
frogs of Australia, a project for which
he did the fieldwork in 1980-1981.

Dr. Myers conducted two field trips
to the mountains and Atlantic low-
lands of western Panama in order to
obtain skin toxins and blood and
frozen tissue samples for collaborative
biochemical investigations into the
evolution of an extraordinarily variable
complex of brightly colored poison
frogs. He was accompanied in the
field by Research Associates John W.
Daly of the National Institutes of
Health and Linda R. Maxson of the
University of Illinois, and also by
A. Stanley Rand, Senior Scientist at
the Smithsonian Tropical Research
Institute.
Dr Myers's party also continued his

faunal survey of a newly accessible
cloud forest on the continental divide
of western Panama. Lodging and
meals were again provided in a cloud-
forest camp of Constructora Urbana
S.A., a road-construction company
that since 1982 has contributed
important aid to Dr Myers's work in
Panama.

Research Associate Janis A. Roze

conducted research on venomous
coral snakes. His taxonomic and bio-
logical summary of this medically
important group was published in
Brazil by the Instituto Butantan.

Unisexual Lizards Dr Cole spent
the summer of 1983 in the southwest,
using the Museum's Southwestern
Research Station as a base of opera-
tions for field and laboratory research.
Other staff members who assisted
and collaborated in this work were
Senior Scientific Assistant Carol R.
Townsend and Research Associate
Herbert C. Dessauer of the Louisiana
State University Medical Center in
New Orleans. The thrust of their work
involved the biochemical genetics,
origin and relationships of unisexual
(all-female) species of whiptail lizards
of the genus Cnemidophorus. Anal-
ysis of field samples, as well as of
lizards of known genealogy reared at
the Museum, is allowing detailed reso-
lution of the basic genetics of
unisexual and bisexual species.
Studies of gene dosage in polyploid
species, which have multiple copies of
all genes, demonstrated that for each
detectable genetic locus, all genes are
equally functional at the level of the
individual cell nucleus.

Dr Cole and Ms. Townsend also
conducted fieldwork for two weeks on
the West Indian islands of Martinique,
Trinidad and Chacachacare. They col-
lected specimens of two bisexual
species and one all-female species of
lizards of the genus Gymnophthlmus.
Data on ecology, morphology,
chromosomes, reproduction and gen-
etics are being used to test the
hypothesis of a hybrid origin of the
unisexual species.

Lizard Behavior Dr Cole and Ms.
Townsend published a paper demon-
strating that, contrary to another pub-
lished report, no special behavioral
phenomena are required for repro-
duction by all-female species of whip-
tail lizards. Each female produces
developing eggs in the absence of
sperm and independently of behav-
ioral stimulation from other females.

Research Associate Carol A. Simon
spent much of the year on sabbatical
leave in Arizona, where she con-
ducted research on the effect of

collaboration with the Department of
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habitat structure on territory size of the
lizard Sceloporus jarrovi. She is also
working on comparative studies of
tongue-flicking behavior and chemo-
reception among several ecologically
diverse species of Sceloporus.

Departmental Outreach The
research collection and other depart-
mental resources are heavily used by
the scientific community. On average,
the department received one profes-
sional visitor every three work days.
Many visiting scientists stayed on to
work for periods ranging from several
days to several weeks. The depart-
ment's important Chinese collections,
for example, were studied on a
month-long visit by Prof. Ermi Zhao
from the Chengdu Institute of Biology,
Peoples Republic of China.
A total of 3691 specimens were lent

to or returned by 92 researchers at
other institutions in this country and
abroad. Specimens were acces-
sioned from 14 countries on five conti-
nents and from the islands of Trinidad
and New Guinea. About 80 percent of
the 2066 new specimens was
acquired through fieldwork by
Museum staff, with the balance repre-
senting small gifts and exchanges.

Scientific Publications:
Cole, Charles J.
1983. Specific status of the North Amer-

ican fence lizards, Sceloporus
undulatus and Sceloporus occi-
dentalis, with comments on
chromosome variation. Amer Mus.
Novitates, no. 2768, pp. 1-13, figs.
1-6, table 1.

1984. Unisexual lizards. Sci. Amer, vol.
250, no. 1, pp. 94-100.

Cole, Charles J., and Carol R. Townsend
1983. Sexual behaviour in unisexual

lizards. Animal Behav., vol. 31, pp.
724-728, tables 1-2.

Dessauer, Herbert C., and Charles J. Cole
1984. Influence of gene dosage on elec-

trophoretic phenotypes of proteins
from lizards of the genus Cnemido-
phorus. Comp. Biochem. Physiol.,
vol. 77B, no. 1, pp. 181-189, figs.
1-4, tables 1-2.

Klemens, Michael W, and James L.
Warner
1983. The status of Clemmys muhlen-

bergi (Schoepff) in Connecticut.
Herp. Rev., vol. 14, no. 4, pp.
124-125.

Lynch, John D., and CharlesW Myers
1983. Frogs of the fitzingeri group of

Eleutherodactylus in eastern
Panama and Chocoan South
America (Leptodactylidae). Bull.
Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., vol. 175, art.
5, pp. 481-568, frontis. + figs.
1-32, tables 1-2.

Myers, CharlesW
1984. Subcircular pupil shape in the

snake Tantalophis (Colubridae).
Copeia, 1984, no. 1, pp. 215-216,
fig. 1.

Myers, Charles W, John W. Daly,
and Victor Martfnez
1984. An arboreal poison frog (Dendro-

bates) from western Panama.
Amer Mus. Novitates, no. 2783,
pp. 1 -20, figs. 1 -10, tables 1 -2.

Roze, Janis A.
"1982" [1983]. New World coral snakes

(Elapidae): Ataxonomic and bio-
logical summary. Mem. Inst.
Butantan, vol. 46, pp. 305-338.

Simon, Carol A., and Barbara E. Bissinger
1983. Paint marking lizards: Does the

color affect survivorship? Jour
Herp., vol. 17, no. 2, pp. 184-186,
tables 1 -2.

Department of
Ichthyology
The principal objectives of the
Department of Ichthyology are
the study, growth and mainte-
nance of its major resource-the
vast collection ofmore than a
million fishes, some parts of the
collection dating from the last
century, others only weeks old.
The effort during the year to
identify and catalog a backlog of
specimens increased the per-
manent cataloged collection by
more than a third. At this rate,
the department's entire holdings
will be curated and available for
study by Museum researchers
and the scientific community at
large within two years.

The curation project on the uncata-
loged backlog has been made pos-
sible by grants from the National
Science Foundation and the Hudson
River Foundation. This year, the cura-
tion effort added some 350,000 speci-
mens and 24,000 lots to the
department's permanent, cataloged
collection. The new material is about
evenly divided between two major col-
lections acquired in recent years:
adult freshwater fishes from the south-
eastern United States, and the larval
fishes from the Hudson River

While many specimens entered the
collection during the year, other new,
uncataloged specimens continued to
arrive. Last year, 30 accessions,
totaling 31,000 specimens, were
added to the uncataloged backlog.
Nearly 50 loans were sent to
investigators throughout the world.

Chiarles J. Cole, Curator in the Department of
Herpetology put on climbing irons to catch a
frequently heard but rarely seen tree frog near
the base camp of the Cerro de la Neblina
expedition in southern Venezuela. Depart-
ment members spent 36 days searching for
specimens at Neblina. Initial findings indicate
most species obtained from the higher eleva-
tion camps were never seen before by scien-
tists, and that some of the species found in the
lowlands were never recorded before in
Venezuela.

Caribbean Biogeography At the
Annual Systematics Symposium of
the Missouri Botanical Garden,
Curator Donn E. Rosen presented the
results of many years spent studying
the geology and biology of Middle
America and the Caribbean Islands.
Geologists are interested in the region
because of its petroleum reserves;
biologists regard it as a fascinating
laboratory for the study of evolution.
Only now are the complex secrets of
the region's geology and biology
beginning to unfold. 25



Dr. Rosen's work indicates that,
despite minor problems, the geologic
history can now be seen as a coherent
whole. Still, the geologic history is
complex with a wide diversity of biotic
interrelationships among the many
different islands and areas within the
region. Dr. Rosen believes that,
although the full story remains to be
told, new developments in plate-
tectonic theory and in cladistic theory
explain a great deal.

Larval Fishes C. Lavett Smith,
Curator, has completed his book,
"The Inland Fishes of New York,"
which will be published in early 1985.
In collaboration with James C. Tyler,
Research Associate, Dr. Smith began
a long-term study of the factors con-
trolling recruitment of new individuals
into coral-reef fish communities. Dr.
Smith believes that many of these
factors are operative only during early
stages of development, when juvenile
fishes first arrive on the reef.

With support from the National
Oceanic Atmospheric Administration,
Drs. Smith and Tyler collected in the
Salt River Canyon off St. Croix in the
U.S. Virgin Islands. They spent a week
underwater collecting large numbers
of many kinds of larval fishes, particu-
larly during the night when planktonic
larvae were abundant near the sea
floor, 50 to 130 feet beneath the sur-
face. Very little collecting of this sort
has ever been done, and Dr. Smith
anticipates a variety of interesting
results.

Anchovies Gareth Nelson,
Chairman and Curator, continued his
systematic study of the world's
anchovies, which number about 150
species. One interesting result
stemmed from the discovery of a mini-
ature anchovy, one of several new
freshwater species collected in
Brazil's Rio Negro by Michael
Goulding of the Museu Goeldi in
Belem.

Attempting to classify this species
led to a review of the structure of the
distinctive snout of all anchovies. The
anchovy snout contains a remarkably
complex rostral organ of still unknown
function. Dr. Nelson believes that the
organ might be electroreceptive, facil-
itating navigation of these schooling
fishes. The Rio Negro anchovy lacks

26 the usual anchovy snout, Dr. Nelson

discovered. Nevertheless, it has struc-
tures uniquely associated with the
anchovy rostral organ. It is therefore
identified as an anchovy, although an
aberrant one.

Exploration Dr. Nelson, with Carl
Ferraris, Graduate Student in the
department, and Ramiro Royero, of
the Instituto de Zoologia Tropical at
the Universidad Central de Venezuela,
participated in the international expe-
dition to Cerro de la Neblina in
southern Venezuela.
(See pages 10-11)

Electric Fishes Peter Moller,
Research Associate, in collaboration
with Jacques Serrier, Associate, con-
tinued their detailed study of the role
of electric discharges in the behavior
of the weakly electric fishes (family
Mormyridae) of Africa. Dr Serrier
joined the department in September
under a three-year joint grant from the
National Science Foundation and the
Centre National de la Recherche
Scientifique.

Their research entered a new phase
during the past year. Drs. Moller and
Serrier developed a novel experi-
mental device (LINEX, for Linear
Movement Experiments) to measure
the electric discharges from two fish
at various distances. Two mormyrids
are suspended opposite each other,
each in its own clay shelter, into a 600-
gallon, 12-foot-long tank. The small
clay fish-housings hang from a track
so that they can be moved closer or
farther apart. The electric discharge
behavior is analyzed directly with a
micro-computer The electric interac-
tions between mormyrids are proving
to be quite predictable and suggest
some primitive, electric fish language.

Hakes and Cardinal Fishes
During his continuing study of hakes
of the genus Urophycis, Joseph W.
Rachlin, Research Associate, discov-
ered that the red hake (U. chuss)
grows remarkably rapidly, up to 14
inches, during its first year In collabo-
ration with K. A. Rivlin, Graduate Stu-
dent, and George Dale of Fordham
University, Dr Rachlin studied the
chromosomes of cardinal fishes
(genus Apogon). They discovered
what appear to be differentiated sex
chromosomes, a condition known in
fewer than 10 other fish species.

Scientific Publications:
Dingerkus, Guido, and T C. DeFino
1983. A revision of the orectolobiform

shark family Hemiscyllidae
(Chondrichthyes, Selachii). Bull.
Amer Mus. Nat. Hist., vol. 176, pp.
1-94.

Gorner; P Peter Moller, and
Jacques Serrier
1984. Lateral-line input and'stimulus

localization in the African clawed
toad Xenopus sp. Jour Exp. Biol.,
vol.'108, pp. 315-328.

Nelson, Gareth
1983. Status of a clupeid fish C/u-

panodon chanpole Hamilton.
Japan. Jour Ichthyol., vol. 30,
p. 196.

1984. Identity of the anchovy Hildebran-
dichthys setiger Schultz, with notes
on the relationships and biogeog-
raphy of the genera Engraulis and
Cetengraulis. Copeia, 1984,
pp.422-427.

1984. Notes on the rostral organ of
anchovies. Japan. Jour Ichthyol.,
vol.31, pp. 23-24.

Nelson, Gareth, and Norman Platnick
1984. Systematics and evolution. M. W

Ho and P T. Saunders (eds.),
Beyond Neo-Darwinism: An
Introduction to the New Evolu-
tionary Paradigm. Acad. Press,
London, pp. 143-158.

Carol G. Schleifer, Senior Scientific Assistant
in the Department of Ichthyology cleans the
skeleton of a spiny-finned fish as part of a
departmental project to catalog the vast col-
lection of fish specimens. The curation
project is funded by grants from the National
Science Foundation and the Hudson River
Foundation. During 1983-84, some 350,000
specimens were added to the department's
permanent collection of more than a million
specimens.
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in Environ. Health, vol. XVII,
pp. 72-81.
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Arch. Environ. Contam. Toxicol.,
vol. 13, pp. 143-151.
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fishes. Amer Mus. Novitates, no.
2782, pp. 1-45.
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1984. Pellonula bahiensis Steindachner,
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Nomen., vol. 41, pp. 65-66.
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1982. Do electric fish "sleep?" Sleep,

Karger, Basel, pp. 240-242.
Nelson, Gareth
1984. [Review of] Biogeographie et tec-

tonique des plaques. Syst. Zool.,
vol. 33, pp. 122-123.
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Fishes, vol. 9 (2), pp. 191-192.

Department of
Invertebrates
The department is committed to
the study of the biologyand
diversity of fossil and Recent
invertebrates. Its work centers
on a tradition emphasizing both
fieldwork and collections-
oriented laboratory investiga-
tions. Members of the staff carry
out original, basic research,
communicate their findings to
the scientific community and
general public and accumulate
and care for collections.

Expanding Resources The collec-
tion of Platyhelminthes was consid-
erably enriched by a gift from Horace
W. Stunkard, Research Associate,
of some 6000 slide preparations of
parasitic flatworms, representing
numerous type specimens as well as
complete life cycles of species. The
department also received as gifts
three outstanding collections of
mollusks totaling more than 50,000
specimens: The Raymond Summer
Collection is largely composed of
Cypraeacea and Marginellidae, the
Kay C. Vaught Collection is worldwide
in scope with a major strength in
eastern Pacific material, and the Wil-
liam E. Old Collection, also worldwide,
includes large holdings of Conidae,
Strombidae, Cypraeacea and
Acmaeidae. In addition, some 30,000
specimens of marine and freshwater
mollusks were received from the
National Museum of Natural History in
Washington.

Flatworms and Mollusks Ernst
Kirsteuer, Chairman and Curator,
concentrated research efforts on a
systematic revision of the Family
Ototyphlonemertidae, based on pre-
vious fieldwork. New information
about geographic distribution and
morphological variation has been
added to the growing body of knowl-
edge about this group of minute,
sand-inhabiting marine worms. Dr
Kirsteuer also gathered data in prepa-
ration for a reclassification of the
Phylum Nemertina, the ribbon worms.
Roger L. Batten, Curator, reviewed

three examples of living fossil mol-

lusks. He also completed studies of
two advanced gastropod groups from
the Permian of Malaysia and began an
investigation of the early life history of
the living sea hare, Aplysia, based on
shell structure. This project will be
conducted jointly with Ethel Tobach,
Curator in the Department of Mam-
malogy. Dr Batten attended meetings
of the International Correlation Project
in Beijing during early March, where
he presented a paper on his study of
the Permo-Triassic of eastern Cali-
fornia. He also participated in field-
work in China's northwestern Sichuan
Province where he found silicified
gastropod fauna of the uppermost
Permian.

Evolutionary Concepts Niles
Eldredge, Curator, wrote two books
during the past year "The Integration
of Evolutionary Theory" analyzes the
primary documents of the evolu-
tionary synthesis. The text elaborates
the need for a more complete theory
that takes into account the hier-
archical organization of genealogical
and ecological entities. The second
book, as yet untitled, is a general
exposition of the theory of punctuated
equilibria: what it is and how it came to
be. Dr Eldredge also wrote the
introduction and a chapter for a book,
"Living Fossils," he edited with Steven
M. Stanley of Johns Hopkins Univer-
sity. Progress was made on descrip-
tions of new trilobites from the Upper
Silurian of Bolivia, and on a project
investigating evolutionary patterns in
deep-sea Radiolaria. The Radiolaria
project is being conducted in con-
junction with several colleagues at
Lamont-Doherty Geological Observa-
tory. With Michael Novacek, Chairman
of the Department of Vertebrate
Paleontology, Dr Eldredge completed a
manuscript on the connection
between systematics and paleobiology.

El Ninio's Influence William K.
Emerson, Curator, studied the sys-
tematics, ecology and zoogeography
of marine mollusks. Six new records
of prosobranch gastropods for Pacific
Panama were recently reported. Four
of these are representatives of the
Indo-Pacific faunal element. The dis-
coveries bring to 50 the number of
tropical prosobranch gastropods
known to occur in eastern Pacific
waters. Of these 50, only 11 have been28



recorded in the vicinity of the New
World mainland. The remainder (39
species) occur only around oceanic
islands in the eastern Pacific, espe-
cially Clipperton. With the cooperation
of field collectors in Panama and on
Cocos Island, Costa Rica, Dr.
Emerson will investigate the possible
influence of El Nino, a cyclical climatic
condition, on the zoogeographic
composition of the marine molluscan
faunas of Pacific Panama and other
areas in the eastern Pacific Ocean.

Fossilized Ammonites Neil H.
Landman, Assistant Curator, concen-
trated his research on ammonites,
externally shelled cephalopods which
are abundant in the fossil record. Dr.
Landman is studying finds from
Poland, Germany and the United
States which preserve in minute detail
the fine structure of the ammonite
shell. Ammonites became extinct at
the end of the Cretaceous Period,
about 65 million years ago. This
extinction is the subject of another
study in cooperation with Karl M.
Waage of the Yale Peabody Museum.
The only extant relative of the ammo-
nite is the pearly nautilus, a creature
which lives in the Indo-Pacific.
Working with J. Kirk Cochran of State
University of New York at Stony
Brook, Dr. Landman has determined
the rate of growth and longevity using
naturally occurring radionuclides.

Bryozoans Judith E. Winston,
Assistant Curator, studied the system-
atics and ecology of Florida, Carib-
bean and Antarctic bryozoans. A two-
year examination of the population
biology of lunulitiform bryozoans from
Florida has been funded by the
National Geographic Society. While
working on this project, Dr Winston
discovered some unusual bryozoans
whose extremely small colonies
encrust single grains of sand. A
checklist of Antarctic bryozoan
species was completed in September
and a monograph on the systematics
of shallow-water Antarctic species is
in preparation. Dr Winston has begun
a major study of the distribution, func-
tional morphology and evolution of
avicularia, important taxonomic char-
acters in cheilostome bryozoans. She
has been awarded two grants for field-
work in Antarctica and Belize. Dr Win-

national Bryozoology Association
Meetings in Vienna in July where she
presented two papers.

Publications Dorothy E. Bliss,
Curator Emerita, served as editor in
chief of the treatise, "The Biology of
Crustacea," published by Academic
Press. During the year, volume eight,
"Environmental Adaptations," was
published. It contains a chapter, "Ter-
restrial Adaptations," by LawrenceW
Powers, former Research Associate,
and Dr Bliss. Volume nine, "Integu-
ment, Pigments, and Hormonal Pro-
cesses," is in production. Dr Bliss and
Linda H. Mantel, Research Associate,
are co-editors of this volume.

Fossil Bivalves Norman D. Newell,
Curator Emeritus, and Donald W.
Boyd, Research Associate, continued
their monographic studies of fossil
bivalves involved in the biological
crisis which occurred at the close of
the Paleozoic Era. The purpose of this
work is twofold: first to make better
known the evolutionary systematics of
a major group of mollusks; second, to
analyze the patterns of extinction and
replacement in these marine orga-
nisms at a critical time in their history.
In this work Drs. Newell and Boyd col-
laborated with Research Associate
Leslie Marcus to make use of the
computer and the scanning electron
microscope. They also participated in
an international conference in China
in March dealing with Paleozoic ter-
minal events.

Brachiopods Howard R. Feldman,
Research Associate, studied the
systematics and biogeography of
Jurassic Ethiopian Province brachio-
pods from Sinai. With support from
the Explorers Club Exploration Fund,
he will conduct fieldwork in the Sinai
in collaboration with Francis Hirsch,
Geological Survey of Israel, and Ellis
F Owen, British Museum (Natural
History). Dr Feldman expanded his
systematic study of Devonian
brachiopods in New York and has
submitted a manuscript to the Bulletin
of the American Museum of Natural
History on the brachiopods of the
Onondaga Limestone in central and
southeastern New York.

Symbiosis in Invertebrates John
J. Lee, Research Associate, and col-

laborators conducted research on the
biology of larger Foramanifera and the
various endosymbiotic algae associ-
ated with these giant, tropical,
shallow-water protozoa. In one series
of experiments the herbicide, DCMU,
was used to rid a particular species of
diatom-bearing Foramanifera hosts,
from its protozoan symbionts. The
ability of the diatoms to regain sym-
biosis could then be observed and
measured. The resulting evidence
suggests a preferential order of poten-
tial diatom endosymbionts. In another
series of experiments foraminiferal
host homogenates suppressed the
formation of endosymbiont shells and
promoted the release of metabolites
by protozoan symbionts. Collabora-
tive research aimed at studying the
effects of algal symbiosis on the stable
isotope fractions in the protozoan
shells has been conducted in collabo-
ration with investigators from Hebrew
University. In addition, Dr Lee was the
senior editor of and a contributor to
the "Illustrated Guide to the Pro-
tozoa," a major taxonomic and identi-
fication work.

Hormones and Crabs Linda H.
Mantel, Research Associate, exam-
ined the effects of hormones pro-
duced by the central nervous system
on salt and water balance in crabs.
She has found evidence for a blood-
borne factor that affects permeability
and transport of salts. Dr Mantel's
research also indicates that chemical
messengers can activate an important
enzyme in the gills of the green crab,
Carcinus maenas. In addition, she
studied the effects of the pollutants
benzene and naphtalene on growth,
regeneration and metabolism in the
commercially important blue crab,
Callinectes sapidus.

Computer Programs Leslie F
Marcus, Research Associate, has
developed a computer data acquisi-
tion system for monitoring mammal
activity via radio telemetry. Dr. Marcus
and Philippe Lampietti, a consultant,
wrote computer programs for a revi-
sion of Simpson's "Classification of
Mammals," a book being produced by
Malcolm C. McKenna, Frick Curator
in the Department of Vertebrate
Paleontology. Dr Marcus also studied
Quaternary sea level modeling in col-

ston also attended the Sixth Inter- 29
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laboration with Walter Newman of
Queens College.

Parasitic Flatworms HoraceW
Stunkard, Research Associate, con-
ducted research on the life cycles,
larval stages and systematics of para-
sitic flatworms. He submitted two
papers, one to the Journal of Hel-
minthology and the other to the Pro-
ceedings of the Helminthological
Society of Washington and contrib-
uted a chapter to a book on the evolu-
tion and systematics of Eucestoda.

Micropaleontology Press John A.
Van Couvering, Editor in Chief,
Norman Hillman, Associate Editor,
and Susan Carroll, Assistant Editor,
reported that annual supplements,
each more than 600 pages, were
added to the Catalogue of Foramini-
fera and the Catalogue of Ostracoda;
in addition, the first microfiche edition
of these two catalogs, presenting
more than 50,000 genera and species
of microfossils with a computerized
index, was also completed. One 450-
page volume of the popular Cata-
logue of Planktonic Foraminifera was
reprinted. Editing was begun on the
first two 1,000-page books of the new
Catalogue of Diatoms. The research
quarterly Micropaleontology and the
monthly information service Bibliog-
raphy and Index of Micropaleontology
were published on schedule in their
30th and 12th years, respectively. The
first of nine volumes of the new Hand-
book of Cenozoic Calcareous Nanno-
plankton by Marie-Pierre Aubry was
published late in the year.

Modernization of Micropaleon-
tology Press, supported by Its indus-

Sidney E Horenstein, Senior Scientific Assis-
tant in the Department of Invertebrates, enters
new information on the fossil snail Ecphora
into the Museum's computer system. By
maintaining a computerized index of the fossil
collection, scientists are able to refer to and
find specimens quickly

trial advisors, continued with the
addition of two word processor micro-
computers to complement three
existing work stations. The Press also
benefited from a generous bequest in
the will of retired employee Arthur C.
Dusenbury, who as former editor, was
noted for his knowledge of the rules
pertaining to zoological
nomenclature.

Dr. Van Couvering, in collaboration
with William A. Berggren, Research
Associate, was co-editor of Catas-
trophes in Earth History: The New
Uniformitarianism published by
Princeton University Press. The book
included contributions from Stephen
Jay Gould, Research Associate, and
Norman D. Newell, Curator Emeritus.
Dr Van Couvering and Dr. Berggren
completed a revision of their time-
scale for the Cenozoic period (65
million years ago to present). It will be
published by the London Geological
Society and in shorter form by the
Geological Society of America. Dr.
Van Couvering edited an international
study examining the beginning of the
Pleistocene ice age as seen in
oceanic and continental deposits
around the world. The work will be
published as a book by Elsevier Pub-
lishing Company. He also taught
undergraduate oceanography as an
Adjunct in Geology at Rutgers Univer-
sity and conducted personal research
on the age and the reconstructed his-
tory of African fossil mammals.

Departmental Outreach In the
course of the year 62 loans of type
and non-typological materials were
made to researchers at other
institutions in this country and abroad.
More than 100 collection-related
inquiries were processed. The depart-
ment accommodated 101 visiting
scientists who studied specimens
from the collections. In addition, 34
appointments to use the reference
collections were made by amateur
collectors, artists and other interested
parties. Behind-the-scenes tours were
given to 35 members of the New York
Shell Club, 21 members of the Long
Island Shell Club and 18 members of
the New York Paleontological Society.
Six microfiche copies of the entire
fossil invertebrate type collection
catalog were sent to colleagues at
other institutions.

Staff members held appointments

at the City University of New York and
Columbia University and served on
dissertation committees at other uni-
versities. They also gave lectures in
connection with the Department of
Education, participated in the Dis-
covery Tour program, presented semi-
nars and slide shows to amateur
groups and appeared on television
and radio programs.
The department sadly reports the

deaths of two long-time Research
Associates, AllanW H. Be in October
and William J. Clench in February.
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Department of
Mammalogy
Sections of the department's
collection of 250,000 specimens
have been expanded and
upgraded to assure theirsafe
storage and accessibility to
Museum researchers and vis-
iting scientists. Manuscripts on
muroid rodents, the zoo-
geography ofbats and subfossil
Asian rodents were,published,
reflecting the wide variety of
research completedby staff
members. In addition, fieldwork
and long-term research on the
fauna of regions as diverse as
Bolivia, the Sudan and the State
ofNew Jersey answered impor-
tant questions about certain
species and their distributions in
these areas.

Curators and the collections they
manage and use are at the heart of
any good natural history museum.
The American Museum's collection of
mammals now contains 250,000
specimens consisting chiefly of study
skins and skulls, skeletons and mate-
rials preserved in alcohol. It is perhaps
the most broadly representative accu-
mulation of its type-in worldwide
scope and different kinds of species-
in the western hemisphere. It contains
the original sources of data used by
researchers to answer questions
about evolution and geographic distri-
bution of mammals.
The staff's responsibilities are to use

the specimens for research and to
assure that they will be safely stored
and accessible to other investigators.
To that end members of the depart-

expanding different parts of the collec-
tion to provide safer and more efficient
storage.
Work was concentrated on the

alcohol-preserved collection, one of
the largest in any institution. About
25,000 samples are preserved in fluid,
either as entire specimens or anatom-
ical parts. For the first time, because
of an intensive recuration and expan-
sion program, all specimens pre-
served in alcohol are identified,
cataloged, carded, immersed in fresh
alcohol in properly labeled containers
and arranged in taxonomic order in
one large area on the third floor
Samples preserved in fluid can now
be retrieved and studied by both
inside and outside researchers. The
orderly arrangement and improved
storage containers make the entire
alcohol-preserved collection easier to
maintain.

With funds provided by the National
Science Foundation, the department
began recurating and rehabilitating
the more than 8000 specimens of pri-
mates. This segment is one of the
most intensively used of the entire col-
lection of mammals, which itself is
heavily utilized by visitors and
borrowers. By the end of May, the
department had 89 loans outstanding,
including 5396 specimens; and 135
visitors spent 701 days studying in the
department.

Education and Research A book,
"Orders and Families of Recent
Mammals of the World," edited by
Curator Sydney Anderson and J.
Knox Jones, Jr, of Texas Tech Univer-
sity was published in April. In their
preface, the editors write that the pur-
pose of the book "is to provide a
ready source of information about
Recent mammals for persons inter-
ested in mammalogy from more than
one viewpoint. The work is a synopsis
of selected semitechnical material
organized within the classical frame-
work of systematics. It includes a con-
cise summary of each of the 21 orders
and 131 families of living or recently
extinct mammals, enabling the user to
locate needed information quickly."
Nineteen chapters were contributed
by 21 specialists in mammalogy,
including Curators Karl Koopman and
Guy Musser, and Research Associate
Michael Carleton of the National

Dr Anderson. This volume will prove
useful to specialists and students in
the scientific and academic commu-
nities with a wide range of interests.

Mammals of Bolivia Dr Anderson
is also conducting work in the labora-
tory and field on the mammals of
Bolivia. This is a long-term survey of
Bolivian fauna designed to answer
questions about the number of
species, their geographic and altitu-
dinal distributions, their habitats and
habits, as well as theirtaxonomy and
phylogenetic relationships. During
July and August Dr Anderson led an
expedition to Bolivia. Another trip took
place during the summer of 1984.
The geographic ranges of North

American vertebrates continues to
fascinate Dr Anderson. Just pub-
lished as an American Museum Novi-
tates was the "Geographic Ranges of
North American Birds," a report in
which Dr Anderson describes the pat-
tern of frequency distributions of areas
of different sizes for North American
birds, compares them with mammals,
and suggests some hypotheses for
further testing. The subject falls under
the general topic of Areography. A
study on 'Areography of North Amer-
ican fish, amphibians, and reptiles"
has been completed and is now being
reviewed.

Systematic studies of muroid
rodents also occupy Dr Anderson's
research time. He authored a chapter
on "Taxonomy and Systematics" for a
book entitled "The Genus Microtus in
North America," which is to be a spe-
cial publication of the American
Society of Mammalogists. Dr
Anderson and Volunteer Nancy Olds
have nearly completed a manuscript
on the identities and systematic rela-
tionships among species of small-
bodied mice in the genus Oryzomys.
Identifying the morphological and
geographical limits of the species
occurring in Bolivia is the primary
focus of the investigation, but the
authors will also include results of their
study of samples from all over South
America. The published report bears
on Dr Anderson's final summation of
the mammals of Bolivia, and will also
contribute significant information to a
long-needed systematic revision of
Oryzomys, a genus containing about
50 species, most of which are found in

Museum of Natural History, as well as
33
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Bats Several manuscripts were
published dealing with Curator Karl F
Koopman's research into the tax-
onomy and zoogeography of bats.
One of these contributions forms
"Bats," chapter five of the book,
"Orders and Families of Recent
Mammals of the World," edited by
Drs. Anderson and Jones. In the
chapter are presented diagnoses of all
orders, suborders, and families of
Recent bats. For each family, general
characteristics are given, information
on habits and habitats is summarized,
geographic distributions of Recent
species are outlined, Recent genera
are listed, the geologic range is pro-
vided and major fossil groups are
discussed.

Dr Koopman's report, "Taxonomic
and Distributional Notes on Tropical
Australian Bats," was published as an
American Museum Novitates. There
are about 51 species of bats known
from the tropical parts of Australia. Dr.
Koopman's study indicates that of the
three areas adjacent to tropical Aus-
tralia, New Guinea shares a large
number of species, whereas tem-
perate Australia and the Lesser Sunda
Islands share relatively few. New
Guinea has been an important source
area for tropical Australian bats, par-
ticularly those confined to the Cape
York Peninsula. The low level of
endemism among Australia bats
strongly implies that there were no
bats in Australia prior to the Miocene,
when Australia drifted far enough to
the north to be able to receive species
occurring on the extended Malay
archipelago. Since then some low
level endemism and adaptive radi-
ation has developed in Australia.

Dr. Koopman also worked on a
long-term study on the classification
of bats which he is publishing in parts
through the auspices of Bat Research
News. Dr Koopman's reputation for
high-quality research and expertise on
bats is respected worldwide, and
partly for this reason the editors of Bat
Research News invited him to con-
tribute some of his ideas about the
classification of bats for various
issues.

Other research topics include new
distributional information on the
genus Murina and species of bats col-
lected in the Sudan. One of the most
interesting reports being prepared is

occurring in the Indo-Malayan region.
There are 256 species of bats known
to occur in Indochina and the
Malayan subregions and their outliers.
Dr Koopman will report on: which
species are endemic to certain main-
land regions and islands; which
species are shared between the
Indochinese mainland and islands of
the Sunda Shelf; and which species
are shared between the archipelagos
east (Philippines, Sulawesi, and
LesserSunda Islands), south (Men-
tawais), and west (Andaman and
Nicobar islands) of the shelf.

Subfossil Asian Rodents From
1973 to 1976, Curator Guy G. Musser
lived in central Sulawesi, trapping and
studying native rats and mice in pri-
mary forest. Several publications
dealing with the taxonomy, phyloge-
netic relationships, habitats and habits
of Sulawesian species have appeared
since 1976. Not all of Dr Musser's
research has centered on samples of
living species; some studies also
incorporate samples of subfossil
rodents. Dr Musser is interested in
finding out not only what the present
fauna of rodents is in that vast region,
but also what part of that evolutionary
diversity has become extinct.
An example is a manuscript on the

"Identities of Subfossil Rats from
Caves in Southwestern Sulawesi,
which will be published soon in the
series, Modern Quaternary Research
in Southeast Asia. In the introduction
to that report, Dr Musserwrote that
during his work on Sulawesi, the
"largest rat encountered and one
common in all habitats was Paru-
romys dominator Weighing up to 500
grams and easy to trap, Pdominator is
a favorite forest food of the people
living in mountain villages throughout
central Sulawesi. On several occa-
sions it formed the meat supplement
to rice dinners in my forest camps.
The cooked flesh is whitish and tender
with a mild flavor, and very tasty. One
evening my two helpers and met sev-
eral rattan gatherers camped on the
bank of a wide river A cavity in a huge
section of a tree trunk laying on a
nearby sandbar had been the home of
a big Pdominator prior to its discovery
by the men; then the rat became the
meat course for the evening meal, to
which we were invited. Waiting for the

about the zoogeography of bats

cooking fire with river on one side, tall
and dark forest to our backs, the quiet
murmur of men speaking in their
mountain dialect counterpointing the
soft sounds of river current and night
wind. felt framed in a scene from the
long distant past. When the meal was
ready the rat was divided among us
and the rice served. A few long bones,
some teeth, and fragments of skull
were all that remained. The pieces
from our meal resembled the subfossii
chunks collected during the 1930s
and 1940s by Dutch archeologists
and their Indonesian helpers from
caves in the southwestern peninsula
of Sulawesi, remains probably also
from cooking fires but left by ancient
diners."

Dr Musser identified eight species
from the samples of subfossil rats.
Most of these still live in the central
part of Sulawesi, wherever primary
forest occurs. They are now absent
from the southwestern peninsula of
the island, probably because of defor-
estation. However, the examples of
species represented by the subfossil
fragments indicate that good forest
was present in southwestern Sulawesi
during the last 1000 years and that the
rodent fauna of the island was once
more widespread than is indicated by
samples of living rats and mice.

In 1981, Dr Musser's report on the
rodent fauna of Flores, an island in the
chain of Lesser Sunda Islands, was
published. In it he indicated that
although one species of giant rat,
Papagomys armandvillei, now lives on
the island, subfossils indicate that at
one time there were five species
occurring there. For the past year, Dr.

The skull fragment, right, is a portion of the
underside of the snout and palate of the
extinct rodent Spelaeomys florensis from the
island of Flores in Indonesia. An inch and
three quarters in length, it is one of the largest
and best preserved examples of the species.
A closeup of the toothrow, left, shows the
complicated pattem formed by the many high
cusps, indicating the rat was a herbivore. Dr
Guy G. Musser, Chairman and Curator of the
Department of Mammalogy, has been
studying rats and mice native to Flores and
elsewhere in the Indo-Australian region to
determine what the present rodent fauna is in
the area as well as what species have become
extinct.food to be prepared we sat around the
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Musser and Curatorial Research
Intern Elizabeth Strasser have been
studying a large collection of addi-
tional subfossils from Flores. The six
known species are represented in the
material and there are three new
species as well. One of these is more
closely related to rats now found on
New Guinea and the Philippine island
of Luzon than to anything known from
the Lesser Sunda Islands, either living
or extinct. Identification and descrip-
tion of these new specimens, coupled
with analyses of the relationships
among the Flores rodents and those
found in New Guinea and Australia to
the east, Sulawesi and the Philippines
to the north, and the Sunda Shelf to
the west, will help reveal patterns of
phylogenetic relationships among
species of Indo-Australian rats and
mice.

Social/Emotional Behavior
Curator Ethel Tobach conducted
research in the evolution and devel-
opment of social/emotional behavior
in a variety of species. In field studies
on Aplysia dactylomela in Puerto
Rico, ecological factors in the produc-
tion of ink and its discharge from the
ink cells were studied. Past findings
from research done in Bimini of a rela-
tion between group social mainte-
nance and inking were not supported.
There were significant known differ-
ences between the treatment of the
two populations, such as type of food
and size of groups. It is also possible
that there were species differences
that were not suspected until now.
There was, however, a confirmation of
other studies which have found a rela-
tionship between the type of food
eaten and the likelihood of inking
upon aversive stimulation.

Dr. Tobach and her colleagues have
continued to analyze data obtained in
studying Sarotherodon melanotheron
and have found a distinct difference in
the response of the fry to adults or
other fry: they will approach the fry or
the empty arm of a Y maze more
readily than they will the adults of both
sexes. In mosquito-control ditches,
the only recorded observation of fry in
a non-laboratory situation, the fry
were usually located in shallow areas
where the adults were not found.
The response of golden spiny mice

(Acomys russatus) to substrate pat-
36 terns and height was examined as

part of the program for studying the
sensory capacities of this species.
Elizabeth Pinkhasov, a graduate stu-
dent in the Biopsychology doctoral
program of the City University of New
York; Julie Tharp from the University
of Hawaii, Dr Tobach and Senior Sci-
entific Assistant Joseph DeSantis
found that the mice seemed to jump
more readily onto a patterned sub-
strate from a height. However, they are
hesitant to leave from a low plafform.
This behavior is not related to the pres-
ence or absence of a patterned sub-
strate. In their natural habitat, these
mice are excellent jumpers from con-
siderable heights.

Until this year, the Fawnhooded
stock and the inbred Fawnhooded
strain developed from the original
stock by W. Jean Dodds of the New
York State Department of Health were
considered to be the only known
sources of rats with storage pool dis-
ease. This blood disease, in which the
clotting is delayed or not present, is
related to deficiencies in serotonin
function. Serotonin, a neurotrans-
mitter, is a ubiquitous substance
found in many plants and animals,
and in non-neural as well as neural
tissues. Because of the ubiquity of this
substance, knowledge about its func-
tion both neurally and non-neurally
will help scientists understand its evo-
lutionary significance. A new popu-
lation of rats bred as food for other
animals was found to have animals
with many different coat colors; in this
population the same correlation
between Fawn coat color and pro-
longed bleeding was found. Popu-
lation genetic studies are being
carried out with a number of charac-
teristics which may be related to this
configuration of melanin and
serotonin. The investigators are Vol-
unteer Betty Silver, Betty Rosoff of the
Stern College forWomen of Yeshiva
University, Hiroshi Yamashita of Kyoto
University, and Dr Tobach.

Mammals of New Jersey Curator
Richard G. Van Gelder conducted
research on the mammals of New
Jersey, spending much of the year
investigating the original status of
some of the 116 species that have
been said to occur in the state at one
time or another Although New Jersey
is one of the smallest states (46th in
area) it has the densest human popu-

lation of all the states. Nevertheless,
with its miles of coastline, major rivers,
great salt marshes, unique pine
barrens and forested hills, New Jersey
provides habitat for a surprising diver-
sity of wildlife.

But because of its high population
and small size, New Jersey-also
suffers from beach erosion, swamp
drainage, deforestation, industrial
pollution, and general loss of habitat
to increasing urbanization. Thus, the
state serves as an ecological bell-
weather for what other entities may
face in the future. How New Jersey
copes with these problems may serve
as a model for other states.
As a member of the State Council

on Nongame and Endangered
Species, Dr Van Gelder's research
provides background information for
further research and for legislative
decision-making. For example, to
determine whether or not the rice rat,
a salt-marsh species, should be put
on the endangered species list, Dr
Van Gelder first determined from his-
torical records that the animal seemed
never to have been abundant. Then,
with the cooperation of the State Divi-
sion of Fish, Game and Wildlife, he
enlisted the aid of muskrat trappers
who provided material that led to the
decision (subsequently confirmed by
others) that the species was not
endangered. Although three species
of weasels are said to occur in the
state, only one is actually docu-
mented. To determine whether or not
the other two may occur, Dr Van
Gelder will try to examine weasels
trapped in the state to see if one or
both diminutive species-the ermine
and/or weasel-are present.
A manuscript reporting Dr Van

Gelder's preliminary findings, the first
comprehensive report on the state's
mammals in more than 75 years, will
be submitted for publication in 1984,
and work will continue on this project
toward a more definitive product.
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Department of
Mineral Sciences
Research in the department
makes extensive use of the vast
collections andproduces knowl-
edge abouthow minerals and
rocks, on Earth or from outer
space, record the history ofpast
events. Use of the collections by
Museum staffand by others
increases their documentation
and value as research materials.
Research activities this year
continued to make progress on
projects as diverse as: asbestos
minerals and their detailed struc-
tures; jadeite-ureyite assem-
blages and their mineralogic and
petrologic relationships to major
fault zones; the vibrational
spectra ofminerals and their
use in characterizing atomic
structures; classic pegmatite
localities in Delaware Co., Penn-
sylvania; studies ofnew mete-
orites from the American and
Japanese sectors ofAntarctica;
definitive studies of the new
polymict eucrite meteorite
group; recognition ofa new
enstatite chondrite group; and
studies ofmeteorites repre-
senting a wide assortment of
small planets.

Collections The mineral and gem
collection increased by 4300 speci-
mens. Of these, 3000 were a gift from
the late Joseph Rothstein, a former
Associate and lecturer on gems in the
Adult Education Program. Rothstein's
specimens were collected over the
last 40 years from important localities
in the tristate area, and his collections
as well as his devotion to the depart-
ment and Museum are greatly
appreciated.

Of the 4300 specimens acquired,
4000 were gifts with a worth of
$885,866; 50 were acquired by
exchange with a value of $31,000;
and 250 were purchased for $11,500,
giving a total of $928,366.

Notable acquisitions included an
opalized clam from New South Wales,
Australia, donated by Mabel Lamb.

38 Valued at $100,000, it is considered

the finest known. A precious opal
boulder with a gold base weighing
427 carats was donated by Mr. and
Mrs. Jack C. Chou, with a value of
$298,900. In addition, many fine min-
eral and gem-quality crystals were
added to the gem pegmatite suites
from Afghanistan-Pakistan and San
Diego Co., California. Departmental
collections from these two areas are
now considered to be among the best
in the world.
The meteorite collections also

acquired numerous important speci-
mens through exchange. About 10
meteorites were exchanged with the
Paris collections. The specimen Maci-
bini was acquired from South Africa,
and Guin from Alabama.

Loans of minerals and meteorites to
other institutions were numerous. A
total of 160 specimens were loaned
from the mineral collections to
institutions such as the Brookhaven
National Laboratories, the Universities
of Vienna and Kentucky, to the Cali-
fornia Institute of Technology, and to
Cartier's to promote the "Silk Roads"
exhibition.
Joseph J. Peters, Senior Scientific

Assistant, organized a large and dedi-
cated corps of volunteers to continue
work on labeling and entering into the
computer catalog the 40,000 mineral
specimens from the Columbia Univer-
sity collection acquired in 1981.
Complete computerization of the gem
collection, carried out with funds pro-
vided by the New York State Council
of the Arts, was completed this year.

Exhibition and Education The
department presented several exciting
small exhibits at various localities in
addition to upgrading and planning
improvements for the meteorite, min-
eral and gem halls. A special exhibit in
the J.P Morgan Hall of Gems
consisting of three peerless gems, two
emeralds and one ruby, loaned by
Allan Caplan, was enthusiastically
received. This rare occasion enabled
the public to view outstanding speci-
mens from the private collection of a
friend of the Museum. Associate
Curator George E. Harlow arranged
for the exhibit and presented the gems
on the CBS "Morning News" show.

Another small, highly acclaimed
exhibit featured the Wethersfield
meteorites, presented in the Arthur
Ross Hall of Meteorites. The exhibit



case was a new one, donated by Mr
Ross to allow for small timely exhibits
in the meteorite hall, and was grate-
fully acknowledged. Wethersfield
(1982) fell through the roof of the
house of Mr and Mrs. Robert
Donahue in the Connecticut town it
was named after Only 11 years earlier
Wethersfield (1971), classified as the
same type of meteorite, fell onto the
roof of a house less than two miles
away. Martin Prinz, Chairman and
Curator, arranged for the exhibit with
the help of the Donahues and the
Smithsonian Institution. Both mete-
orites, and photos of the houses were
on display.
A fine display of the Museum's sap-

phire collection, including the Star of
India, was exhibited at Rich's Depart-
ment Store in Atlanta. Dr Harlow pre-
sented a lecture on sapphires and
appeared on Atlanta television.
A traveling exhibit of the depart-

ment's collections was presented at
the Tucson, Detroit and New Jersey
gem and mineral shows. The exhibit,
entitled "Classic U.S. Mineral Local-
ities," proved to be popular These
shows give high visibility to depart-
mental collections and stress the
Museum's leading role in these scien-
tific areas. Lectures, mainly by Mr
Peters, accompanied these exhibits.
He also lectured at the Rochester min-
eral symposium. Dr. Harlow lectured
on gems at the Natural Science
Museum of Long Island (Stony
Brook), and on gold at the Stamford
Mineral Club.
Mr Peters was named a review

editor for the magazine Rocks and
Minerals. He and his brother, Thomas
A. Peters, Associate, received an hon-
orable mention for the best article
published in 1983 by the magazine
Mineralogical Record. The article was
entitled "Minerals of the Buckwheat
Dolomite, Franklin, N.J." Joseph
Peters also published an article on the
classic pegmatite occurrences of
Delaware Co., Pennsylvania.
An article on the Triassic traprock min-
erals of New Jersey is in press with
Rocks and Minerals.

Rutiles and Mineral Spectra
Curatorial Fellow Eric Dowty has been
carrying out a study of the atomic
structure and chemical properties of
the mineral rutile, which is well repre-

tions. Rutile is mainly titanium oxide,
but natural rutiles always contain sig-
nificant amounts of other elements
which substitute forthe titanium,
including niobium, tantalum and rare
earth elements. The chemical compo-
sition reflects the conditions of forma-
tion, or the environment, in which the
mineral grew. It may indicate the tem-
perature or the abundance of oxygen
at the growing site, as well as the
color, which ranges from white in pure
TiO2' to red, blue, brown or black.
Synthetic TiO2 is the most common
white pigment and found in almost all
paints. Since rutiles in the collections
come from a wide variety of environ-
ments, they represent a wide spec-
trum of chemical compositions. In
addition to electron probe micro-
analyses, other techniques such as X-
ray diffraction, and optical and Moss-
bauerspectroscopy are being used.
A second major project of Dr

Dowty involves the vibrational spectra
of minerals using infrared and Raman
spectra. A spectrum is a range of
interactions over a specific wave-
length or type of vibration. Spectra are
used to interact with a mineral or
crystal to help characterize its atomic
structure, which is its most funda-
mental property in terms of behavior
or characteristics. Spectra such as
infrared or Raman (named after an
Indian scientist) have been passed
through known minerals of every type
and their patterns were observed and
interpreted. Dr. Dowty has written a
complex computer program, carried
out on the vastly upgraded depart-
mental computer system, which
enables him to calculate the spectra
given the atomic arrangment. In this
way, hypotheses about structure can
be tested against observations. Appli-
cation of these spectra to characterize
natural glasses (frozen melts) is very
important. Natural glasses contain the
atomic structure of liquid (now frozen)
just before a mineral or assemblage of
minerals (a rock) forms. Their atoms
are only somewhat systematically
arranged and difficult to interpret.
Comparing calculated spectra and
observed spectra leads to a better
understanding of what is actually
present, which is still debatable.
Dr. Dowty has submitted a series of
three papers on the calculation tech-
niques and initial results on the study
of glasses to the Journal of the

Physics and Chemistry of Minerals. A
systematic program of calculation of
major mineral spectra is in progress.

Precious Jade and its Origins A
continuing project concerns the rare
rock called jadeitite, commonly
known as precious jade. It consists
almost entirely of the mineral jadeite
and has been used extensively in
carvings by the Chinese and ancient
Mesoamerican natives. It is known
from only eight or nine localities,
including important sources in Burma
and Guatemala. Serpentine rocks are
always geologically associated, and
jadeitite is bounded by major plates of
the Earth's crust. Thus jadeitites
record an important story about the
interactions of ocean floor, mountain
building and major Earth movements
in addition to their mineralogical, arch-
eological and lapidary interest.

Emerald green varieties from the
department's collections have been
studied extensively by Dr Harlow and
E. Peter Olds, a graduate student at
Princeton University, as have addi-
tional specimens from the Smith-
sonian Institution, Los Angeles
County Museum and private sources.
The coloring is due to major amounts
of the chromium-bearing ureyite com-
ponent, rare in nature. Ureyite jade
has now been found in the Italian Alps
and in the source areas of Olmec (and
Mayan) jade, in addition to Burma.
The origin of ureyite has now been
determined to be the result of a
sodium-rich fluid and the mineral
chromite, associated with the serpen-
tine host. Dr Harlow and Mr Olds will
conduct field studies in Guatemala,
California and Italy this coming year to
do further collecting and gain a better
understanding of the regional geo-
logic setting.

Mineral Particles and Biological
Interactions A National Institute for
Occupational Safety and Health
(NIOSH) funded research project on
the mineralogical properties of certain
inorganic dusts that have been linked
to or suspected of causing lung dis-
ease is continuing with coinvestiga-
tors Martha R. Kimball, Research
Fellow; Arthur M. Langer, Research
Associate; and Drs. Harlow and
Dowty. Detailed studies have pro-
gressed on the amphibole mineral

sented in the department's collec- grunerite which occurs in the abesti- 39



form variety known as amosite, as well
as in non-asbestiform varities. Amo-
site exposure appears to be associ-
ated with excessive lung disease,
particularly after it has been through
various disaggregation processes.
Miners exposed to non-asbestiform
grunerite appear to be free of
asbestos-related disease. Explana-
tions for some of the disease experi-
ence differences are based on particle
dimensions, with those of small cross
section and much greater length
being most dangerous because they
can be inhaled to the deep lung and
cannot be removed by biological
defense mechanisms.

Extremely high magnification
examination of crushed particles of
both types of grunerite show that both
the sizes of the particles and the
surfaces exposed in crushing are dif-
ferent. This is particularly so for larger
particles that can still be inhaled deep
into the lung. These differences
appear to be correlated with the abun-
dance and type of "mistakes" in the
crystal structures of the different varie-
ties of grunerite. Further studies are in
progress to better understand these
data, and compare them with data for
other amphibole minerals. The goal is
to understand how mineralogical
factors relate to biological and health
data.

Polymict Eucrites Work was con-
ducted this year on the polymict
eucrite group of meteorites, which
come mainly from the U.S. and Japa-
nese sectors of Antarctica. Meteorite
research is funded by NASA and is
carried out mainly by Dr. Prinz, Jeremy
S. Delaney, Research Fellow; C.E.
Nehru, Research Associate; Carol
O'Neill, Scientific Assistant; and
two graduate students from Brooklyn
College, Michael K. Weisberg and
Christopher P Stokes. During the past
year the group collaborated with
Keizo Yanai, Curator of meteorites at
the National Institute of Polar
Research in Tokyo, who visited the
department for three weeks in Jan-
uary. Polymict eucrites consist of
broken pieces of different types of
basalt, from different regions of a
small planetary body. A major review
paper on the entire group was com-
pleted this year by Dr. Delaney, with
help from Dr. Prinz and Hiroshi Takeda

mitted to the proceedings of the Fif-
teenth Lunar and Planetary Science
Conference. It contained data on 45
specimens, representing 14 mete-
orites from Antarctica and elsewhere.
The study showed that these mete-

orites represent a vast continuum,
which also includes two other groups
called howardites and diogenites.
They represent a complex solidified
soil on the parent body from which
they come. New data on specific
samples indicates that some of the
basalt lavas must have come from
considerable depth, indicating that
the planet had a diameter greater than
300 km (180 miles), larger than most
asteroids. This planet must have been
quite complex, with a very diverse
crust, and more evolved than pre-
viously believed.

Enstatite Chondrites This group
of meteorites represents samples
formed under planetary conditions
which are the most reduced (oxygen-
depleted) in the entire solar system.
The common minerals contain essen-
tially no iron oxide, and nearly all iron
is present as a separate metal mineral,
which practically never occurs on
Earth. Some of these meteorites are
very uniform in composition (type 6),
and others are somewhat uniform
(type 4). Only one (a new Chinese
meteorite) was recently found to be
highly variable (type 3), with minerals
containing some iron oxide. Dr. Prinz
and co-workers studied selected
enstatite chondrites recovered in
recent years, and found that there are
a significant number of unequilibrated
(type 3) meteorites. These meteorites
are especially important in that they
can reveal more about processes
occurring in the early solar nebula
when the planets were forming than
those meteorites which have been
modified to be uniform in composition.
These results were presented at the
Lunar and Planetary Science Con-
ference in Houston, Texas, in March.

Chondrules A long-term study on
the origin of chondrules in meteorites
was furthered this year, with the help
of Michael Weisberg, who completed
a Master's thesis. Chondrules are the
tiny frozen droplets, about one mil-
limeter across, which make up a large
part of all primitive meteorites called

40 from the University of Tokyo, and sub-

chondrules in the Khohar (India)
chondrite using an approach some-
what different from that attempted by
others. A special program available on
the electron microprobe enabled him
to classify textural types of chondrules
better than the visual classification
used by others. He then found that
there is a continuum of chondrule
compositions that is related to degree
of reduction or oxygen depletion. This
reduction process is an important part
of their formational history and may
help in determining the precursor
materials which melted to form
chondrules.
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Among the gifts made to the Department of
Mineral Sciences this year are these two Aus-
tralian opals. The Queensland boulder opal,
bottom, has a golden body color and weighs
427 carats. It was donated by Mr and Mrs.
Jack C. Chou. The opalized clam, top,
weighing 69 carats, is from New South Wales
and was a gift from Mabel C. Lamb.chondrites. Mr Weisberg studied 72
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Treasurer's Report

The statements reflecting the financial
condition of the American Museum
of Natural History, consisting of the
Balance Sheet, Statement of Revenue
and Expenses of Current Funds and
Statement of Changes in Fund Bal-
ances, appear on the following pages.
These statements have been audited
by Coopers & Lybrand and the notes
related to these statements appear on
pages A8 and A12.

In reviewing the Balance Sheet it
should be noted that investments in
marketable securities are recorded at
cost and amount to $97,312,458.
These investments include General
Fund of $5,585,282; Special Funds of
$8,824,032; Endowment Funds of
$82,903,144. The total market value
of these investments on June 30,
1984, amounts to $101,363,250 as
detailed in Note 1 to the financial
statements. General Fund invest-
ments of $5,585,282 consist largely
of cash received from Museum
members for benefits due them in
future years and are generally offset
by the liability for unearned member-
ship which amounts to $6,246,189.
Special Funds investments of
$8,824,032 consist primarily of funds
received for the completion of special
programs and projects funded by
grants from individuals, private foun-
dations and government agencies, as
well as Museum funds set aside for
specific programs to be completed in
future years. Endowment Funds
investments of $82,903,144 represent
the balance of funds allocated by
donors or by the Board of Trustees for
endowment purposes since the orga-
nization of the Museum in 1869.

The revenue and expenses of the
General Fund and Special Funds
appear on page A6, in the Statement
of Revenue and Expenses of Current
Funds. The total revenue for these
funds amounted to $33,714,972; the
total expenses amounted to
$33,709,517. After adjusting for the

support grant of $625,000, the rev-
enue exceeded expenses by
$630,455. It should be noted that
while the combined operations of
these funds showed an excess of rev-
enue over expenses, the General
Fund, which supports the ongoing
activities of the Museum, had an
excess of expenses over revenue of
$265,808; the Special Funds, which
cover programs restricted in nature
and which may take several years to
complete, had an excess of revenue
over expenses of $896,263.

In fiscal 1983-1984, the General
Fund revenue amounted to
$26,486,476, an increase of
$2,849,559 over the prior year The
major areas accounting for this
increase were the appropriated funds
contributed by the City of New York,
value of energy services and contribu-
tions to pension costs provided by the
City of New York, distribution from
Endowment Funds, increased reve-
nues from Natural History magazine
and membership and auxiliary activi-
ties. Appropriated funds increased
about $679,000 and primarily repre-
sented negotiated salary increases
and social benefits costs for current
and prior years. The value of energy
services and contributions to pension
costs increased about $250,000 and
represented mainly the additional cost
for providing heat, light and power for
existing, improved and new Museum
facilities. The increase in distribution
from Endowment Funds of about
$400,000 resulted from the growth in
the value of the Endowment Funds.
The increase in Natural History maga-
zine and membership revenue of
$1,486,000 represented a significant
improvement in advertising revenue
and a moderate increase in member-
ship and advertising-related income.
The revenue from auxiliary activities
increased by about $350,000 and is
detailed in Note 8.

The General Fund expenses for the

year amounted to $27,377,284, com-
pared to $24,766,698 of the previous
year. The increase in General Fund
expenses for scientific and educa-
tional activities, administrative and
general, plant operation and mainte-
nance, and pension and other social
benefits included cost of living adjust-
ments to the salaries of employees
and the increased cost of personal
services and supplies the Museum
purchases from outside vendors. The
increase in costs for Natural History
magazine and membership and aux-
iliary activities included cost of living
adjustments to salaries of employees
and increased expenses incurred in
generating additional revenues.

The support we receive from
donors, members, the general public
and government agencies has
enabled us to construct new exhibi-
tion halls, renovate existing facilities,
operate an extensive special exhibi-
tion program, and plan, develop and
execute new educational programs,
conduct extensive research projects
and maintain a conservation program
for the collections of the Museum.

To sustain these programs and pro-
jects the Museum must continue to
rely heavily upon such support. It is in
this spirit that we gratefully acknowl-
edge past contributions and look for-
ward to continuing help from our
growing constituencies.

Charles H. Mott
Treasurer
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Auditors'
Report
To the Board of Trustees of
the American Museum of Natural History
New York, New York:

We have examined the balance sheets
of the AMERICAN MUSEUM of NATURAL
HISTORY as of June 30,1984 and 1983,
and the related statements of revenue and
expenses of current funds and changes in
fund balances for the years then ended.
Our examinations were made in accor-
dance with generally accepted auditing
standards and, accordingly, included
such tests of the accounting records and
such other auditing procedures as we
considered necessary in the
circumstances.

In our opinion, the financial statements
referred to above present fairly the finan-
cial position of the American Museum
of Natural History as of June 30,1984 and
1983 and the results of its operations for
the years then ended, in conformity with
generally accepted accounting principles
applied on a consistent basis.

1251 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10020
September 24,1984

American Museum of Natural History
Balance Sheets, June 30, 1984 and 1983

Assets:
Cash
Receivable for securities sold
Accrued interest and dividends receivable
Accounts receivable, less allowance for doubiful accounts of $149,000 in

1984 and $209,000 in 1983
Investments in marketable securities (Note 1)
Planetarium Authority bonds (Note 2)
Inventories (Note 3)
Prepaid expenses and other assets

Liabilities and Funds:
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities
Accrued employee benefit costs
Payable for securities purchased
Unearned membership income
Funds:

General Fund (deficit)
Special Funds (Notes 4 and 5)
Endowment Funds (Notes 6 and 7)

The accompanying statement of significant accounting
policies and notes are an integral part of
these financial statements.
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1984 1983

Current Funds
General Spedal
Fund Funds

$ 724

235,668

88,129
8,824,032
425,000

86,054_
$9,659,607

EndowmentFF.V" Total
$ 775,427

238,019
1,111,595

1,699,950
97,312,458

425,000
1,155,680
1,037,737

$103,755,866

Current Funds
General Special
Fund Funds

$ 1,212

110,631

594,904
.7,650,364

425,000

86,910
$8,869,021

$ 3,036,773
2,005,748
1,120,832
6,246,189

(279,877)
9,126,039

82,500,162
$103,755,866

$ 481,455

8,387,566

$8,869,021

$ 2,441,243
1,884,041
118,025

6,187,270

(297,012)
8,387,566

72,962,1 82
$91 ,683,315

Endowment
Fimu Total

$ 424,022
292,129
738,670

1,993,114
85,800,332

425,000
752,519

1,257,529
$91,683,315

$ 533,568

9,126,039

$9,659,607
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Slt of Renue and
Expenses of Current Funds
forthe years ended June 30, 1984 and 1983

Revenue:
The City of New York:

Appropriated funds
Value of energy services
and contributions
to pension costs
(Notes9 and 10)

Gifts, bequests and grants
Distribution from Endowment
Funds (Note 7)

Income from investments,
net-principally
interest

Visitors' contributions
Natural History magazine
and membership

Other revenue
Auxiliary activities (Note 8)

Total revenue
Expenses:
Scientific and educational

activities
Exhibition halls and exhibits
Other special purpose

programs and projects
Administrative and general
Plant operating and
maintenance (Note 9)

Pension and other social
benefits (Note 10)

Natural History magazine
and membership

Auxiliary activities (Note 8)

1984

$ 5,172,252

2,296,141
1,534,070

2,537,611

1,019,163

9,793,342
630,439

3,503,458
26,486,476

4,576,841

2,794,623

5,950,424

2,498,725

9,078,333
2,478,338

Total expenses 27,377,284
Excess of revenue

over expenses
(expenses over
revenue) before
support grant (890,808)

Support grant (Note 11) 625,000
Excess of revenue

over expenses
(expenses over
revenue) ($ 265,808)

The accompanying statement of significant accounting
policies and notes are an integral part of these
financial statements.
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1984

$ 5,172,252

1984

$2,667,336

924,657

442,689
2,086,678

1,107,136

7,228,496

1,984,747

3,704,001
398,202

245,283

6,332,233

2,296,141
4,201,406

3,462,268

1,461,852
2,086,678

9,793,342
1,737,575
3,503,458

33,714,972

4,576,841
1,984,747

3,704,001
3,192,825

5,950,424

2,744,008

9,078,333
2,478,338

33,709,517

5,455
625,000

$ 630,455$ 896,263
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Statements of Changes in
Fund Balances
forthe years ended June 30, 1984 and 1983

Balance (deficit),
beginning of year

Additions:
Gifts, bequests and grants
Interest and dividend
income (Note 7)

Net gain on sale of
investments

Excess of revenue over
expenses

Total additions

Gene
1984

($297,012)

Deductions:
Excess of expenses

over revenue 265,808
Administrative and

general expenses
Prior service contributions

to CIRS (Note 10)
Total deductions 265,808

Transfrs btween funds:
Financing of:

1983 and 1982 General
Fund deficits 297,012

Special Funds activities (14,069)
Other

Total transfers 282,943
Balance (deficit),
end of year ($279,877)

Current Funds

$8,387,566

896,263
896,263

$72,962,182

(200,000)
42,210

(157,790)

$9,126,039

The accompanying statement of significant accounting
policies and notes are an integral part of these
financial statements.
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Statement of Significant Accounting Policies
The American Museum of Natural History ("Museum") maintains its accounts principally on the accrual basis.
The land and buildings utilized by the Museum (most of which are owned by the City of New York), fixed assets (which are charged

off at time of purchase), exhibits, collections and the Library are not reflected in the balance sheets.
To ensure observance of limitations and restrictions placed on the use of the resources available to the Museum, the accounts of

the Museum are maintained in accordance with the principles of "fund accounting." This is the procedure by which resources for
various purposes are classified for accounting and financial reporting purposes into funds that are in accordance with activities and
objectives specified. Separate accounts are maintained for each fund; however, in the accompanying financial statements, funds
that have similar characteristics have been combined into fund groups.

Within current funds, fund balances restricted by outside sources or by the Board of Trustees ("Trustees") are so indicated (Special
Funds) and are segregated from the General Fund. These Special Funds may be utilized only in accordance with the purposes
established for them as contrasted with the General Fund over which the Trustees retain full control to use for the general operation of
the Museum.
Endowment Funds include (a) funds subject to restrictions established by the donor requiring that the original principal be invested

in perpetuity, and (b) funds established by donors or Trustees (funds functioning as endowments) where the principal may be
expended with the approval of the donor or the Trustees.

Interest and dividend income derived from investments of Endowment Funds is distributed to the current funds on a unit basis
which reflects the ratio of the related funds invested in the pooled portfolio to total market value (see Note 7).

Investments are stated at cost (average cost method) or, if acquired by gift, at fair value at date of acquisition. Non-marketable
securities are valued by the Finance Committee of the Museum and approved by the Trustees.

Inventories are stated at the lower of cost (first-in, first-out method) or market.
Membership income is recognized as income ratably over the membership term.
The Museum accrues and funds annually the normal cost for eligible employees participating in the Cultural Institutions Pension

Plan ("CIRS Plan") administered by the Cultural Institutions Retirement System ("CIRS"). The unfunded prior service cost, with
interest, is being funded over 30 years ending in fiscal 2004.

Notes to Financial Statements
1. Cost and market quotations of 1984
investments at June 30 are as follows: Cost Market
General Fund $ 5,585,282 $ 5,701,912
Special Funds 8,824,032 9,008,904
Endowment Funds 82,903,144 86,652,434

$97,312,458 $101,363,250
The Museum's investments consist
of the following:
Short-term obligations $34,042,488 $ 33,943,761
Bonds 17,715,683 17,113,684
Common stocks 45,154,287 49,905,805
Other investments 400,000 400,000

$97,312,458 $101,363,250

1983
T1~

The Museum's investments in marketable securities include a capital contribution made in June 1984 of $400,000 to a limited
partnership; the total capital contribution will be $2,000,000. The remaining $1,600,000 is due in four equal installments within thirty
(30) days after written demand by the General Partner
The Museum participates in a securities lending program with United States Trust Company of New York (custodian), whereby

certain Endowment Fund investments are temporarily loaned to brokerage firms. The Museum receives in return cash or securities
as collateral in an amount equal to the value of securities loaned. Cash received is reinvested in short-term investments. The income
derived from these investments is included in other revenue of the General Fund. The Museum retains all rights of ownership to the
securities loaned and, accordingly, receives all related interest and dividend income. Periodically, the collateral received is adjusted to
maintain approximately a 100 percent market value relationship to securities loaned. At June 30,1984 and 1983, the market value of
securities loaned amounted to approximately $12,800,000 and $10,542,000, respectively, and the market value of the related
collateral amounted to approximately $12,803,000 and $10,540,000, respectively. Under the terms of the lending agreement, the
custodian has agreed to indemnify the Museum against any loss resulting from the borrower's failure to return securities or a
deficiency in collateral.

2. The American Museum of Natural History and the American Museum of Natural History Planetarium Authority ("Planetarium")
are separate legal entities which share the same Board of Trustees and Officers. The Museum has an investment in bonds ($570,000
principal amount) of the Planetarium and carries this investment at cost. For the years ended June 30,1984 and 1983, interest
income on these bonds (at 41/2%) of $25,650 is included in the General Fund.
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3. Inventories comprise:
Natural History magazine paper
Museum shop merchandise

1984 1QW3
$ 904,333

251,347
$1,155,680

4. Included at June 30,1984 in Special Funds (funds which are received or appropri-
ated for specific purposes) is approximately $3,708,000 of funds restricted by the
donor as to use.

5. The balances at June 30,1984 and 1983 of Special Funds are net of overdrafts of
certain of these funds of approximately $1,332,000 and $912,000, respectively. These
overdrafts represent expenditures in anticipation of transfers from Endowment Funds
and/or General Fund, or receipt of gifts and grants from government or private donors.

6. Endowment Funds (including funds functioning as endowment) are
summarized as follows: June 30,1984 June 30, 1983
Endowment Funds, income available for:

Restricted purposes $37,407,497
Unrestricted purposes 11,948,287

Funds functioning as endowment,
principal and income available for:

Restricted purposes 14,637,207
Unrestricted purposes 18,507,171 I

$82,500,162

7. Total interest and dividend income for the Endowment Funds for fiscal 1 984 and
1983 was $5,053,950 and $4,863,103, respectively. In accordance with the policy
adopted by the Board of Trustees, distributions to the General Fund and Special Funds
and funding of pension support were fixed at 5 percent of the average of the market
value of the Endowment Funds for the three preceding years. The distributions were as
follows: 1984 1983
General Fund
Special Funds

$2,537,611
924,657

$3,462,268

The excess of income over the distributions was retained in the Endowment Funds. This
amount includes $177,732 and $144,653 for pension support in 1984 and 1983, respec-
tively, which offsets in part prior service cost contributions to CIRS.

8. The revenue and expenses for auxiliary activities in fiscal 1984 and 1983 are as
follows: 1984 1983

Revenue Expenses
Museum shops $1,530,386 $1,229,650
Discovery tours 555,233 449,640
Naturemax 562,177 472,283
Other auxiliary activities 855,662 326,765,478,338 l

$3,503,458 $2,478,338_

funded through Pension Support Endow-
ment Funds. The balance of approx-
imately $637,000 in fiscal 1984 and
$617,000 in fiscal 1983 (representing
normal service cost and amortization of
unfunded prior service cost over a 20-
year period) was charged to current
funds. The CIRS Plan is a multiemployer
plan and, as such, its actuarial present
value of vested and nonvested accumu-
lated plan benefits and net assets avail-
able for plan benefits are not determinable
on an individual institution basis.

11. In fiscal 1984 and 1983, support
grants were received from New York
State Council on the Arts and the
Institute of Museum Services as
follows: 1984 19
New York State Council

on the Arts $575,000
Institute of Museum

Services 50.000
$625,000

12. The Museum provides certain ser-
vices, including accounting, security and
maintenance services for which the Plan-
etarium was charged an aggregate
amount of $188,360 in fiscal 1984 and
$188,235 in fiscal 1983.

13. The buildings occupied by the
Museum are owned by the City and the
City appropriates funds for their renova-
tion, improvement and alteration. Funds
committed by the City for these capital
projects in fiscal 1984 and in fiscal 1983
amounted to $2,002,000 and $144,000,
respectively

14. Certain amounts in the fiscal 1983
financial statements have been reclassi-
fied to conform to the fiscal 1984
presentation.

15. The Museum is a nonprofit organiza-
tion exempt from income tax under Sec-
tion 501 (c)(3) of the Internal Revenue
Code.

9. Plant operating and maintenance expenses in fiscal 1984 and 1983 include the value
of energy services supplied by the City of New York of $1,858,079 and $1,617,348,
respectively.

10. The pension plan of the Museum is
administered by the Cultural Institution
Retirement System (CIRS). Total pension
costs amounted to approximately
$1,253,000 in fiscal 1984 and $1,187,000
in fiscal 1983. Of these costs, $438,062 in

fiscal 1984 and $423,827 in fiscal 1983
were paid directly by the City of New York
(City) to CIRS. Approximately $815,000
and $763,000, respectively, were paid by
the Museum, of which $177,938 in fiscal
1984 and $145,697 in fiscal 1983 were
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Auditors'
Report
To the Board of Directors of
the American Museum of
Natural History Planetarium Authority,
New York, New York:

We have examined the balance sheets
of the AMERICAN MUSEUM of NATURAL
HISTORY PLANETARIUM AUTHORITY
as of June 30,1984 and 1983 and the
related statements of revenue and ex-
penses of unrestricted funds and changes
in fund balances for the years then ended.
Our examinations were made in accor-
dance with generally accepted auditing
standards and, accordingly, included
such tests of the accounting records and
such other auditing procedures as we
considered necessary in the
circumstances.

In our opinion, the financial statements
referred to above present fairly the finan-
cial position of the American Museum
of Natural History Planetarium Authority.
as of June 30, 1984 and 1983 and the
results of its operations for the years
then ended, in conformity with generally
accepted accounting principles applied
on a consistent basis.

1251 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10020
September21,1984

American Museum of Natural History
Planetarium Authority Balance Sheets,
June 30, 1984 and 1983

Assets:
Cash
Short-term investments
Accounts receivable
Planetarium shop inventory

Equipment, fixtures, etc.:
Zeiss planetarium instrument, at cost
Building improvements, at cost

Less, Allowance for depreciation (Note 5)

Furniture, fixtures and equipment

Buildings, at cost

Liabilities:
Accounts payable
Accrued employee benefit costs
41/2% Refunding Serial Revenue bonds, past due (Note 1)
Accrued interest, past due

Contributed Capital and Funds:
Contributed capital:

Charles Hayden
Charles Hayden Foundation
The Perkin Fund

Funds:
Unrestricted fund (deficit)
Restricted funds

The accompanying statement of significant accounting
policies and notes are an integral part of these
financial statements.
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Statements of Revenue and Expenses
of Unrestrictd Funds for the years end.ed
June 30, 1984 and 1983

1984
Revenue.
Admission fees, less allowances
and commissions $ 804,268

Auxiliary activity, sales booth 183,590
Special lectures and courses 44,840
Other revenue 31,072

Total revenue 1,063,770
Expenses:
Preparation, presentation and promotional 470,371
Operation and maintenance 194,656
Auxiliary activity, sales booth 153,159
Administrative and general 88,996
Pension and other social benefits (Note 3) 92,587
Special lectures and courses 27,548
Interest on past-due 41/2% Refunding

Seral Revenue bonds 25,650
Provision for depreciation 67,536

Total expenses 1,120,503
Deficiency from operations (56,733)

Contributions 24,000
Net loss ($32,733)

The accompanying statement of significant accounting
policies and notes are an integral part of these
financial statements.
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$ 24,691

500,000
12,350

,.,',42,548]
579,589

221,928
662,289;
884,217
(465,056)
419,161

-.1
419,162

1,019,210
$2,017,961

$ 31,784|
93,724

570,000
315,450

1,010,958

1 56,869
429,455
400,000
986,324

(847,284)
867,963

1,007,003
$2,0177,961



Statements of Changes
in Fund Balances
for the years ended June 30, 1984 and 1983

Unrestricted Fund
1984 1983

Balance (deficit), beginning of year ($870,981)
Additions:

Contributions
Proceeds from special presentations (Note 2)
Income from investments

Expenditures:
Special purpose programs and projects
Special presentation expenses (Note 2)
Transfers between funds (Note 5) 56,430
Net loss, as annexed (32,733)
Balance (deficit), end of year ($847,284)

The accompanying statement of significant accounting
policies and notes are an integral part of these
financial statements.

Restricted Funds
1984 1983

in _7766
57,232

234,556
35,081

(26,340)
(163,302)
(56,430)

$867,963

Statement of Significant Accounting Policies
The American Museum of Natural History
Planetarium Authority's ("Planetarium")
corporate charter terminates when all its
liabilities, including bonds, have been paid
in full or otherwise discharged. At that
time, its personal property passes to the
American Museum of Natural History
("Museum") and real property to the
City of New York to be maintained and
operated in the same manner as other
city property occupied by the Museum.
The land utilized by the Planetarium was
donated by the City of New York.

The policy of the Planetarium is to.capi-
talize only major plant additions and
replacements of equipment, machinery
and other items and to depreciate such
items on the straight-line method over
their useful lives. Fully depreciated assets
are carried at nominal value. Because of
the nature of the ownership of the prop-
erty, provision for depreciation of the
buildings is considered unnecessary.

Short-term investments are stated at
cost, which approximates market value.

Inventories are stated at the lower of

cost (first-in, first-out method) or market.
Fund balances restricted by outside

sources or by the Board of Trustees are so
indicated (restricted funds). These
restricted funds may only be utilized in
accordance with the purposes estab-
lished by the source of such funds.
The Planetarium and its employees

participate in the Cultural Institutions Pen-
sion Plan ("CIRS Plan") administered by
the Cultural Institutions Retirement Sys-
tem ("CIRS"). The Planetarium's policy is
to fund pension expense accrued.

Notes to Financial Statements
1. The Planetarium Authority bonds were

purchased by the Museum in 1948.
The Charles Hayden Foundation con-
tributed $200,000 to the Museum
toward the purchase of such bonds.

2. The Board of Trustees of the Planetar-
ium has designated that the net income
from special presentations be set aside
in a board designated restricted fund to
finance current and future improve-
ments and renovations.

3. Pension expense for fiscal 1984 and

1983 was $42,395 and $34,947,
respectively. The CIRS Plan is a multi-
employer plan and as such its actuarial
present value of vested and nonvested
accumulated plan benefits and net
assets available for benefits are not
determinable on an individual
institution basis.

4. The Planetarium receives certain ser-
vices, including accounting, security
and maintenance services, from the
Museum. The aggregate charges for

such services in fiscal 1984 and 1983
aggregated $188,360 and $188,235,
respectively

5. Depreciation on major plant additions
and replacements which have been
financed from cash generated by
restricted funds is being funded by
transfers from restricted funds.

6. Certain amounts in the fiscal 1983
financial statements have been reclas-
sified to conform to the fiscal 1984
presentation.
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Department of
Ornithology
Years ofpreparation finally
culminated in the Centennial
Meeting ofthe American
Ornithologists' Union which was
held in the Museum during the
last week ofSeptember The
efforts ofthe department staff, of
the Museum generallyand of
other sponsoring organizations
were richly rewarded byan
unprecedented gathering of
some 1200 ornithologists.
Museum bird exhibits were reno-
vated and updated in con-
junction with this eventand
many scientists visited the
department to study its unrivaled
collections. Despite prepara-
tions for the centennial, the
meeting did not halt depart-
mental research endeavors both
in the Museum and in the field. In
a major undertaking, three
Department of Ornithology staff
personsjoined scientists from
other disciplines and institutions
in a large-scale international
expedition to Neblina in
southern Venezuela.

Historic Meeting The American
Ornithologists' Union, the distin-
guished professional organization
which seeks to advance ornithological
science through publications, meet-
ings and membership, was founded at
the Museum in September 1883.
Exactly 100 years later nearly 1200
ornithologists, the largest meeting of
professional "bird watchers" ever
assembled, gathered at the same
location to celebrate AOU's Centen-
nial. Among the many participants
was Research Associate Jean Dela-
cour, the elder statesman of world
ornithologists, whose ninety-third
birthday coincided with the event.
Other activities included a demonstra-
tion of modern equipment used in
ornithological studies, special sym-
posia, a major address by Research
Associate Ernst Mayr and a personal
welcome from New York City Mayor
Edward 1. Koch. A series of field trips

east concluded the six-day event.
The department mounted three

major exhibitions in conjunction with
the centennial: "Francis Lee Jaques:
Artist and Naturalist" included 50
sketches and scratchboard drawings
by Jaques, who painted many of the
dioramas in the Museum; 'A Celebra-
tion of Birds: Louis Agassiz Fuertes
and His Art" displayed 100 of the
artist's watercolors, oils and pencil
sketches; and "South of Winter:
Scenes from Aransas National Wildlife
Refuge," funded by Conoco, brought
togethersome 60 photos taken at this
important Texas sanctuary.

Expeditions The department has
acquired many new specimens as a
result of a large-scale international
expedition to the Cerro de la Neblina,
the "Mountain of the Mists," in the
extreme south of Venezuela. Research
Associate William H. Phelps, Jr.,
Assistant Curator George Barrow-
clough, Research Associate Robert
Dickerman and Associate Sadie
Coats participated in the expedition
on behalf of the department.
(See pages 10-11)

Barbet Nesting Lester L. Short,
Chairman and Curator, conducted
field studies in Africa between
October and January with Jennifer F
M. Horne, Research Associate, atthe
National Museums of Kenya. In
Zambia they found the first nests ever
discovered of Anchieta's Barbets
(Stactolaema anchietae). One barbet
nest contained a single chick of the
nest-parasitic Lesser Honeyguide,
(Indicatorminor). Dr. Short and Ms.
Horne watched as the chick fledged.
At the last moment the fledgling was
recognized as a "honeyguide" by its
foster parents and attacked before
disappearing into the forest. Much
information on little-known barbets
was gathered. In Kenya as many as
four species of honeyguides were
studied at close range when provided
with the beeswax they utilize as food.
The data will be compiled in two major
reports, as well as the honeyguide
and barbet sections of the "Birds of
Africa" being written by Dr. Short and
Ms. Horne (that book is edited by
Scientific Assistant G. Stuart Keith).
African fieldwork was supported by
the L. C. Sanford and Ritter-Eisen-

Check-list Revisions Dr Short was
one of eight persons who prepared
the authoritative sixth edition of the
"Check-list of Birds of North
America," culminating several
decades of effort. Lamont Curator
Emeritus Dean Amadon and the late
Eugene Eisenmann, Research Asso-
ciate, had also been involved in the
project.

Important papers appeared on five-
way hybridization in Australian sittellas
(Daphoenositta) coauthored with
Ms. Horne, Richard Schodde of the
Australian Commonwealth Scientific
and Industrial Research Organization
and R. A. Noske of the University of
New England in Australia. Dr Short
and Ms. Horne lectured in Bonn at an
international symposium on the syste-
matics, phylogeny and evolutionary
ecology of African vertebrates. They
also lectured on honeyguide behavior
at the Cooper Ornithological Society
annual meeting in Arcata, California.

Flycatcher Named Lamont
CuratorWesley E. Lanyon studied the
systematics of the New World fly-
catchers (Tyrannidae), concentrating
upon the nasal capsule of the skull,
and the sound-producing organ, the
syrinx. Dr. Lanyon completed a paper
on the evolutionary development of
this group of kingbirds and their allies.
In it he indicated that the common
ancestry of the group is based upon
two shared, derived character states
of the skull. The data established rela-
tionships based primarily on the
morphology of the syrinx, and sec-
ondarily on nesting behavior and
external morphology. Among the
three new genera recognized from
this work is Phelpsia, aVenezuelan
endemic flycatcher Phelpsia was
named for the Phelps family in recog-
nition of their contribution to the study
of Venezuela birdlife and for the
family's long association with the
Museum.

Curator Frangois Vuilleumier col-
laborated with Dr. Mayr in evaluating
the classification of birds described
between 1976 and 1980 to determine
if their taxonomic assignments were
correct. Years of study of montane avi-
faunas resulted in completion of a
book, 'Adaptations and Evolution in
Biota of High Tropical Mountains," co-
edited with M. Monasterio of Vene-
zuela's Universidad de los Andes. 43mann funds, and by Marianna Collins.to important bird habitats in the no-rth-



Another work was published on the
status of evolutionary biology in
France. Dr. Vuilleumier also presented
a paper at the second Ibero-American
Congress of Ornithology. It dealt with
zoogeography in the neotropics,
describing a hierarchical method for
relating habitat and avian distribution.

Juncos and Genes Assistant
Curator George F Barrowclough col-
lected specimens of juncos in Mexico
during November As a result of this
fieldwork, Dr. Barrowclough brought
to the Museum skins, skeletons and
tissue samples from two subspecies,
and one species, of Junco. The speci-
mens are being used to study geo-
graphic variation in this genus. With
Robert Rockwell of The City College of
New York, Dr Barrowclough analyzed
the genetic structure of the blue and
white forms of Lesser Snow Goose
populations. Using computer simula-
tions and genetic models he will pre-
dict changes in the ratio of one
polymorphic form to another for many
thousands of generations. These pro-
jections will help test theories about
gene flow and the stability of bird pop-
ulations in general.

Dr. Barrowclough, with Ned K.
Johnson of the University of California
at Berkeley and Robert Zink,
Chapman Research Fellow, com-
pleted a project creating a theoretical
model for interspecific genetic varia-
tion in birds. They are testing this
model against data from electro-
phoretic variation. Support for Dr
Barrowclough's studies came from
the Eppley Fund and the L. C.
Sanford Fund.

Other Research Lamont Curator
Emeritus Dean Amadon conducted
research at the Museum and at the
Archbold Biological Station. He
studied birds of prey, analyzing the
productivity of ground-nesting hawks
and owls, examining the significance
of color morphs in Falconiformes and
preparing a reference list of raptors of
the world with Field Associate John
Bull. Dr Amadon also completed a
paper evaluating recent studies of
Hawaiian honeycreepers and their
many adaptations.
Chapman Research Fellow Robert

Bleiweiss concentrated on humming-
birds, studying mechanisms of evolu-

4 tionary change and the adaptive

significance of plumage coloration in
Andean species. He focused on the
speciose genera Heliangelus, Eriocn-
ponis, and Oreotrochilus with Dr Vuil-
leumier Chapman Research Fellow
Robert M. Zink conducted biochem-
ical and morphological studies of
North American thrashers (Tox-
ostoma) and towhees (Pipilo). He did
fieldwork in the southwest during
November and December Electro-
phoretic studies of proteins in these
two groups of unrelated species will
yield information about genetic varia-
tion. These data will then be com-
pared with morphological research.
The investigation may help show how
similar geological events affect two
unrelated genera.

Research Associate Walter Bock
studied the anatomy and systematics
of passerine birds. In addition to
working with Dr Amadon, Field Asso-
ciate John Bull prepared a reference
collection to birds of the world and
updated his book, "Birds of New York
State," emphasizing breeding distribu-
tion. Associate Ruth DeLynn prepared
many specimens and incorporated
them into the collections.
Scientific Assistant Mary LeCroy con-
ducted field studies in Papua New
Guinea during October and lectured on
a Discovery Tour to that country.
Research Associate James C. Green-
way annotated the list of the depart-
ment's type specimens with the assist-
ance of Richard Sloss, a volunteer

Research Associate Jared Dia-
mond pursued studies in five isolated
mountain ranges of Irian Barat (or
Indonesian New Guinea) from July to
November, especially in the formerly
biologically unexplored Kumawa
Mountains, and has described four
new subspecies. The Kumawa Moun-
tains have a very distinctive avifauna.
The region supports a peculiar popu-
lation of the bowerbird, Amblyornis
inornatus, which constructs very dif-
ferent nests than other groups of the
same species.

Research Associate Cheryl Har-
ding focused on the role of hormone
metabolism in the control of male
social behavior in Red-winged Black-
birds and Zebra Finches. She was
assisted by several graduate students
and support from the National
Institutes of Health. Research Asso-
ciate H. Philip Zeigler, analyzed neural

mediating the control of grasping in
domestic pigeons. His research fea-
tured a microprocessor-controlled
monitoring system using tracing tech-
niques which delineated brain path-
ways involved in jaw movements. The
National Institute of Mental Health and
National Science Foundation funded
the project.
The large volume "Neotropical

Ornithology," a book being produced
as a memorial to the late Eugene
Eisenmann, Research Associate, is in
the final stages of preparation. It con-
tains some 60 papers, including those
of Drs. Bock, Coats, Lanyon, Short
and Vuilleumier
The Frank M. Chapman Memorial

Fund Committee awarded 62 grants
totaling $32,576, mostly to younger
researchers, and a fellowship for the
study of Asian bird species in the
department to David Wells of the
University of Malaya.

Acquisitions Significant acquisi-
tions included Mexican collections of
more than 200 specimens by Dr
Barrowclough, southwestern North
American collections of 150 speci-
mens by Dr Zink, 200 warblers taken
by Jay Pitocchelli, some 300 speci-
mens of redpolls from Alaska by
Declan Troy of the University of
Alaska, 200 finches and parrots from
Novak's Aviary, 23 pheasants from
Charles Sivelle, and 33 specimens
from the New York Zoological Society.

These three tail feathers are from a male Great
Argus Pheasant, indigenous to the Malay
Peninsula. It is extremely rare for a single
specimen to have feathersWtth such distinctly
different patterns. These are part of the
Department of Ornithology's collection of
more than a million specimens of birds repre-

and behavioral mechanisms senting some 96 percent of the approximately
9200 known species.
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Ash-throated Flycatcher, Great
Crested Flycatcher, Brown-crested
Flycatcher, Eastern Meadowlark,
and Western Meadowlark.)

LeCroy, Mary
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Department of
Vertebrate
Paleontology
The department's varied
research program is founded on
its spectacularly diverse collec-
tions of fossil vertebrates. Con-
stant efforts improve the state of
these collections, which are
used bydepartment curators,
research associates and large
numbers of visiting scientists.
Field exploration augments*
these efforts; recent discoveries
fill serious gaps in the collec-
tions orrepresenta more bal-
anced sampling of fossil faunas
derived through modern tech-
niques. The collection is also
seen as a valuable resource for
the planned improvements to
the Museum's exhibitions on
vertebrate paleontology

This was the final year of a three-year
project, sponsored by the National
Science Foundation, to improve
storage and curation of dinosaurs and
synapsid reptiles. Over the past six
years the foundation has supported
renovation of more than 90 percent of
the collections of fossil reptiles,
amphibians and birds. Interest has
now shifted to improvement of the
fossil fish and mammal collections.
The current catalog of fossil fishes

has been successfully integrated with
earlier records. Through the efforts of
John Alexander, a Collections Man-
ager in the department, plans were
made for relocation of major portions
of the fossil mammal collections to
areas more accessible to research.
Plans were also made for a computer-
based data retrieval system for the
vast fossil mammal holdings and other
collections in the department.

New Programs A major impetus to
the department's research and exhibi-
tion activity is the new support pro-
vided by the James Carter Memorial
Endowment. This year marked the
beginning of several programs spon-
sored by the Carter fund. The depart-
ment's first Carter post-doctoral
research fellow, Lawrence J. Flynn, is
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an internationally recognized
authority on fossil rodent history and
middle Cenozoic vertebrate faunas of
Pakistan and China.
The department also took steps to

support, through the Carter endow-
ment, extended visits by vertebrate
paleontologists from the Peoples
Republic of China. Such visits repre-
sent the first phase of a long-term
exchange program between scientists
from Asia and the American Museum
that echoes the collaborative achieve-
ments of earlier decades.
Another aspect of the Carter-

supported activity concerns improve-
ment of the fossil mammal exhibition
halls. Plans were made to recruit per-
sonnel to assist the mammal curators
in the scientific renovation of these
exhibits.
Homed Turtles The culmination of
extensive field and laboratory
research conducted by Curator
Eugene S. Gaffney on the horned
turtles of the southern hemisphere
was represented by publication of a
large, well-illustrated monograph on
the Meiolania skull. The work includes
a summary of Dr. Gaffney's fieldwork
and earlier expeditions to Lord Howe
Island in search of remains of Meio-
lania. Dr. Gaffney studied Meiolania
skeletal morphology and turtle sys-
tematics as part of an extensive
project, funded by the National
Science Foundation.
North American Faunas
Exploration conducted by Michael
Novacek, Chairman and Assistant
Curator, and John J. Flynn, Assistant
Professor at Rutgers University, in the
remote deserts of Baja California
yielded new discoveries of fossil verte-
brates. A published study of these
finds provided, forthe first time, a
more precise age estimate of the Baja
fauna and a more complete bio-
geographic picture of vertebrate life in
North America 50 million years ago.
With the cooperation of the Instituto
de Geologia, Mexico City, fieldwork in
Baja was resumed in the spring.

Frick Curator Malcolm C. McKenna
conducted large-scale field opera-
tions on the Upper Cretaceous Lance
Formation. This rich assemblage pro-
vides samples of some of the key
mammalian faunas that thrived during
the period of dinosaur extinctions.

bearing rocks of various ages in
western Wyoming and southern Mon-
tana, and reviewed results of collec-
tions made in the Late Cretaceous
Mesaverde sites of Wyoming.

Other American Museum field
crews were active in the Rocky Moun-
tain regions. Dr Novacek prospected
lower Eocene beds near Rock
Springs, Wyoming. Discoveries of
fossil turtle skeletons from the middle
Eocene Bridger Basin were made by
Dr Gaffney. Curator Richard H. Ted-
ford conducted detailed stratigraphic
studies of later Cenozoic strata in
northern New Mexico.

Australian Fossil History
Dr Tedford identified new Pliocene
and Pleistocene mammal faunas from
Australia that aided in documenting
the persistence of arid conditions in
interior Australia throughout the
Pleistocene glacial episodes. This
result counters the popular notion that
conditions were relatively more humid
during this time. These discoveries
resulted from extensive fieldwork con-
ducted by Dr Tedford and several sci-
entists from Australia. Funding was
provided by the National Geographic
Society and the Australian Research
Grants Council.

Enigmatic Sharks Relationships
among Mesozoic sharks was clarified
by Assistant Curator John G. Maisey
in two recently completed papers.
Work on Mesozoic hybodont sharks,
a problematic group of variably pre-
served fossils, continues with support
from the National Science Founda-
tion. Dr Maisey has also contributed
much needed systematic revisions to
the number of species of Ctena-
canthus. This considerable achieve-
ment in taxonomic clean-up reduced
100 named taxa to 15.

Mammalian Phylogeny
The challenging problem of higher-
level relationships among mammals
was attacked this year on several
fronts. A large portion of the mammal
classification developed by Dr
McKenna was entered on the
Museum's Wang word-processing
system. A computer program permits
the sorting of various categorical fields
and allows necessary revision to the
classification. Both Dr McKenna and

48 Dr. McKenna also explored fossil-

efforts with collaborative and indepen-
dent works on insectivoran phylo-
geny, primate origins and higher level
mammalian systematics.

From Fish to Man Contributions to
departmental programs by emeritus
curators and research associates
were representative of the sweep of
vertebrate phylogenetic history from
early fishes to hominid relationships.
Curator Emeritus Bobb Schaeffer
completed three major works, one
with Colin Patterson of the British
Museum (Natural History), on Triassic
and Jurassic fishes. He also initiated a
project in collaboration with Brian
Gardiner of Queen Elizabeth College
on relationships of lower actinoptery-
gian fishes.

Other curators emeriti report an
active year in research, writing and
lecturing. Edwin H. Colbert was hon-
ored at the American Museum on the
publication of his new book, "Dino-
saurs: An Illustrated History." George
G. Simpson embarked on a grand
tour of the Far East. Morris Skinner,
Frick Curator Emeritus, and F Walker
Johnson, a volunteer, completed a
study of Tertiary stratigraphy of
Nebraska, and researched horse sys-
tematics and paleontology.

Research Associate Eric Delson
devoted most of his time to the prodi-
gious challenge of organizing the
scientific aspects of the Museum's
widely acclaimed exhibition "Ances-
tors: Four Million Years of Humanity."
His efforts were aided by support from
the National Science, Wenner-Gren
and L. S. B. Leaky Foundations. Dr
Delson also conducted studies of Old

Maurice M. Feldman, a volunteer employee in
the Vertebrate Paleontology Laboratory,
operates a simplified mold turner used in
making reproductions of small fossils. He
made the device from salvageable material
found around the lab, including leftover ply-
wood, an old skateboard and a grinder motor
The device rotates while the plastic in the mold
is setting, the motion providing a consistent
thickness in the walls of a hollow cast. Some
volunteer employees work behind the scenes
in many areas of the Museum, including the
scientific departments and the administrative
offices.Dr Novacek complemented these
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World anthropoids.
We sadly report the death of a long-

term Research Associate, David H.
Dunkle on Jan. 3. Dr. Dunkle was on
the staff of the Cleveland Museum of
Natural History and the National
Museum of Natural History. He wrote
several papers on the Devonian
arthrodire fishes in the American
Museum collection and collaborated
with Bobb Schaeffer on a number of
publications about Paleozoic and
Triassic fishes.
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Research Stations
The Museum operates oris
affiliated with a number of field
stations at which scientists
investigate the behavior, ecology
and ontogeny ofanimals in their
natural habitats. Several of these
stations also provide significant
opportunities for archeological
and geologic research. Because
each station is found in a dif-
ferentpart ofNorth America and
has a distinctive physical and
biological environment, collec-
tively these stations offer a broad
array ofecological habitats for
researchers. Most stations
include laboratoryand library
facilities as well as living accom-
modations, and are available not
only to staffscientists but also to
scientists andstudents from
other institutions.

St. Catherines Island The St.
Catherines Island Research Program,
supported by the Edward J. Noble
Foundation, is administered through
the Office of the Deputy Director for
Research. A wide variety of research
projects are conducted on St. Cath-
erines Island, one of the barrier
islands off the coast of Georgia, which
is owned by the St. Catherines Island
Foundation.
Samuel Jones and Nancy Coile,

from the University of Georgia Herba-

of a floristic study of the island. This
survey will add specimens to the Uni-
versity of Georgia Herbarium, estab-
lish on the island a synoptic collection
of the plants occurring there and help
train graduate and undergraduate
students in field procedures.
Adam Messer, a graduate student

in the Department of Entomology at
the University of Georgia, began a
study of sex discrimination by pred-
atory wasps found on the island. Mr
Messer is working under the super-
vision of RobertW Matthews, a pro-
fessor at the university. The study
examines how and why predatory
wasps belonging to the genus Oxy-
belus collect far more male than
female flies as food for their offspring,
despite the fact that the flies have a
nearly 50-50 sex ratio.

Kent Sprague, a graduate student
in the Geology Department of the Uni-
versity of Georgia, analyzed the
amino acids in late and early Holo-
cene sediments. This analysis will be
integrated with the studies of the other
geologists who work on the island to
produce a comprehensive evaluation
of geological and geochemical pro-
cesses in a salt marsh environment.
James H. Oliver, Jr., Director of the

Institute of Arthropodology and Para-
sitology, Georgia Southern College,
completed the second year of his
research pertaining to ticks. His study
attempts to fill large gaps in scientific
knowledge about species composi-
tion and the natural history of ticks,
particularly those species known to be
disease vectors, found along coastal
Georgia.
The first decade of archeological

fieldwork on St. Catherines Island
underthe leadership of David Hurst
Thomas, Curator in the Department of
Anthropology, closed with an explora-
tion of the protohistoric and early his-
toric adaptations of the area from A.D.
1500 to 1700. The discovery of the
Spanish mission site, Santa Catalina
de Guale, has resulted recently from
this effort. Dr Thomas's work now is
directed toward further systematic
excavation of the mission, and is pro-
viding insight into the customs of the
Guale Indians and early European
missionaries in the New World.

Southwestem Research Station
Founded in 1955, the Southwestern
Research Station is one of the oldest 51rium, led a series of f ield trips as part



terrestrial field stations in the United
States. It is located in the Chiricahua
Mountains near the juncture of the
Sonoran and Chiricahuan deserts.
The station had a total of 863

guests, including 139 researchers rep-
resenting 51 institutions located in
countries as widely dispersed as Aus-
tralia, West Germany, England and
Canada. Two hundred and twelve sci-
ence students in 13 classes visited
the station.

Orientation lectures were given to
214 persons in 17 tourgroups. Other
presentations included slide programs
and lectures about taxonomy and the
research being conducted at the sta-
tion. One such talk about the appendo-
tomy of spiders and other arachnids
was presented to the western section
of the American Arachnological
Society.

Investigators visiting the station
worked in some 15 disciplines
including entomology, ornithology,
herpetology, mammalogy, arachnology,
ecology, geology and botany.

Fred Eisele and Jeff Johnson, from
the Georgia Institute of Technology at
Atlanta, used a mobile laboratory for
sampling and mass identification of
ions present in the lower atmosphere
(troposphere). The measurements
taken at the station are the first values
obtained for the mass identity of these
ions in the lower atmosphere. They
will help make monitoring methods
more accurate for certain neutral
particles.
George Barrowclough, Assistant

Curator in the Department of
Ornithology, collected an anatomical
series of birds for study of the devel-
opment of size and shape during
ontogeny. Dr. Barrowclough assem-
bled a complete series of Western
Kingbirds, Loggerhead Shrikes, Barn
Swallows, Curved-billed Thrashers,
Cactus Wrens, Scott's Orioles and
Yellow-eyed Juncos. They will be
measured and analyzed with com-
puter programs to determine how size
and shape trajectories differ in pass-
erine birds.

Douglas Whitman, from the Univer-
sity of Georgia at Athens, and Larry
Orsak, from the University of Cali-
fornia at Berkeley, conducted studies
on the chemical ecology and life
history of the lubber grasshopper,
Taeniopoda. Their research indicates

defensive secretions from the plants
upon which they feed. The potency of
these secretions depends upon the
weight, size, age, sex and dietary his-
tory of the individual grasshopper, and
the interval between secretion
releases. When lubber secretions
were applied to other edible grasshop-
pers (Brachystola, in particular), they
elicited rejection and avoidance
responses from the predatory grass-
hopper mouse, Onychomys.

Richard Tinsley, Helen Jackson and
Celia Earle, from the University of
London, studied the biology of poly-
stomatid flatworm parasites (mon-
ogenean trematode) found in
association with spadefoot toads
(Scaphiopus). Flatworm larvae are
transmitted in water by ciliated loco-
motion. Since the toads spawn only a
few nights each year after limited
summer rain, the opportunity forthe
transmission of flatworm parasites
from one toad to another is less than
24 hours annually. This is the briefest
host-to-host transfer period known for
any helminth parasite. Although each
worm produces only 100 to 200 off-
spring each year, a remarkably low
output for a parasite, transmission in
small bodies of water, where large
numbers of hosts congregate to
spawn can result in the infection of
every toad in the local population.

Resident Director Vincent D. Roth
was reappointed Research Associate
in Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
at the University of Arizona at Tucson.
He has two manuscripts in press: 'A
review of appendotomy in spiders and
other arachnids" and "The spider
family, Homalonychidae." A highlight
of the year was his discovery of a new
species of troglobitic spider belonging
to the genus Thyomites from a cave
near Bisbee, Arizona. This is one of
the few cases of cave-adapted spiders
from Arizona and is characterized by
its more elongated legs, paler color,
and more reduced eyes compared
with its close relatives that do not live
in caves.

Mounting and labeling of 1300
specimens for the insect collection by
volunteer Christina Swartz brought
the collection up to some 14,000
specimens.

Archbold Biological Station The
primary mission of the Archbold Bio-
logical Station is to conduct research

on the rich and diversified native flora
and fauna at the southern end of the
Lake Wales Ridge. The ridge, situated
in south-central Florida, is one of the
most distinctive biotic regions in the
state. The 4200-acre station property,
and its eight-acre Price Memorial Tract
on nearby Lake Placid, contain exam-
ples of all of the major geological and
topographic features and character-
istic vegetation types of the southern
Lake Wales Ridge region. Research at
the station is conducted by perma-
nent staff and visiting investigators.
The station's program also involves
education, natural area preservation
and public service. Its facilities include
well-equipped laboratories, a library
and darkroom, shops, outdoor cages,
reference collections of plants and
animals, field vehicles and boats, a
wide variety of modern research
equipment, and dining and housing
accommodations for visiting
investigators.

During the past year staff members,
their students and associates con-
ducted 37 research projects. Many of
these projects involve long-term mon-
itoring of species or environmental
parameters that would not be possible
without the large, diverse and fully
protected natural area provided by the
station. A total of 53 visiting investi-
gators and 26 assistants worked at
the station during the year, and 42
groups totaling 695 persons visited.
Several university and college classes
conducted formal studies at the
station.
James N. Layne, Executive Director

and Museum Research Associate,
investigated a broad spectrum of
questions concerning local distribu-
tion, habitat relationships, population
dynamics and other aspects of the life
history and ecology of vertebrates at
the station, with emphasis on
mammals. Dr. Layne also studied the
Crested Caracara and American Kes-
trel with assistance from University of
South Florida graduate student David
R. Smith. Emphasis in the caracara
study was placed on analysis of molt
patterns in order to develop better cri-
teria for aging individuals in the field.
The study was also designed to deter-
mine the degree of similarity between
molt patterns of caracaras and the
typical falcons. Dr Layne was elected
President of the Florida Academy of
Sciences, Vice President of the Orga-52 that these grasshoppers obtain their



nization of Biological Field stations
and was appointed to the Florida Non-
game Wildlife Advisory Council.

Mark A. Deyrup, Assistant
Research Biologist, investigated the
species composition and ecological
relationships of the station's rich ant
fauna. He collaborated with James
Trager, a University of Florida graduate
student, and Research Assistant
Nancy Deyrup. Dr Deyrup also mon-
itored flight activity and the seasonal
abundance of insects in mature sand
pine scrub habitat using flight traps.
Data were gathered on more than 200
species. Other research projects con-
ducted by Dr. Deyrup included a
,survey of the arthropods associated
with the Florida rosemary, a charac-
teristic plant of sand pine scrub
habitats; an inventory of bark and
ambrosia beetles; and an investigation,
in association with Don Manley of
Clemson University, into the distribu-
tion and biology of the velvet ants.

Ronald L. Myers, Assistant
Research Biologist, studied the
dynamics of sandhill and sand pine
communities. The investigation is
designed to elucidate the population
dynamics of the two pine species
(sand pine and slash pine) occurring
on station grounds and the historical
relationship between the two commu-
nity types to which the pines belong.
Dr Myers also studied factors
influencing the abundance and distri-
bution of the endemic hardwood,
scrub hickory. He also analyzed soil
seed banks in a eutrophic pond in
north-central Florida and monitored
changes in the structure of a cabbage
palm forest located in the National
Audubon Society's Corkscrew
Swamp Sanctuary.

Lawrence E. Battoe was appointed
Archbold Postdoctoral Research
Fellow in aquatic ecology. After his
arrival in September, he initiated a
program of studies of Lake Annie. Dr
Battoe's major objective is to provide
a basis for management of this
recently acquired lake.

Station Research Associates
Warren G. Abrahamson, Thomas
Eisner and Glen E. Woolfenden con-
tinued their research at the Archbold
facility. Dr. Abrahamson obtained data
on the comparative demography of
saw and scrub palmettos, which are
important components of the station's
plant communities, and investigated

the relationships of insects to fruit
production by the two species of pal-
mettos. Dr. Eisner and David Dus-
sourd, a doctoral student at Cornell
University, investigated the courtship
behavior and chemical defenses of
the moth, Utetheisa ornatrix. Dr Wool-
fenden and his co-worker, John W
Fitzpatrick, Curator of Ornithology at
the Field Museum of Natural History,
obtained data for their long-term study
of the demography of the Florida
scrub jay.
The station acquired two additional

tracts of land, totaling 112 acres. The
acquisitions contain certain habitats
that had been poorly represented.

Great Gull Island An inaccessible,
rocky outcropping covered by poison
ivy, beach plum and other seaside
vegetation, Great Gull Island is located
eight miles northeast of Orient Point,
Long Island, and 100 miles from New
York City. The one-half-mile-long
island is owned by theAMuseum and
operated as a sanctuary for birds,
especially Common and Roseate
Terns which have been reestablished
as breeding colonies. During the
summer, staff ornithologists, volun-
teers and students conduct research
on the island and manage its habitats
for the benefit of the terns and other
birdlife.

Foraging by Microtus pennsylva-
nicus, the introduced Meadow Vole on
Great Gull Island, expanded further
the areas available for nesting
Common Terns. Nesting Common
Terns increased in number and, corre-
spondingly, the number of young sur-
passed those in any preceding year
By the end of the season the field
team had trapped 2769 pairs of
Common Terns and banded more
than 5000 young. A report on the
reintroduction of Microtus appeared in
the May issue of Natural History.

Volunteers Matthew Male and Joan
Walsh built three observation towers in
early spring, bringing the total number
of towers to 30. These towers are
invaluable for observing the marked
individuals in the colony. During the
season Mr Male continued an off-
island banding program to determine
the rate of colony exchange and the
relative reproductive success in
nearby colonies.

Over the winter, Joseph DiCostanzo,

dent at City College, wrote a com-
puter program which can retrieve the
band number of any bird in the colony
when the color code is entered into
the computer Parker Cane, a volun-
teer, and Mr DiCostanzo have gener-
ated other computer programs for
entering nest and adult data.

Department of
Education
Nineteen eighty-four marks the
official centennial of the
Museum's Department of Edu-
cation, originallyknown as the
Department ofPublic Instruc-
tion. By 1924 ground had been
broken for a school service
building. This structure is the
main base ofoperations for
today's Department ofEduca-
tion. Two of the floors of this
building are designated as the
Charles A. Dana Education
Wing. The Dana Wing houses
the department's teaching col-
lections, the Alexander M. White
Natural Science Center, the
Frederick H. LeonhardtPeople
Center, the Louis Calder Labora-
tory, the Harold FLinder Theater
and the Henry Kaufmann The-
ater A two-story addition, now
under construcUon, will contain
a studio classroom on the
second floor and the Edith Blum
Lecture Room on the first

Children's Programs As was the
case during the department's forma-
tive years, many programs still are
designed for young people, particu-
larly classes from the city's schools.
Decades of experience have resulted
in many modifications and additions
to programs, but the intent remains
the same: to make each child's visit to
the Museum an exciting learning
experience. During the past year
nearly 23,000 pupils registered for
programs scheduled and taught by
department staff. An additional
58,000 visited the Museum as class
groups escorted by their own
teachers; approximately half of this 5Project Assistant and a graduate stu-



number were met by a corps of
trained teaching volunteers, who gave
them informal instruction in exhibition
halls.
A gift from the Charles E. Culpeper

Foundation enabled the department
to retain the services of an instructor
to work with handicapped groups.
One hundred fifty-four such groups,
totaling more than 2000 students,
took advantage of special topics
offered.
Aweekend program for individual

children was entitled "Workshops for
Young People." Some workshops
were in the form of several weekly ses-
sions making up a short course;
others were single sessions lasting a
half day. Topics included were micro-
scope use, amphibians and reptiles,
origami, mask-making and insect
study. Sessions were held in the Louis
Calder Laboratory, which is supported
by gifts from the Louis Calder Foun-
dation. Approximately one-fifth of the
460 registrants in these weekend
workshops were promising young-
sters who received free places.

Although the present size of the
department's teaching staff makes it
difficult to assign instructors to visit
schools and make presentations
there, one such program has been
offered for well over a decade. The
presentation consists of a short film
and lecture on ecology for junior high
schools. More than 2000 students
benefited from this program last year

During the summer, many day
camp groups visited the Museum with
their counselors and leaders. Educa-
tion staff conducted film programs
and short teaching demonstrations for
nearly 3700 of these youngsters in a
three-week period.

Adult Programs Over the years,
the department has greatly increased
its services and programs for adults.
Today special lectures, film festivals,
symposiums and field trips attract
thousands of people. The first series
of lectures for school teachers, given
in 1880 by Albert S. Bickmore, the
department's first Curator, paved the
way for the current program of college
classes for teachers. These 15-
session courses on anthropology and
the biological sciences are offered in
cooperation with the Graduate School
of Education of the College of the City
of New York. Classes are given at the

Museum by Education Department
personnel, but credit is awarded.by
City College. Attendance and exam-
ination requirements are the same as
for courses offered at the college. In
the past school year 433 teachers
were enrolled in 15 courses.

Thirty-two ticketed lecture series
were presented for the lay public. Of
these, six were offered in the after-
noon. Topics included evolution,
Islam, marine mammals, art of the
Indians of the Northwest Coast,
weaving, anthropological film,
ethnobotany and exploring wilder-
ness areas. Lecturers in these series
are drawn from the Museum's scien-
tific and education departments, as
well as from universities and other
museums. Some 3500 adults enrolled
in ticketed lecture series and weekend
field study trips in ornithology,
geology, archeology and whale
watching.
A geology boat trip and several

ecology-oriented boat trips on the
Hudson River took place during the
summer, with more than 1000 persons
enrolled. These popular sailing pro-
grams may become a regular feature
of future summer programming.
A wide range of non-ticketed pro-

grams also took place. Many were
aimed primarily at adult audiences.
Most of these programs were made
possible by funding from the Helena
Rubinstein Foundation, the Vincent
Astor Foundation, the Sidney, Milton
and Leoma Simon Foundation and
the New York State Council on the
Arts. These included film programs
offered in cooperation with the
Audubon Society, the Museum of the
American Indian and the New York
Folklore Society. A piano concert, a
children's concert by the Blooming-
dale Chamber Orchestra, a guitar
concert, a symposium on ice-age
hunters, a dance performance by the
High School of the Performing Arts
and several programs centered
around the Museum's special exhibi-
tion 'Ancestors" drew a total of more
than 10,000 persons.

Interpretive Facilities Although
utilized for teaching classes on week-
days, the Frederick H. Leonhardt
People Center, the Alexander M.
White Natural Science Center and the
Discovery Room facilities are all open

to the public on weekends. With
income from agenerous endowment
by the family of Frederick H. Leon-
hardt, the People Center presented
monthly programs dealing with dif-
ferent cultures. These lectures and
demonstrations reached an estimated
audience of 60,000 weekend visitors.
During these same weekenrd periods
more than 36,000 people, most in
family groups, visited the Alexander
M. White Natural Science Center. The
Discovery Room provided another
thousand youngsters the chance to
learn about natural history objects
through "discovery boxes" filled with
touchable materials.

Community Programming The
William Randolph Hearst Foundation,
the Henry Nias Foundation, the
Evelyn Sharp Foundation and the
Avon Products Foundation supported
a range of programs particularly
appealing to African-American, Carib-
bean and Latin-American groups.
Among the activities were several
related to the Museum's special exhi-
bition on African textiles. These
included lectures, classes for school
groups, and hands-on-workshops on
African batik and tie-dye techniques.
Other programs included three fall
lectures, a music and dance tribute to
the late Dr Martin Luther King, Jr., a
film festival, and a host of other activi-
ties celebrating Black History Month.
More than 26,000 people attended
these community events.

Programs that reflected the
customs and folklore of people in the
Caribbean and Latin America drew
audiences of nearly 28,000. Among
the offerings were presentations of

Juanita Munoz, Instructor in the Department
of Education, explains the workings of a
microscope to a group of junior high school
students participating in one of the Museum's
many programs for New York City schools. By
examining familiar structures and organisms
found in pond water, students are introduced
to the microscope and laboratory procedures.
During the past year, some 23,000 students
registered for programs taught by the Educa-
tion Department's staff.
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musical fantasies for children
(including one on ecology); a Carib-
bean Festival of weekend demonstra-
tions, lectures, music and dance; a
Peruvian folklore spectacular; a
Cuban film festival; a series of pro-
grams exploring the creative expres-
sions of women in Central America
and the Caribbean; and a steel band
symphonic concert.
The Department of Education com-

pletes its centennial year dedicated to
the same goal of public service with
which it began.

Publications:
Arth, Malcolm
1983. American International Exchange

in Museum Education, Roundtable
Reports, vol. 8, no. 4, Summer
issue.

1984. The Public Trust: No Longer a Non-
Issue, Muse, vol. 1, no. 4, Winter/
January.

1984. A Century of Education at the
American Museum of Natural
History, Roundtable Reports, vol. 9,
nos. 2 and 3, Spring/Summer
issue.

Ransom, Marjorie
1983. Planning a Museum Field Trip.

Nature Study, vol. 36, nos. 3, 4,
March, 1983.

Department of
Exhibition and
Graphics
A landmark exhibition on
paleoanthropologymounted in a
new gallery; the U.S. debut ofa
major exhibition from Canada;
and a variety of unique, smaller
exhibitions combined with work
on future shows to produce one
of the busiestyears in the history
of the Exhibition and Graphics
Department. Behind the scenes,
finishing touches were put on a
major newpermanent hall set to
open in Decembe, 1984;
exhibits were readied for instal-
lation in another big newperma-
nent hall, andplanning
advanced for a third newperma-
nent hall. Meanwhile, extensive
renovations and refurbishing
work concentrated on the orni-
thological and mammal exhibits.

Special Exhibitions When 'Ances-
tors: Four Million Years of Humanity"
was proposed in 1980, the depart-
ment saw it as a historic challenge.
From a new gallery space itself to
each fossil's mount, everything about
the exhibition was custom designed
and one-of-a-kind. Not only were the
ancient 'Ancestors" fossils extremely
rare, they were extremely fragile and
most had never before been on public
exhibition anywhere. And 'Ances-
tors" marked the debut of an impor-
tant new Museum exhibition area,
Gallery 1, just west of the Seventy-
seventh Street Foyer on the first floor
The contributing institutions sent

casts of their fossils to the Museum
well ahead of the April opening of
'Ancestors" so individual mounts
could be designed to exhibit each
piece to advantage and to distribute
its weight safely and evenly. Just
before opening, the casts were
removed and the original fossil trea-
sures were fitted into their precision,
jewellike mounts. The mounts were
fixed onto chest-high, faceted exhibit
cases that themselves suggested
huge jewels.
The cases, each lighted by its own

ceiling spots, were laid out in rough

chronological order, beginning with
one of the oldest known prehuman
fossils (30 million years old), and
progressing down Gallery 1 to the
9000-year-old skull representing the
earliest inhabitants of the Americas.
Support information on the cases was
limited to brief identifications and
illustrations of the early human family
tree, with more details, drawings and
photos displayed along the walls, all
carefully coordinated with the nearest
specimens.

Upstairs in Gallery 3, "Silk Roads/
China Ships," with more than 400
pieces illustrating some 2000 years of
trade between East and West, began
its two-year tour of the U.S. and
Canada in February. Originating at the
Royal Ontario Museum in Toronto, the
North American tour was made pos-
sible in part by the American Express
Foundation.
The Arthur Ross Exhibit-of-the-

Month program, partially funded by
the Arthur Ross Foundation, pre-
sented five special exhibitions:
"Bicycles and Dragons" in the Akeley
Gallery (a photographic companion
exhibit to "Silk Road /China Ships")
with archival photos of old China con-
trasted with pictures from China as it is
today; the "Origami Holiday Tree";
the Natural History Photo Contest
Winners; an exhibit in honor of
Theodore Roosevelt's 125th birthday;
and the Wethersfield Meteorites in an
exhibit called "Right Through the
Roof," in the Arthur Ross Hall of
Meteorites.

"Peonies of Greece: Myth, Science
and Art," featuring original water-
colors and lithographic prints by Niki

Dating to the late 7th or early 8th century
these glazed earthenware figurines of two
Chinese civil officials painted in shades
of brown, green and yellow They are part of
"Silk Roads/China Ships," an exhibition
ofsome 400 artifacts illustrating 2000 years of
commerce in goods, technologies, art and
ideas from the major trade routes between
Europe and the Orient. Organized by the
Royal Ontario Museum in Toronto and funded
by the American Express Foundation, the
exhibition began its tour of the United States at
the American Museum in February During its
three months here, a quarter of a million
people saw it.56
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Goulandris, of the Goulandris Natural
History Museum in Greece, opened in
the Naturemax Gallery in May.

Permanent Halls During the year,
finishing touches were put on the
exhibition cases in the Margaret Mead
Hall of Pacific Peoples, scheduled to
open to the public at the end of 1984.
Through the joint efforts of Exhibition
and Graphics, and the Department of
Anthropology's Conservation Labora-
tory, many fragile wood and textile
artifacts have been remounted forthis
Hall.

Installation of exhibits is about to
begin on a new hall, tentatively called
the Hall of Peoples of South America,
and planning is underway on a new
Hall of Human Biology and Evolution
to be located in the space adjoining
Gallery 1.
The department redesigned and

refurbished a major portion of the
Sanford Memorial Hall of the Biology
of Birds. It cleaned and refurbished
habitat groups in three other bird halls
in time for the 100th anniversary of the
American Ornithologists' Union held
at the Museum in September Three
special ornithology exhibitions were
staged to coincide with the AOU
meeting: 'A Celebration of Birds:
Louis Agassiz Fuertes and His Art" in
the Naturemax Gallery; "Francis Lee
Jaques: Artist and Naturalist" in the
Akeley Gallery; and "South of Winter,"
a photographic story of the Aransas
National Wildlife Refuge, winter home
of the endangered Whooping Crane
in the Hall of Birds of the World.
Diorama renovating and refur-

bishing were completed on the
ostrich group in the Akeley Memorial
Hall of African Mammals, and on the
jaguar and gray squirrel groups in the
Hall of North American Mammals.

Several modifications were made
during the year on exhibits in the
Morgan Memorial Hall Of Gems and
the Harry Frank Guggenheim Hall of
Minerals. The Spectrum Collection
was removed and "Exceptional
Gems," a display of two emeralds and
a ruby, was installed.
A gradual upgrading of audio-visual

technology in the Museum has been
underway for the past several years.
In 1984-85 the Museum will install
several new videodisc players and a
coaxial network to link the equipment

Department of
Library Services
The Library's unsurpassed co/-
lections ofscientific mono-
graphs and serials, archives,
manuscripts, rare books, photo-
graphs, films and Museum
memorabilia serve the Museum
staff in research, publication,
exhibition and educational
programs. The Library similarly
serves the international scientific
community, the lay public, other
museums, libraries and aca-
demic institutions.

RPINH Launched The biggest
single project of the year was the
launching of Recent Publications in
Natural History (RPINH) and the com-
pletion of its first full year as a separate
publication of the Library. RPINH is a
quarterly bibliographic publication
providing full citations including prices
and addresses of obscure publishers
of recently published monographs in
natural history, and reviews of
selected books. Born in the March,
1979 issue of Curator as a regular
quarterly feature, RPINH was first
published as a Library publication in
March, 1983. RPINH was created to
help libraries and individuals keep up
with the burgeoning body of natural
history literature which is published
throughout the world by many diverse
interests.
The first issue of RPINH in Curator

contained 313 citations arranged
alphabetically by author under 20
broad subject headings with one
review. The early Curator issues were
produced manually: citations were
typed, alphabetized and subject-
sorted by hand, and a "manuscript"
was delivered to Curator for
typesetting.

Today, some 450 citations per
issue, with typesetting codes, are
typed into the Museum's Wang VS-80
word/data processing system, edited
on-line, and the information directly
transmitted to a computer typesetter
Typeset galleys are laid out by the Divi-
sion of Graphics and offset by a com-
mercial printer A recently acquired
software program will further simplify
and reduce the cost of production.
As its size grew and RPINH began

to take up valuable Curator pages, it
was decided in the spring of 1983 to
try to publish it as a separate pub-
lication of the Library on the condition
that RPINH become self-supporting
by the end of the year This required
300 subscribers. In March, 1983,
Volume 1, Number 1 was published
for 93 subscribers, and with a one-
third page advertisement in Scientific
American donated by Publisher
Gerard Piel, RPINH took off
dramatically by itself.
RPINH now has more than 500

subscribers throughout the world. In
addition to subscribers in the U.S.,
Canada, and Western Europe, RPINH
is read in China, Japan, Thailand,
New Zealand, Australia, Papua New
Guinea, Mauritius, Zimbabwe, Egypt,
Nigeria, Israel, Botswana, Faroe
Islands, Peru, Argentina, and
Surinam, and the subscriber lists are
growing every week.

Literature cited in RPINH is
obtained in three ways: purchased by
the Library; received on exchange;
and sent in by more than 150 pub-
lishers from all over the world. All nat-
ural history monographic literature is
included. Books suitable for amateurs
and children are noted, and ambig-
uous titles are annotated. Publishers
whose books are cited receive com-
plementary copies of RPINH.
Two or three books of particular

interest are reviewed in each issue. To
date 35 books have been reviewed by
such scientists as Niles Eldredge,
Chairman of the Department of
Invertebrates, and Frangois Vuilleu-
mier, Curator in the Department of
Ornithology, at the Museum; Michael
F Gibbons, Jr., of the University of

Penelope Bodry-Sanders, Restoration Assis-
tant in the Department of Library Services,
completes the binding of a collection of valu-
able art works from the Department of
Ornithology. Some 700 pieces of Ornithol-
ogy's art-on-paper collection, as well as
pieces from the Library's art collection, were
cleaned and rehoused in preservation folders
and boxes. Funding for the project was pro-
vided by a grant from the National Endow-
mentfor theArts.58 to a central control point.
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Massachusetts; and Richard A. Gould
of Brown University.

Plans to add an Astronomy heading
and expand Botany have been com-
pleted. Beginning with the September,
1984 issue an Astronomy section will
be prepared by the Perkin Library of
the American Museum-Hayden Plan-
etarium, and the expanded Botany
section will be prepared by the Library
of the Academy of Natural Sciences of
Philadelphia.

Reorganization With the resigna-
tion of the Assistant Librarian for
Archives and Photographic Collec-
tions it was decided to centralize all
reference services underthe Refer-
ence Services section, and all cata-
loging, acquisitions and processing
under the Technical Services section.
The reorganization has already
resulted in more coordinated pro-
cesses and better services.

Grants The U.S. Department of
Education, Title Il-C grant to catalog
the Photographic Collection was suc-
cessfully completed and the final ver-
sion of the Photographic Cataloging
Manualwas published. Funding from
the Exxon Foundation provided for
the further preservation of the Photo-
graphic and Rare Film Collections.
Over 700 art works from the Library's
and Ornithology Department's art col-
lections were cleaned and re-housed
in preservation folders and boxes
under an $11,000 grant from the
National Endowment for the Arts.

Exhibitions and Loans Two
exhibits were mounted in the Library
Gallery: "The Greak Auk" to coincide
with the American Ornithologists'
Union meeting in September, and
'Asiatic Expeditions." An exhibit of
Alexander Wilson's copper plates,
prints and copies of American
Ornithology were mounted in the
Library entrance.

Major loans of the year included:
three rare volumes to the Grolier Club
for its centennial exhibit; copies of
50 photogravures by Eadweard
Muybridge to the International Center
of Photography; a Mac Monnies
sculpture and Theodore Roosevelt's
Burnside rifle to the Lyndon B.
Johnson Library; three Titian Ramsay
Peale paintings to the Lyman House

60 Memorial Museum in Hawaii, and two

rare books (Audubon's Birds of
America, and Mark Catesby's The
Natural History of Carolina, Florida
and the Bahama Islands and six T. R.
Peale works to the Whitney Museum
of American Art. The Library staff
selected the 28 historic images of
China from the Photographic Collec-
tion for the "Bicycles and Dragons"
exhibition.

Services The Library added 1448
volumes to the collection, 13,214
cards to the catalog and 12,778
journal issues; cataloged 2566 photo-
graphs; preserved 5883 images;
bound 1748 volumes; answered
11,138 reference requests; served
6510 patrons; filled 1694 interlibrary
loan requests; performed nine data-
base searches; circulated 36,349
items to the Museum staff; realized an
income of $44,672 in the Photo-
graphic Collection and granted gratis
permissions worth $6900; distributed
53,356 issues of Museum scientific
publications and published and dis-
tributed four issues of RPINH.

Gifts John Samson donated an
additional 23 drawings and sketches
by Ernest Thompson Seton, making
the Library's Seton Collection the
most definitive extant. Gifts of money
were received from: Mrs. Alfred
Loomis, Jr. ($3000); Time-Life Books,
Inc., ($1600); Cyril dos Passos
($350); and George F Miller ($150).

Staff Activities Nina Root, Library
Chairwoman, was named to the
Board of Trustees of the Frank M.
Barnard Foundation, Boston. Ms.
Root and Mary Genett, Assistant
Librarian for Reference Services and
Conservation, served on the
Museum's Art Committee and the
Technical Committee working on the
restoration of six of the Museum's
"Elephant Folio" plates for the
upcoming publication and exhibition,
tentatively titled 'John James
Audubon: Science into Art."

Publications:
AMNH Library
1984. Photographic cataloging manual.

New York, 72 pp.
1983. Naturalist's journal. [Illustrations

from the Rare Book Collection of
the Library of the American
Museum of Natural History
selected by Nina J. Root].
Universe, New York, 160 pp.

Johnson, Bryan R.
1983. Letterpress lives. Small Press,

vol. 1, no. 2, pp. 35-38.
Johnson, Bryan R., editor
1983. Book Arts Review, vol. 2, no. 3.
1983. Book Arts Review, vol. 2, no. 4.

1983. Book Arts Review, vol. 3, no. 1.
1983. Recent Publications in Natural

History, vol. 1, no. 2.
1983. Recent Publications in Natural

History, vol. 1, no. 3.
1983. Recent Publications in Natural

History, vol. 1, no. 4.
1984. Book Arts Review, vol. 3, no. 2.
1984. Recent Publications in Natural

History, vol. 2, no. 1.
Root, Nina J.
1983. [Review ofl John Gould, the bird

man; a chronology and bibliog-
raphy, by Gordon C. Sauer Recent
Publications in Natural History, vol.
1,no.3,p. 1.

1983. Biography of a museum library
Curator, vol. 26, no. 3, pp. 185-198.

Interdepartmental
Facilities
TheWang VS-80 computer system
has been significantly expanded. With
the addition of telecommunications it
is now possible to send or receive files
from other computers in this country
and throughout the world using ordi-
nary telephone lines. The online disk
storage capacity of the Museum's
computer has been almost tripled with
the addition of a new 288 megabyte
disk drive, producing a storage
capacity of more than 120,000 pages
of text. New software recently pur-
chased by Discovery Tours permits
quick design of report formats and
labels. This software is so useful that
several scientific departments,
including Entomology, Mammalogy
and Invertebrates, are using it to



create printout formats for old and
new data files on their collections.
The Scanning Electron Microscope

(S.E.M.) is an extremely valuable
research tool. In the past year, more
than 2700 high-quality micrographs
were taken of specimens as diverse as
cloth fibers, aortic grafts, rats' teeth
and the fossilized skull of a newly
hatched dinosaur Museum users
included Curators, Research Associ-
ates, graduate students and others
from eight of the 10 scientific depart-
ments. Work was also performed for
non-commercial researchers from
outside the Museum who do not have
access to an S.E.M. in their own
institutions. The S.E.M. is particularly
useful not only for its ability to magnify
upto 50,000 times, but also because
it produces up to 300 times the depth
of focus possible under similar
working conditions using a light
microscope.

Grants and
Fellowships
The Office of Grants and Fellowships
was created this year in a major effort
to coordinate the administration of the
Museum's grants program and to
expand and unify its fellowships
program.
The Grants Program includes the

Frank M. Chapman Memorial Grants
(ornithology), the Lerner-Gray Grants
for Marine Research, the Theodore
Roosevelt Memorial Grants (North
American zoology), and the Louns-
bery Grants for Pre-doctoral Research
in Anthropology. This year, 60 individ-
uals received Frank M. Chapman
Memorial Grants; 40, Lerner-Gray
Grants for Marine Research, and 48,
Theodore Roosevelt Memorial Grants.
New to the program are Collection

Study Grants, which provide financial
assistance to pre-doctoral and recent
post-doctoral investigators to study
any of the scientific collections of the
American Museum.

Short-term funding for qualified stu-
dents to work under the direction of
Museum curators is provided by
Undergraduate-Graduate Research
Grants. This year, seven graduate stu-
dents received awards to conduct

ical archeology, physical anthro-
pology and vertebrate paleontology.
Three curators received Weatherhead
Grants for Asian Studies to visit
institutions, attend scientific meetings
and give lectures in the cities of
Beijing, Wuhan and Nanjing in the
Peoples Republic of China. Weather-
head grants also enabled two Chinese
scholars to visit the Museum to
investigate the collections in the
Departments of Herpetology and Ich-
thyology and to confer with curators.
The Research and Museum Fellow-

ships Program provides support to
recent post-doctoral investigators,
established scientists and other
scholars, so they may carry out spe-
cific projects within a limited period of
time at the Museum or its field sta-
tions. In addition, the Curatorial Fel-
lowship Program, established for the
first time this year, brings to the
Museum individuals holding doctoral
degrees or equivalents to assume all
the duties and responsibilities of
members of the curatorial staff for a
limited-term appointment. A total of
six individuals has been appointed or
reappointed through the Fellowships
Program for the coming year.
The Programs for Grants and Fel-

.lowships are made possible through
the generosity of many donors to the
following funds: Boeschenstein Fund,
James Walter Carter Memorial Fund,
Frank M. Chapman Memorial Fund,
Greenwall Fund, Franklin H. Kalb-
fleisch Endowment Fund, Lerner-
Gray Fund for Marine Research, the
Richard Lounsbery Fund for
Research in Anthropology, Elsie
Binger Naumburg Fund, Theodore
Roosevelt Memorial Fund, Thorne
Fund, Weatherhead Fund for Asian
Studies.
A booklet, currently available,

describes each of the grant and
fellowship programs and explains the
application procedures.

Publications
Scientific Publications The Office
of Scientific Publications published 37
articles, all on subjects pertinent to the
scientific departments of the Museum.
Most of the papers were written and

represent the results of their research.
A few, however, were written by
researchers from other institutions.
Twenty-five articles appeared in Amer-
ican Museum Novitates, 10 in the Bul-
letin of theAmerican Museum and
two in Anthropological Papers. A 64-
page paper was printed in the James
Arthur Lecture series on the Evolution
of the Human Brain entitled "Human
Brain Evolution in an Ecological Con-
text." During the year, 2755 pages
were printed.
Two major contributions to the sci-

entific series were: a 552-page mon-
ograph analyzing the archeology of
Monitor Valley, Nevada, by David
Hurst Thomas, Curator in the Depart-
ment of Anthropology, published in
Anthropological Papers. (It focused
on Gatecliff Shelter in the Toquima
Range of central Nevada); and a 462-
page monograph, printed in the Bul-
letin of theAmerican Museum,
revising the mirid fauna (plant bugs) of
the Indo-Pacific region. In this mon-
ograph, a large and previously unstu-
died collection was examined and 46
genera and 272 species were treated
in detail by Randall T. Schuh, Curator
and Chairman of the Department of
Entomology.

Curator Four issues were published
during the year. The Editor, Museum
DirectorThomas D. Nicholson,
appointed several new members to
the Editorial Board including a
number from museums other than the
American Museum of Natural History.
This continues a trend, started many
years ago, to diversify the Editorial*
Board. The objective is to involve peer
review from the broad museum com-
munity in the selection of papers and
thereby to expand the scope of the
journal.

Curatorchanged printers during
the year, increasing quality while rea-
lizing substantial savings on produc-
tion costs. Circulation continued to
grow and during the year reached its
highest point ever An increasing flow
of manuscripts has allowed Curatorto
maintain its publishing schedule while
improving the quality, significance and
range of the papers published.

Special Publications The
Members' Book Program brings fine
books to Museum members at

illustrated by Museum scientists andresearch in such areas as geochem- reduced cost. During the year a 61



growing number of members took
advantage of this service. The Book
Program published a catalog, fea-
turing more than 40 books from dif-
ferent publishers in various areas of
interest to the Museum and its
members. Advertising in Natural His-
tory proved effective in bringing this
program to the attention of the
Museum's 465,000 members, while
special book promotions reached
smallergroups of interested members.

During the year, Special Pub-
lications entered into a number of
agreements to publish or market
books and other items. These
included: a 1984 calendar published
in conjunction with Universe Books
on Indian Arts, and a 1985 calendar
on Dinosaurs; atravel log called Natu-
ralist's Journal also with Universe; the
Mack Lipkin Man and Nature Lecture
Series with Charles Scribner's Sons; a
set of notecards with Alan Hutchison
Publishing Co., Ltd. and a reproduc-
tion of an E. S. Curtis print from the
Rare Book Room with MBI, Inc. Other
projects included a promotion of a
series of Roger Tory Peterson Field
Guides also with MBI, and a special
promotion and royalty arrangement
with Hammond, Inc. for the book
"Dinosaurs: An Illustrated History," by
Edwin H. Colbert. Special Publications
is also launching a new anthropology
magazine for young people called
Faces, with Cobblestone Publishing,
Inc., and is planning to publish a new
edition of six prints from the original
copper plates of 'Audubon's Birds of
America," with Editions Alecto, Ltd.
The new "Official Guide to the

American Museum of Natural History"
was published during the year, and
sales have been very strong. The new
guide was made possible by a grant
from the General Electric Foundation.
Applications for grants to publish
three other guides to specific areas of
the Museum have been submitted to
the National Endowment for the Arts,
and a grant application for an illus-
trated book on the Museum's North-
west Coast Indian collection was
submitted to the National Endowment
forthe Humanities.

Administration

Plant Operations, Construction,
Maintenance and Building Ser-
vices. To meet the growing needs of
the Museum, both in services to vis-
itors and members, and in its diverse
support services to the departments,
the various units of the plant complex
were reevaluated and organized more
efficiently.
A separate Maintenance Depart-

ment was established primarily
through reassignment of employees
from various shops of the former Con-
struction and Maintenance Depart-
ment and from the Building Services
Department.
The new Maintenance Department

is responsible for the repair and main-
tenance of air-handling and air-condi-
tioning systems, for all plumbing
repair and maintenance, and for
lighting, cleaning, painting and repair
work in public areas.
One of the department's chief goals

is the development and implementa-
tion of a comprehensive maintenance
program to insure that all Museum
equipment and facilities remain fully
operational.
The Construction Department car-

ried out 23 projects, ranging from
work on eight special exhibitions
including "Silk Roads/China Ships"
and "Peonies of Greece: Myth, Sci-
ence and Art," to construction of a
new office facility for Public Admis-
sions. The department also finished
work on the new Gallery for special
exhibitions, the first of which was
'Ancestors: Four Million Years of
Humanity." It completed the new mez-
zanine and book shop sections of the
Museum Shop.

In addition to the painting associ-
ated with new construction projects,
several major existing exhibition halls
were painted, including the Hall of
Birds of the World, the Hall of North
American Mammals, the Hall of
Eskimos, and the vast Hall of Ocean
Life and the Biology of Fishes.
The Building Services Department's

new entrance control system was
installed, enabling security personnel
at a remote location to screen and
admit authorized personnel into the
Museum after visiting hours. The
systern employs a video camera, two-

way speakers, an identification reader
and electric door locks.
The department also purchased 15

new walkie-talkies and a new base
station. The walkie-talkies are
equipped with sleeve transmitters and
ear plug receivers.

Museum Shop The Museum Shop
ended the 1983 calendar year with its
most successful Christmas sales
period to date. Revenues were up 25
percent from November through Jan-
uary. The trend continued throughout
the spring with record sales estab-
lished during the Easter season. Sales
were helped by the large crowds
attending the exhibitions 'Ancestors:
Four Million Years of Humanity" and
"Silk Roads/China Ships."
A new glass-enclosed mezzanine

shopping level, built entirely by the
Construction Department, has
increased the Museum Shop's total
floor area by one third, to 2800 square
feet. The area features a new mezza-
nine entrance to the facility from the
elevator, a staircase inside the shop
leading to the new space, and three
prominent display windows.
The book section has been

expanded and moved to the new
shopping level, which has been
stocked with a wide variety of natural
history books, records, posters, sta-
tionery and globes.

In the former book section there is
now more room for popular items
such as dinosaur ties, totes, T-shirts
and umbrellas. This area has also
been equipped with a fitting room and
filled with ethnic clothes inspired by
the Museum's special exhibitions and
permanent halls.

Shoppers examine the Museum Shop's col-
lection of posters in the new glass enclosed
mezzanine that was added by the Museum 's
Construction Department. The addition,
which increases the Shop's floor space to
2800 square feet, includes a new entrance to
the shop off the elevator, an inside staircase,
and three big display windows. The new mez-
zanine features an expanded selection of nat-
ural history books, records, posters and
stationery62
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Attendance Museum attendance for
the 1983-84 fiscal year totaled
2,601,725. This figure includes
2,085,134 to the Museum and
516,591 to the Planetarium.

Development
and
Communications
'Ancestors: Four Million Years of
Humanity" attracted national and
ihternational attention, and was visited
by large numbers of people. Both the
overwhelming success of the exhibi-
tion and the controversy engendered
by it created their demands on the
Museum administration and Public
Affairs staff.

Long before 'Ancestors" opened, it
was the subject of a successful direct-
mail fund-raising campaign. The
Museum's donors-those in New York
and other parts of the country-heard
about and contributed to 'Ancestors"
well in advance. Direct support also
came through an indemnity from the
Federal Council on the Arts and
Humanities, and by grants from the
New York State Council on the Arts,
the Wenner-Gren Foundation for
Anthropological Research, the
National Science Foundation and the
L.S.B. Leakey Foundation.

'Ancestors" opened with a gala
party which was followed by a private
reception for the Friends, the
Museum's new organization for
annual high-level donors. On that
occasion, Highlights Tour guides gave
special tours of 'Ancestors," as they
did for the general public throughout
the run of the exhibition. The exhibi-
tion was the site for a number of social
events, including the co-chairmen's
reception for the Ameridan Associ-
ation for the Advancement of Science,
which held its annual meeting in New
York City.

Public Affairs Staff visits to editors
and producers established major
media contacts and long-range place-
ment of information, which resulted in
national and international coverage of
"Ancestors." Segments were aired on

64 the "CBS Morning News," "NBC

Nightly News" and the "MacNeil-
Lehrer Report." Major articles
appeared in Newsweek, Science 84,
Discover, The New York Times Maga-
zine, Smithsonian magazine and in
many other news outlets.

Other exhibitions which received
national attention were "African Tex-
tiles," "Silk Roads/China Ships" and
three special exhibitions held in con-
junction with the centennial meeting
of the American Ornithologists' Union.
As part of the ongoing effort to

increase public awareness of scientific
research, newsworthy articles
appearing in Natural History were pro-
moted. An article examining the pre-
mature deaths of meadow voles living
in the vicinity of the Love Canal toxic-
waste dump was covered in The New
York Times and was carried in other
media through the Times News Syndi-
cate. Articles also appeared in News-
week, the Washington Post, and the
Buffalo Evening News. Another story
dealing with a population of voles that
improved the nesting conditions for
terns on Great Gull Island received
featured treatment in The New York
Times' Science Times. The voles,
reintroduced to the area by scientists
on the island, cleared vegetation that
hampered the gulls from nesting
along the beaches.
The Museum's involvement in the

multinational expedition to the tropical
rain forests of Venezuela was chron-
icled in a two-page article in News-
week magazine.
The Museum's nationally dis-

tributed radio series was carried by
450 stations, an increase of 36 sta-
tions over last year. The series features
13 three-minute scientific discussions
between the Director and Museum
researchers.
The highly visible full-page "menu"

advertisements were run quarterly in
The New York Times. They were cre-
ated by the Ogilvy & Mather adver-
tising agency, of which the Museum is
a public-service client. The advertise-
ments focused on special exhibitions
and other events and programs sur-
rounding them, and also included an
invitation to Museum membership.

Development The multiphased
development program moved forward
on a variety of fronts: renewing the
gifts of generous donors, soliciting the
support of new contributors, and

strengthening corporate, foundation
and government programs.
The Museum received support from

the City of New York which allocated
$9,473,346. Of this, $5,175,205 was
in direct contributions, $2,296,141
was in energy use, pension fund pay-
ments, and $2,002,000 in commit-
ments for capital improvements.
The New York State Council on the

Arts allocated $618,000 in general
operating and special project support.
The Museum enthusiastically
endorsed the Council's new multi-
year funding program for the next two
fiscal years, enabling longer range
fiscal planning.
The Institute for Museum Services

granted $50,000.
The National Endowment for the

Arts Challenge Grant continued to
stimulate new and increased giving in
the individual and corporate areas.
Direct mail campaigns identified new
givers. Carefully targeted renewals of
past contributors were successful. All
individual gifts solicited primarily
through direct mail exceeded last
year's totals and this year's projections.
The Corporate Campaign, directed

by Museum Trustee Donald C.
Platten, raised $951,024 from 257
companies. For the second year in a
row, more than a third of the corporate
contributors increased their gifts. The
Employee Admission Program con-
tinued to provide and upgrade
incentive in contributions, and now 55
companies gain admission benefits
for their employees and families. In
addition, efforts were stepped up to
receive contributions from corpo-
rations matching employee gifts. That

Superstar Michael Jackson was the center of
attention at a gala party attended by some
1500 guests in the American Museum 's Theo-
dore Roosevelt Memorial Hall. The party given
by CBS Records, a corporate supporter of the
Museum, was organized by the Museum's
Department of Guest Services. Revenue from
such functions provides substantial support
for the Museum. Photo by Roz Levin.
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category of giving rose by 49 percent.
Funding from Mobil allowed the

Museum to continue to be open on an
admission-free basis on Friday and
Saturday evenings. Philip Morris pro-
vided ongoing support for the restora-
tion of the Mammal Halls. Additional
corporate contributions were desig-
nated toward the Economic Miner-
alogy Fund, led by Trustee Plato
Malozemoff. The fund supports a new
curatorship in Economic Mineralogy.
A National Endowment for the

Humanities grant of $145,878 was
awarded for the exhibition, 'Asante:
Kingdom of Gold," scheduled to open
at the Museum in the fall of 1984.

Efforts to fund a new Hall of Human
Biology and Evolution were kicked off
by a grant of $150,000 from the Booth
Ferris Foundation. In preparation for
the reinstallation of the South Amer-
ican Collection into the new Hall of
South American Peoples, the National
Endowment for the Arts awarded the
Museum a grant for conservation and
the purchase of lab equipment.

With the assistance of The Clarke
Foundation and the National Endow-
ment for the Arts, the Museum is
installing an improved security pro-
gram aimed at safeguarding collec-
tions of scientific and monetary value
both in the galleries and collections
management areas.
The improvement of special effects

capabilities in the American Museum/
Hayden Planetarium is the goal of a
$250,000 Planetarium fund-raising
campaign which is now underway.
With generous leadership gifts from
the Prospect Hill Foundation, Bankers
Trust and Chemical Bank, the Plan-
etarium has embarked on a program
to enhance visually the quality of its
shows. Audio equipment and a sound
studio are future objectives.

Benefit Events The year began
with an overwhelmingly successful
children's Halloween Party which
netted $9,750. At the spring event,
another sellout, our youngest sup-
porters happily attended a "Safari
Party."
On Dec. 1, Mrs. John H. Manice

and Mrs. Gordon Pattee created 'A
Night for All Creatures," an imagina-
tive buffet dinner-disco complete with
a gigantic hot air balloon in the
Rotunda. The party attracted a new

$29,000 for the Alexander M. White
Natural Science Center Plans are
underway for another party for young
adults on Nov. 29,1984.
The Benefit Committee chose the

opening of "Silk Roads/China Ships"
as the theme for a beautiful dinner-
dance which was held in the Roose-
velt Rotunda. With the generous sup-
port of the American Express
Company, as well as 600 ticket takers
and many other contributors, the
Benefit netted about $260,000.
Co-chairmen of the evening were
Mrs. Charles A. Dana, Mrs. Robert G.
Goelet and Mrs. Yves Robert. James
D. Robinson 111, Chairman and Chief
Executive Officer of the American
Express Company, kindly served as
Honorary Chairman. The Committee
is already discussing plans for another
Benefit to be held in April 1985.

Guest Services The food services
of the Museum achieved record sales
during the past year The recently
opened American Museum Restau-
rant proved to be highly popular, and
sales in the Terrace Cafe indicated
that this al fresco-style luncheon is
gaining in popularity. The Restaurant,
which has found particular favor with
Museum Members, offers them the
opportunity to dine in the Museum
before various Membership pro-
grams. The fast food concept of the
Food Express gives visitors a totally
different lunch-style, and efforts are
continuing to expedite service. A new
employee cafeteria is being planned.
The opportunities for presenting the

Museum to special audiences con-
tinued to increase. It was gratifying to
measure the diversity of groups and
events, as well as the number of indi-
viduals introduced, or returning to the
Museum through special events.
These activities added substantial
support for the work and interest of
the Museum. Included were:
The New York Clearing House,

Sigma Special Fund, Manhattan
Guild, W. H. Freeman, The Theodore
Roosevelt Association, Chemical
Bank, Cannon Mills, American Asso-
ciation of Physicists in Medicine,
Shearman and Sterling, Boone and
Crockett Club, Metro Chapter of the
Young President's Organization, IBM,
American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics, International Council of
Morgan Guaranty Trust Company, the66 age group to the Museum and netted

New School for Social Research, the
Australian Consulate General, CBS
Records, Marsh and McLennan, John
Burroughs Association, Institute of
Human Origins, American Stock
Exchange Board of Governors, MIT
Alumni Center of New York, New York
Blood Center, United Way of America,
New York Fashion Council, Friends of
the New York Philharmonic, Franklin
Computers, Gillette, Toronto Sun,
American Association for the
Advancement of Science, the Gou-
landris Natural History Museum,
American Express, New York State
Council on the Arts, Cornell Alumni
Association, Paine Webber, the
Hudson River Foundation and the
American Littoral Society.

All activities in conjunction with the
Centennial of the American Ornithol-
ogists' Union were coordinated by this
office, as were Museum-sponsored
events. Among the latter were all
social events, press events, meetings,
lectures, the Margaret Mead film fes-
tival, classes and screenings.

Commercial filming and photog-
raphy projects included a segment on
dinosaurs for "Ripley's Believe It or
Not," a BBC educational series, med-
ical and social documentaries and
commercial advertisements.

Topical information for the
Museum's closed circuit television
system, as well as for the general
information telephone message was
provided. The latter reached 228,838
prospective visitors. English editions
of the Museum floor plan, as well as
those in four other languages, were
kept updated, and 425,440 copies
helped guide visitors around the
Museum. More than 100,000 general
information brochures, in English and
foreign language editions were dis-
tributed to tourist outlets.

Volunteers Museum volunteers
worked seven days a week within the
Museum operating information desks,
assisting in scientific and adminis-
trative offices, acting as facilitators at
Museum functions, teaching children
and demonstrating Origami paper-
folding at holiday time.

Volunteers at this Museum are
known as "unpaid employees" and
are held to the same high standards of
professionalism as their paid counter-
parts. Volunteers used their skills in
clerical work, translating, proof-



reading, cataloging, conservation,
restoration, sales, computer, research,
casting, dissection, word processing
and in the collection of data for a
survey of Museum visitors. Among
the more than 400 volunteers are
some who have been working at the
Museum for more than a decade. In
the Department of Ornithology, a vet-
eran volunteer gives several days a
week, preparing specimens before
their inclusion in the collection.
The Volunteer Office has been suc-

cessful in filling requests from
Museum departments for editors to
help produce the Museum's many sci-
entific publications, scientific illustra-
tors to work on lifelike recreations for
scientific papers, word processors,
and catalogers to prepare the
Museum's vast collection for entry
into the computer
The Friends of the Origami Center

of America moved their activities to
the Museum this year Volunteers have
flocked to training sessions to learn
how to fold simple Origami figures to
demonstrate at the Origami Holiday
Tree. A second, six-week training ses-
sion was added, but it could not
accommodate all those on the waiting
list.
The Volunteer Office is responsible

for the daily free tours of the Museum
for individual Museum visitors, as well
as the prearranged group tours for
which a fee is charged. Professionally
trained Museum Highlights Tour
guides also give tours of temporary
exhibitions.
A memorial lecture for Paul Kane, a

devoted member of the volunteer staff
with a keen interest in Meso-America
was made possible by the many con-
tributions of his friends and fellow
volunteers.

Naturemax In its third year,
Naturemax, drew attendance in
excess of 26,000 per month. "To Fly!"
and "Living Planet" have proved to be
consistently popular in drawing
attendance from new visitors, and
from school and summer camp
groups that return season after
season.
The major focus of the year's efforts

was to increase the public's aware-
ness of the educational and enter-
taining experience of Naturemax. This
endeavortook manyvforms. In all of

"'New York's largest movie screen,"i
"four stories high" and "super size
IMAX films."
To attract Museum visitors, full- -

color posters were placed in the eleva-
tors and in hall directories. These
allowed visitors to visualize the magni-
tude of the screen as well as the beauty
of the theater In addition, handouts
were distributed at all entrances.

To reach prospective audiences, an
attractive new brochure was pro-
duced, and is being distributed to
major tourist locations around the city,
as well as in the Museum. It will also
be included in Museum mailings to
create interest among a great number
of potential visitors. Through direct
mailings, New York and suburban
teachers and principals were informed
of the opportunity to see "the world's
largest natural history museum, and
New York's largest movies" in one visit.

Besides moving to attract a greater
audience, measures were taken to
improve the efficiency of the
Naturemax operation. The box office
is being run by the Public Admissions
office with resultant streamlining of
functions and reduction in expenses.

Discovery Tours The Museum's
travel program operated 15 tours to 33
countries. There were 650 partici-
pants, a 27 percent increase over the
last fiscal year Among areas visited
were Sri Lanka, Burma, Thailand,
Malaysia, India, Indonesia, Papua
New Guinea, China, Tibet, Egypt,
Morocco, Greece, Rwanda, Tanzania,
Kenya, Denmark, Finland, Sweden,
Norway, Mexico and Alaska. Many of
the locations visited were new to the
Discovery Tour program.
The office designed the itineraries

and the companion lecture programs,
sold the trips to participants and per-
formed extensive client services. Pro-
fessional tour operators and
numerous local agents handled the
logistical arrangements. Tours were
promoted through 32 advertisements
in Natural History and other maga-
zines, and 24 direct mailings to
selected lists.

During the tours, lectures and
informal discussions were given by
23 Museum staff members from 12
departments. Guest lecturers and
local guides supplement the Museum
staff lecture series. Behind-the-

and meetings with local dignitaries
were also arranged.

Planning progressed forthe 1985
program which will feature new tours
to Borneo, the Spice Islands
(Moluccas), West Africa, the Black
Sea and the Caribbean.

Natural History In conjunction with
the centennial meeting of the Amer-
ican Ornithologists' Union (AOU) at
the Museum, Natural History pub-
lished a commemorative issue in Sep-
tember, dedicated totally to birds.
From a frontispiece on "The Joy of
Birds" by Curator Emeritus Ernst
Mayr, to the final essay on scrambled
eggs by regular food columnist Ray-
mond Sokolov, the issue explored the
science, art and pleasure of birds. It
not only delighted the AOU members;
it also sold well on newsstands and by
special order

Several other issues of the maga-
zine carried features related to special
Museum events. "Yankee Doodle
Went to Canton," a lushly illustrated
article about the earliest trade with
China, by Sue Ellen Gronewold, con-
sultant to the Museum's Education
Department, coincided with the
opening in February of the special
exhibition, "Silk Roads/ChinaShips."
In April, the magazine started 'Ances-
tors," an eight-part series of columns,
the subject matter of the popular exhi-
bition, 'Ancestors: Four Million Years
of Humanity."

Like cosmic clockwork, the maga-
zine each month published the infor-
mative column and sky maps of
Museum Director Thomas D. Nich-
olson's "Celestial Events." Pub-
lications Manager Douglas J. Preston
contributed his readable "At the Amer-
ican Museum" columns with inter-
esting details and anecdotes about
the Museum. In May, ornithologist
Helen Hays, Chairwoman of the Great
Gull Island Committee, wrote an
article on "The Vole that Soared." This
piece, about the small rodent that
helped clear vegetation from the
Museum's research area at Great Gull
Island, was one of many Natural
History articles picked up by The New
York Times and news wire services.

In addition to its popular columns,
such as the well-read "This View of
Life" essays by Stephen Jay Gould,
Research Associate in the Depart-

them, however, the emphasis was on 67
scenes visits, special performances, ment of Invertebrates, the magazine



continues to display colorful photo-
graphs with its scientific articles. It has
also started a new short pictorial fea-
ture entitled "The Natural Moment,"
which has been well received and
brightens the back section of the
magazine. The Museum is looking
into the possibility of mounting an
exhibition featuring these photographs.

Both advertising and circulation
improved. This growth was accom-
plished in a highly competitive maga-
zine market.

Advertising pages in Natural History
increased 25 percent, from 417 to
521. This percentage increase
exceeded the industry average and
the record of many other quality
monthly magazines. Advertising rev-
enue reported to the Publisher's Infor-
mation Bureau reached $4.6 million,
up36% from the prior year. Various
Museum departments continue to use
Natural History to announce and pro-
mote activities for members and
friends of the Museum. The May issue
featured a special pullout advertising
section announcing the 1985 tours of
the Museum's Discovery Tours
program.

Net paid circulation, as measured
by the Audit Bureau of Circulation,
reached 506,813, up 7.2 percentfrom
the same period last year. This growth
was achieved despite a subscription
price increase from $15 to $18, made
necessary by rising costs of produc-
tion and distribution.
The market for magazine paper has

become very tight. Increasing.
demand strained the limits of the
existing production capacity in the
industry, and prices began to rise
sharply beginning in the fall. During
the year, Natural History successfully
negotiated a long-term agreement to
assure the magazine's paper supply at
competitive prices.

Membership The Participating and
Donor Membership categories grew
steadily. Approximately 21,000
persons took advantage of the ben-
efits of these higher categories.
One of the goals of the Membership

program is to teach Members about
the wonders of the natural world and
to inform them of the Museum's activi-
ties and the work of its scientists. This
is accomplished through the many
Membership events and the news-
letter, Rotunda.68

This year was one of the most suc-
cessful Membership programming
years ever. Some 25,000 persons
attended various lectures, tours and
openings. Jane Goodall, pioneer
researcher on wild chimpanzees;
Isaac Asimov, science writer, and
Robert Gordon, a member of NASAs
Spacelab I mission, spoke to capacity
audiences in the Museum's Main
Auditorium. Members attended
behind-the-scenes tours of the
Departments of Mineral Sciences and
Herpetology. Museum scientists such
as Malcolm McKenna, Frick Curator
in the Department of Vertebrate
Paleontology, and Betty Faber,
Research Associate in the Depart-
ment of Entomology, gave talks about
research in their respective areas. A
musical program about dinosaurs; a
special Members' viewing of the Plan-
etarium show "Wonderful Sky" fea-
turing the "Sesame Street" Muppets;
and a Halloween program on "Spirit
Stories from Around the World" were
among the most popular family
programs.

Stan Orser, the former editor of
Rotunda, visited the Museum's
research station on St. Catherines
Island, Georgia. He wrote a journal for
Rotunda about the work of scientists
there. Rotunda also featured articles
on the history of the Museum's
brontosaurus skull, and the work of
curators in helping preserve our urban
parks.

This hot air balloon was tethered to the Amer-
ican Museum grounds as part of the
Naturemax Theater's "Salute to Flight," a
worldwide observation of the 200th anniver-
sary of flight. Members of the-press were
invited to make brief ascents in the balloon.
Afterward, reporters and Museum visitors
saw "To Fly" in the Naturemax Theater on the
metropolitan area 's largest screen-66 feet
wide by 40 feet high.
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES

ELECTIVE

Class of 1984
Robert R. Barker
Thomas D. Barrow
Robert G. Goelet
Earl G. Graves
Frank Y. Larkin
Donal C. O'Bren, Jr.
Donald C. Platten
Arthur Ross
Carroll L. Wainwright, Jr.

Class of 1985
L. F. Boker Doyle
Henry Clay Frick, II

Caryl P. Haskins
Frank G. Lyon
Plato Malozemoff
Barnabas McHenry
Edwin H. Morgens
Fergus Reid, IlIl
Frederick Seitz

Class of 1986
Philip F. Anschutz
William S. Beinecke
Howard L. Clark
Joseph F. Cullman, 3rd
Mrs. Hart Fessenden
Elbridge T. Gerry
Charles H. Mott
Albert C. Stewart

Class of 1987
Charles J. Hedlund
Lansing Lamont
Mrs. John Macomber
William F May
Gerard Piel
Jack Rudin
Alfred R. Stern
Oscar S. Straus, II
Henry G. Walter, Jr.

Class of 1988
FrankT. Cary
William T. Golden
Arthur Gray, Jr.
Frederick A. Klingenstein
Mrs. Constantine Sidamon-Eristoff

EX OFFICIO
Edward I. Koch, Mayor of the City of New York
Andrew J. Stein, President of the Borough of

Manhattan
Harrison J. Goldin, Comptroller of the City of New

York
Henry J. Stern, Commissioner, Department of

Parks and Recreation
Bess Myerson, Commissioner, Department of

Public Affairs
Nathan Quinones, Chancellor, Board of

Education, City of New York

HONORARY
Malcolm P. Aldrich
August Belmont
Robert E. Blum
Benjamin S. Clark
James S. Rockefeller
Edwin Thorne
Thomas J. Watson, Jr.

COUNSEL
Milbank, Tweed, Hadley & McCloy

COMMITTEES OF THE BOARD*

MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE

ELECTED MEMBERS
Robert R. Barker
Mrs. Hart Fessenden
Elbridge T. Gerry
Caryl P. Haskins
Frank Y. Larkin
Frank G. Lyon
Mrs. John Macomber
Barnabas McHenry
Arthur Ross
Mrs. Constantine Sidamon-Eristoff
Alfred R. Stern
Oscar S. Straus, II
Carroll J. Wainwright, Jr.

EX OFFICIO MEMBERS
Robert G. Goelet
William T. Golden
Plato Malozemoff
Henry G. Walter, Jr.
Frederick A. Klingenstein
L. F. Boker Doyle
Charles H. Moft
Bess Myerson

AUDIT AND EXAMINING COMMITTEE
Arthur Gray, Jr., Chairman
Frank T. Cary
Howard L. Clark
Elbridge T. Gerry
Charles H. Mott
Fergus Reid, IlIl

FINANCE COMMITTEE
Charles H. Mott, Chairman
Robert R. Barker
Joseph F. Cullman, 3rd
L. F Boker Doyle, Alternate
Elbridge T. Gerry
Frederick A. Klingenstein
Oscar S. Straus, II
Carroll L. Wainwright, Jr., Alternate

NOMINATING COMMITTEE
Frank Y. Larkin, Chairman
Joseph F Cullman, 3rd
Barnabas McHenry

OFFICERS
PRESIDENT
Robert G. Goelet
VICE PRESIDENTS
William T. Golden
Plato Malozemoff
Henry G. Walter, Jr.
Frederick A. Klingenstein
SECRETARY
L. F. Boker Doyle
TREASURER
Charles H. Mott



COMMITTEES OF THE MUSEUM*

BUDGET COMMITTEE
Frank G. Lyon, Chairman
Charles H. Mott, Ex Officio
Thomas D. Nicholson, Ex Officio
Pauline G. Meisler, Ex Officio
Mrs. Hart Fessenden
Frederick A. Klingenstein
Frank Y. Larkin
Arthur Ross
Carroll L. Wainwright, Jr.

SPECIAL ADVISORY
COMMITTEES*

ANNUAL CORPORATE DRIVE
COMMITTEE

Donald C. Platten, Chairman
Thomas D. Barrow
Howard L. Clark
Frank G. Lyon
William F. May
Jack Rudin
Albert C. Stewart

DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
Robert G. Goelet, Chairman
William T. Golden
Plato Malozemoff
Henry G. Walter, Jr.
Frederick A. Klingenstein
Joseph F. Cullman, 3rd
FrankY. Larkin
Charles H. Mott
Donald C. Platten
Mrs. Constantine Sidamon-Eristoff
Oscar S. Straus, II

EDUCATION POLICY COMMITTEE
Mrs. John Macomber, Chairman
Malcolm J. Arth
Mrs. William Chappell
Mrs. Hart Fessenden
Earl G. Graves
William A. Gutsch, Jr.
George E. Harlow
Laurel Kendall
Lansing Lamont
Neil Landman
William F. May
Edwin H. Morgens
Thomas D. Nicholson
Donald C. O'Brien, Jr.
Arthur Ross
Randall T. Schuh

HONORS AND AWARDS COMMITTEE
William T. Golden, Chairman
Niles Eldredge
Stanley A. Freed
Caryl P Haskins
Jerome G. Rozen, Jr.
Enid Schildkrout
Charles A. Weaver, Jr.

PLANETARIUM POLICY COMMITTEE
L. F. Boker Doyle, Chairman
Ned W. Bandler, Jr.
William S. Beinecke
FrankT. Cary
Mrs. Hart Fessenden
Mrs. Maurice Goodgold
William A. Gutsch, Jr.
Dorritt Hoff leit
Mrs. James Magid
Thomas D. Nicholson
Richard T. Perkin
Jack Rudin
Mrs. Jeanette Watson Sanger
Daniel W. Seitz
Allen Seltzer
Benjamin S. P. Shen
Mrs. Jacqueline Bograd Weld

SCIENCE POLICY COMMITTEE
Caryl P Haskins, Chairman
Frank T. Cary
Niles Eldredge
Mrs. Hart Fessenden
Henry Clay Frick, II
William T. Golden
Ernst Kirsteuer
Wesley E. Lanyon
Plato Malozemoff
Charles W. Myers
Thomas D. Nicholson
Michael Novacek
Gerard Piel
Martin Prinz
Donn E. Rosen
Jerome G. Rozen, Jr.
Randall T. Schuh
Frederick Seitz
Mrs. Constantine Sidamon-Eristoff
David Hurst Thomas
Ethel Tobach

SPECIAL ADVISORY BOARDS*

FRANK M. CHAPMAN MEMORIAL
COMMITTEE

Lester L. Short, Chairman
Dean Amadon
A. H. Brush
James C. Greenway, Jr.
Wesley E. Lanyon
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Dr. and Mrs. Strachan Donnelley
Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Boker Doyle
The Dyson Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. John S. Dyson
Marsha W. Feinhandler
C. Russell Feldmann Foundation
W. H. Freeman & Company
The Lawrence M. Gelb Foundation, Inc.
Elbridge T. Gerry
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Gilder, Jr.
Francis Goelet
Earl G. Graves
Mr. and Mrs. Henry B. Griswold
Daniel and Florence Guggenheim

Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Halpern
John L. Hanigan
Doris and Ralph E. Hansmann Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Charles J. Hedlund
Robert and Harriet Heilbrunn Philanthropic
Fund

William Herstadt
George C. Hixon
Hochschild Fund, Inc.
Mrs. James S. Hooker
Mr. and Mrs. Jack R. Howard
The Hon. and Mrs. John P. Humes
Helen Imperatore
O'Donnell Iselin Foundation, Inc.
William K. Jacobs, Jr.
Jerome A. and E. R. Newman Foundation
Kurt Johnson
F. Walker Johnson
Kane Lodge Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Kaplan
Robert W. Kean, Jr.
Anna-Maria and Stephen M. Kellen

Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Peter M. Kennedy
Kimmelman Foundation
Knapp Foundation
Mrs. Samuel W. Lambert, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick E. Landmann
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Y. Larkin
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander M. Laughlin
Mrs. Thomas LeBoutillier
Leon Levy
Laurence Dow Lovett
Dan W. Lufkin
James A. MacDonald Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. John D. Macomber
Mr. and Mrs. James Magid
George W. Maker
Mrs. Adams Mandeville
William McChesney Martin, Jr.
Mrs. Edward Mathews
Helen R. and Harold C. Mayer Foundation
Mark B. McCormick

Gift or portion of gift designated to the
American Museum-Hayden Planetarium. 75



Mrs. Joseph McKee, Jr.
Chris McManus
Frederick A. Melhado
The Memton Fund, Inc.
John E. Merow
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Metz
Mr. and Mrs. Henry H. Meyer, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry B. Middleton
Mobil Foundation, Inc.
The Leo Model Foundation
Mrs. Alexander P. Morgan
Mrs. Henry L. Moses
New York Community Trust (Conservation

Fund)
The Needmor Fund
Mrs. Donald M. Oenslager
S. Truman Olin, Jr.
J. S. Parker
Pisces Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Donald C. Platten
Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Purcell
Avery Rockefeller
Mr. and Mrs. David Rockefeller
Mrs. John D. Rockefeller III
Mr. and Mrs. Laurance S. Rockefeller
Rockmeadow Foundation
Mrs. Richard Rodgers
Peter B. Roll
Miss Elizabeth Roosevelt
Mr. and Mrs. Elihu Rose
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick P Rose
Mr. and Mrs. Axel G. Rosin
William Rowland
Mr. and Mrs. Peter A. SaIm
Sasco Foundation
S. H. and Helen R. Scheuer Family

Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. David T. Schiff
Dorothy Schiff
Mr. and Mrs. John M. Schiff
Mr. and Mrs. Benno Schmidt
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Schneider
William P. and G. Schweitzer Foundation
Victoria Scott
William L. Searle
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Segal
Richard Shields Charitable Trust
Dr. and Mrs. Lester Short
Dorothy and Marty Silverman Charitable

Trust
Singer Fund,lnc.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Sloss
Smart Family Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen E. Smith
Frank B. Smithe
Mr. and Mrs. Foye E. Staniford, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar S. Straus II
Horace Stunkard
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Ochs Sulzberger
Mrs. Arthur Sulzberger
The Sulzberger Foundation
Edwin Thorne
Mrs. Stirling Tomkins
The Toronto Sun Publishing Corporation
Michael Tuch Foundation
Alice Tully
:,Unilever United States, Inc.
Robert C. Upton
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll L. Wainwright, Jr.
David G. Wakeman
Mr. and Mrs. Henry G. Walter, Jr.
Mrs. Alexander M. White
Mrs. Orme Wilson
Mrs. Albert E. Winger
John Winthrop
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Winthrop
Mr. and Mrs. Rudolf Wunderlich

$500 and over
76 A. E. Fund

Mr. and Mrs. Walter R. Abbott, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis H. Aborn
Malcolm P. Aldrich
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Alper
The William H. Anderson Foundation, Inc.
Isabel H. Ault
Mrs. F. Henry Berlin
Mrs. William R. Biggs
Mrs. Harry Payne Bingham, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Shirley C. Burden
C. A. L. Foundation
Mr. arid Mrs. Daniel R. Childs
Donald K. Clifford, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry G. Corey, Jr.
Ursula Corning
Mrs. Cornelius Crane
Theodore N. Danforth, Jr.
Mrs. Jean Browne Scott Darby
Mrs. Robert N. Downs, Ill
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Eberstadt
A. Whitney Ellsworth
Mrs. Mary S. Ford
Mr. and Mrs. George A. Fox
Alan Freedman Family Fund
Ruth S. and Stanley A. Freed
Richard W. Freeman
Mrs. Gertrude Friedberg
Mrs. Seaton Gales
Francis A. Goodhue, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. John Hudson Hall, Jr.
David Ronald Hartzog
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Havemeyer
Andrew D. Heineman
Mrs. Eugene B. Hotchkiss
Mr. and Mrs. Edward H. Judson
Caroline B. Kennedy
Mr. and Mrs. John M. Kingsley
Jane W. Kitselman
Mrs. Lois K. Lawrence
Ruddick C. Lawrence
Susan E. Linder
Mr. and Mrs. Troland S. Link
Arthur L. Loeb
:Carl M. Loeb III
Lynne Matusow
Max Kade Foundation, Inc.
McGraw-Hill Foundation
Mrs. T. Thorne McLane
George F. Miller
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Bruce Morgan
Laura Jane Musser
Herbert J. Neuman
Mrs. Charles Walter Nichols Ill
Dorothy S. Norman
Donald C. O'Brien, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Olds
Mrs. James A. Oliver
Mr. and Mrs. Howard W. Page
Mr. and Mrs. Walter H. Page
Mr. and Mrs. Gale G. Pasley, Jr.
Mrs. George W. Perkins
William W. Reese
Colman Reishman
Mr. and Mrs. George E. Renfro
Mr. and Mrs. Milton F. Rosenthal
Christine H. Russel
Henry Saveth
Mrs. Charles Scott
Frank C. Shattuck
Mr. and Mrs. James Simons
Mrs. Sydney Snyder
Dr. and Mrs. Walter F. Stafford, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Stein
John W. Straus
Jeffrey C. Sturgess
Mr. and Mrs. C. Harold Taylor
Texaco Philanthropic Foundation, Inc.
Thayer Lindsley Trust
Time-Life Books, Inc.
Suzanne W. Tishman
Sarah Tod Fund

Clarence E. Unterberg
Mrs. Jeptha H. Wade
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Wagner
Mr. and Mrs. Edward R. Wardwell
Mr. and Mrs. Otto K. Wetzel
Andrea F Williams
Ms. Ann M. Williams
Mr. and Mrs. Henry A. Wilmerding
Mr. and Mrs. Ramsay Wilson
Ann Eden Woodward Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Knight Woolley

SILK ROADS/CHINA SHIPS BENEFIT

Benefactors
Mr. and Mrs. Rand V. Araskog
The Chase Manhattan Bank
Mr. and Mrs. Walter G. Dunnington, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas M. Evans
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Gelb
Mr. and Mrs. Robert G. Goelet
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Gray, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick A. Klingenstein
Mr. and Mrs. Plato Malozemoff
Mr. and Mrs. Hayward F Manice
Mr. and Mrs. Barnabas McHenry
Morgan Guaranty Trust Company
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis T. Preston
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel P. Reed
Arthur Ross
Mr. and Mrs. Constantine Sidamon-Eristoff
Warner Communications, Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. John Zuccotti

Sponsors
Mr. and Mrs. John B. Carter, Jr.
Guy Cary
Celanese Corporation
Mr. and Mrs. John B. Coleman
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Dana, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Nicholas R. Doman
Hubert Faure
Dr. and Mrs. Henry Clay Frick 11
Fiduciary Trust Company of New York
Mr. and Mrs. Robert G. Goelet
Mr. and Mrs. John R. Hearst, Jr.
Mr. Waldo Hutchins, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Plato Malozemoff
Paine Webber, Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard L. Parish, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Laurance S. Rockefeller
Mr. and Mrs. Vance Van Dine

Contributors
Mrs. Vincent Astor
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Auchincloss
Beverly A. Bogert
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Coates
Elizabeth de Cuevas
James H. Evans
Christopher Forbes
Milton A. Gordon
John S. Hilson
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald S. Lauder
Mrs. Alfred L. Loomis, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. William F May
Mrs. Minot K. Milliken
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin H. Morgens
Francis X. Morrissey, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Emil Mosbacher, Jr.
The New York Times Company
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Santry, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Smithers
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred R. Stern
Mrs. Martha Redfield Wallace

Special Gifts
The American Express Company
Cartier, Inc.
Pandick, Inc.



BEQUESTS

Seraphin E. Albisser-$10,000
Alice K. Bache-$11,368
Sylvan C. Coleman-$273,574
(Sylvan C. Coleman & Pam Coleman

Memorial Fund)
Alvin Devereux-$2,000
Cleveland E. Dodge-$25,000
Arthur N. Dusenbury, Jr.-$270,000
Leland T. Shafer-$11,220

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE
CORPORATE DRIVE*

$50,000 and over
Amerada Hess Corporation
American Express Foundation
Chemical Bank

$25,000 and over
Bristol-Myers Company Foundation
The Chase Manhattan Bank, N.A.
Exxon Corporation
International Business Machines Corp.

$10,000 and over
AT&T Foundation
Bankers Trust Company
CBS, Inc.
Citibank, N.A.
Consolidated Edison Company of New York
Engelhard Hanovia, Inc.
ITT Corporation
F. M. Kirby Foundation
McGraw-Hill, Inc.
Metropolitan Life Foundation
Morgan Guaranty Trust Company of New York
New York Telephone Company
New York Times Company Foundation, Inc.
Philip Morris, Inc.
The Scherman Foundation
The Starr Foundation
Time Inc.
Union Pacific Foundation
United States Steel Foundation, Inc.
Warner Communications, Inc.

$5,000 and over
The Bank of New York
Celanese Corporation
Chesebrough-Pond's, Inc.
CIBA-GEIGY
Colgate Palmolive Company
Conoco, Inc.
The Continental Group, Inc.
CPC International, Inc.
Freeport-McMoRan, Inc.
General Foods Corporation
Grace Foundation, Inc.
GTE Corporation
International Paper Company Foundation
Johnson and Higgins
Kimberly Clark Foundation
Manufacturers Hanover Foundation
Mercedes-Benz of North America, Inc.
Merrill Lynch and Company, Inc.
Morgan Stanley and Company, Inc.
William T. Morris Foundation
NCR Corporation
New York Life Foundation
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell and Company
The Pfizer Foundation, Inc.
Phibro-Salomon, Inc.
The Procter and Gamble Fund
RCA Corporation
RKO General Foundation, Inc.
RockefellerGroup, Inc.

Schlumberger Limited
Joseph E. Seagram and Sons, Inc.

Swiss Bank Corporation
Lawrence A. Wien Foundation
John Wiley and Sons, Inc.

$2,500 and over
Allied Corporation
American Can Company Foundation
Associated Dry Goods Corporation
Bunge Corporation
Capital Cities Communications Foundation, Inc.
Carter-Wallace, Inc.
The Chubb Corporation
Coach Leatherware
The Coca-Cola Bottling Company of New York,

Inc.
Coopers and Lybrand
Deloitte Haskins & Sells
Dextra Baldwin McGonagle Foundation, Inc.
Grumman Corporation
Gulf + Western Foundation
H. J. Heinz II Charitable and Family Trust
Joyce Beverages/New York
Lehman Brothers Kuhn Loeb, Inc.
Leon Lowenstein Foundation
R. H. Macy & Company, Inc.
Main Hurdman Foundation
Mobil Foundation, Inc.
Nabisco Brands, Inc.
North American Philips Corporation
Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation
Price Waterhouse and Company
Restaurant Associates Industries, Inc.
Sterling Drug, Inc.
Texaco Philanthropic Foundation, Inc.
J. Walter Thompson Fund, Inc.
Transway International Foundation
United Industrial Corporation
United States Trust Company
Universal Leaf Tobacco Company, Inc.
Westvaco Foundation
The H. W. Wilson Foundation, Inc.
The Widder Foundation, Inc.
Harry Winston, Inc.
Xerox Corporation

More than $1,000
ACF Foundation, Inc.
AMAX Foundation, Inc.
Alcoa Foundation
American Re-Insurance Co.
Avco Corporation
Barclays Bank International, Ltd. Charitable Trust
Block Drug Company
Bloomingdale's
Burlington Industries, Inc.
Constans-Culver Foundation, Inc.
The Continental Corporation Foundation
Crum and Forster Insurance Company
Dancer Fitzgerald Sample, Inc.
Dow Jones and Company, Inc.
Equitable Life Assurance Society of the

United States
Essex Chemical Corporation
Ford Motor Company Fund
Getty Oil Company
The Howard Gilman Foundation
Hoffmann-LaRoche, Inc.
Home Life Insurance Company
International Flavors and Fragrances, Inc.
Irving One Wall Street Foundation
Kliklok Corporation
Thomas J. Lipton Foundation, Inc.
The MacMillan Foundation
Marine Midland Bank
McKinsey and Company, Inc.
The NL Industries Foundation, Inc.
Ogilvy & Mather
The Penn Central Corporation
R. J. Reynolds and Company

Saks Fifth Avenue-Gimbel Brothers Foundation,
Inc.

The Signal Companies, Inc.
Sony Corporation of America Foundation, Inc.
Sotheby Parke Bernet, Inc.
Sperry Corporation
Squibb Corporation
The Oakleigh L. Thorne Foundation
Unilever United States, Inc.
The Weiler-Arnow Family

$1000
Allied Stores Foundation
Amerace Corporation
American Broadcasting Company, Inc.
American Diversified Enterprises, Inc.
American International Group, Inc.
AVNET, Inc.
Automatic Data Processing, Inc.
A. G. Becker Paribas
Booz-Allen & Hamilton, Inc.
Chevron, U.S.A., Inc.
Chiquita Brands, Inc.
Discount Corporation of New York
R. R. Donnelley and Sons Company
Doubleday and Company
Esquire, Inc.
Ethan Allen, Inc.
Fribourg Foundation, Inc.
Gannett Newspaper Foundation
General Reinsurance Corporation
General Signal Corporation
Grow Tunneling Corporation
Jaros, Baum and Bolles
The Johnson's Wax Fund
Joyce Leslie, Inc.
Lebenthal and Company, Inc.
Marsh and McLennan Companies
Melville Corporation
Mitsubishi International Corp.
Moore McCormack Resources
The Pren-Hall Foundation, Inc.
Reliance Group, Inc.
Revlon Foundation, Inc.
Richardson-Vicks, Inc.
Royal Insurance Company
St. Regis Paper Company
Scientific American
Scovill Foundation, Inc.
Scudder, Stevens and Clark
Sears, Roebuck and Company
The Smith Barney Foundation
J. P. Stevens & Company
Tampax, Inc.
Tenneco, Inc.
Thomas and Betts Charitable Trust
Tudor Foundation, Inc.
United Brands Foundation
U.S. Industries, Inc.
USLIFE Corporation
Uris Brothers Foundation

$500 and over
Alexander's
American Home Products Corporation
Amstar Corporation
Atlantic Bank of New York
BP North America, Inc.
Bergdorf Goodman, Inc.
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company
Collins and Aikman
Corning Glass Works Foundation
Louise B. and Edgar M. Cullman Foundation
Dun and Bradstreet Corporation

Corporations giving $7,500 or more are
eligible for the benefits of the Employee
Admissions Program. 77



Goldfarb and Fleece
Graham Gallery Ltd.
The Guardian Life Insurance Company of

America
Handy and Harman
Israel Discount Bank of New York
Eleanor Lebenthal Bissinger
Lord and Taylor
Mitsui and Company (U.S.A.)
National Westminster Bank USA
OSG Foundation
Occidental Exploration and Production
Harold Raisler Foundation
Robert Raisler Foundation
Reading and Bates Corporation
Rollins Burdick Hunter of New York, Inc.
Roure Bertrand Dupont, Inc.
Scholastic Magazines, Inc.
Seaboard Surety Company
The Signal Companies, Inc.
Sprague Electric Company
Standard Motor Products, Inc.
Sugar Foods Corporation
Swiss American Securities, Inc.
Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association

of America
Ticor Foundation
Travelers Insurance Company
Union Bank of Switzerland
U.S. Surgical Corporation
Waring and LaRosa, Inc.
The Raymond John Wean Foundation
Pierre J. Wertheimer Foundation
Westinghouse Electric Fund
Young and Rubicam, Inc.
Carl Zeiss, Inc.

GOVERNMENT GRANTS

Source
Amount/Purpose

City of New York
$7,471,346/General Operating Support plus
payments for energy and pension costs
$2,002,000/Capital Improvements

Institute of Museum Services
$50,000/General Operating Support

National Aeronautics and Space Agency
$82,000/Petrologic Studies of Meteorites

National Endowment for the Arts
$75,000/ Improved Secu rity System
$25,000/Conservation treatment for South
American Metals
$1 0,000/Purchase of Conservation lab
equipment
Challenge Grant 1982-1985
$250,000

National Endowment for the Humanities
$145,878/ "Asante: Kingdom of Gold"

National Science Foundation
$70,666/Survey of Mammats of Bolivia
$26,299/Unisexual Species of Reptiles
$20,000/A Comparative Study of Original
Hominid Fossils
$4,980/Symposium on Problems in Contem-
porary Evolutionary Theory
$79,000/Early History of the Cryptodiran
Turtlbs
$70,052/Comparative Morphology and
Phylogeny of Early Mesozoic Hybodont
Sharks
$43,808/Conservation and Storage of
Andean Textiles
$192,467/Operational Support for the Mam-
malogy Collection
$142,488/Completion of the Herpetological
Collection and Visitor Facilities
$36,307/Zoology of Cerro de la Neblina, Ven-
ezuela: Systematic, Ecologic and Biogeogra-

78 phic Investigations

$53,326/Biogeography of Chilean Spiders
$10,988/Behavioral and Chemical Ecology of
Antarctic Bryozoans

National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration
$2,844/Conservation and Utilization of Coral
Reef Fishes

New York State Council on the Arts
$600,000/General Operating Support
$1 0,000/ "Ancestors: Four Million Years of
Humanity"
$8,000/'Ancestors" Public Programs

Smithsonian Foreign Currency Program
$19,240/ Phylogenetic, Behavioral and Eco-
logical Investigations on the Native Bees of
Pakistan

United States Department of Education
$83,953/Strengthening University Research
Library Resources

United States Department of Health and Human
Services
$64,355/Activity of Amosite Asbestos and
Grunerite Fiber

GIFTS-IN-KIND

Department of Anthropology
Collection of 226 Ethnographic Items; Waorani
Indians, Ecuador; including blow guns, darts, raw
materials and percolater to prepare curare for
darts; quivers, spears, pottery, looms, ham-
mocks, baskets, feather armbands, feather
wands and crowns, baby carriers, combs, leg
rattles, ear plugs, necklaces of teeth, stone axe
heads, fish nets, machetes. Also documentation
in color slides and 10 hours of film. Collected on
1983 field expedition; 59130.
Grant G. Behrman and Dr. James A. Yost

Collection of397 ethnographic and arche-
ological artifacts; primarily South America;
including Ethnographic Objects; worldwide, sad-
dlebags, looms, textiles, pan pipes, men's and
women's costumes; Peru, Bolivia, Guatemala,
Panama. Also, documentation of work-in-prog-
ress (notes and photographs). Textiles and cos-
tumes; Spain, Syria, Morocco, Java, Indonesia,
Bhutan, West Pakistan, India, Tibet, Japan,
China, Norway, Canada. Pre-Columbian
Objects; 19th-20th century. Ceramic vessels,
whistles, figurines, effigy jars, spindle whorls,
wooden kero and spoon; textiles (tapestry, slit
tapestry, double cloth, gauze, tie dye, plus other
techniques); ponchos, belts, headbands, coca
bags, miniature textiles; gilded copper rattles,
miniature heads, ornaments; feather dolls; obsi-
dian mirror and ear spools; clay seals and molds;
gold ornaments; stone and jade figures, pend-
ants, beads; Peru, Mexico, Ecuador, Colombia,
Costa Rica. Stone tools for metal and pottery
making; large collection of weaving implements,
threads, looms, work baskets; Peru; c. 1400 B.C.-
1500 A.D. 59143.

Mrs. Junius B. Bird

Two Face Masks; bone, Africa (Zaire, Lega), 20th
century; wood, Africa (Liberia, Dan), 20th cen-
tury; 59140

Mr. and Mrs. J. Gordon Douglas, III

Forty Objects (Carved Wood Boards, Figures
and Drums); including 16 ancestral boards
(gope), four figures (kakame), 10 figures (bioma),
figure (agibe), animal spirit figure (gemo), two
wooden trophy heads, two masks, two belts, two
drums (gama); Papuan Gulf, New Guinea; 19th
and 20th century. 59145.

Mrs. Evelyn A.J. Hall

Face Mask (sirige); wood, carved and painted;
Africa (Mali, Dogon); 20th century; 59212.

Dr. and Mrs. Pascal James Imperato

Twenty-five Pre-Columbia Objects; including
seven ceramic vessels, three stone miniature
carvings, one chrysacolla miniature carving,
eight shell carved ornaments, two shell earspolls,
four anthracite mirrors; Peru (Chavin, c. 1400-
800 B.C.); Three Pre-Columbian Ceramic
Vessels; Peru (Paracas, c. 1200-400 B.C.); Pre-
Columbian Ceramic Figurine; Peru (Nazca, c.
400 B.C.-500 A.D.); 59138.

Mr. and Mrs. Frederick E. Landmann

Wall Hanging; wool embroidery, paisley/birds
and cartouches; Persia, 19th-20th century;
59105.

Mrs. Nikit Ordjanian

Face Mask; wood, carved; Africa (Nigeria, Bini)
20th century; 59234.

Meryl Silver

Three helmet masks (gelede); wood; Africa
(Nigeria, Yoruba); 20th century; Crocodile Mask
(Komo ociety); wood and fiber; Africa (Mali,
Bamana); 20th century; Wood Sculpture
(ancestor figure); Africa (Mali, Dogon); 20th cen-
tury; 59139.

Herbert F Weiss

Collection of Pre-Columbian Artifacts; Meso-
America, Costa Grande Region, State of Guer-
rero; including small stone sculptures; ceramic
figurines, figurine heads, whistles, spindle whorls
and mold for making whorls; ceramic vessels
(resist painted, polychrome, incised); ceramic
box with miniature vessels; stone bark beaters;
Mescala-style stone masks and figures; copper
implements; Classic and Post-Classic, c. 1-1520
A.D.; 59144.

Bequest of Robert E. Zeller

Department of Entomology
African butterflies; collection of 8109 specimens
(Lepidoptera); 59082.

Bequest of Arthur Aiken

Assorted butterflies; collection of 1044 speci-
mens (Lepidoptera); 59200.

Dr. Bryant Mather

Beetles; collection of 11,919 specimens (Coleop-
tera); 59148.

Mrs. Josephine Schuh

Beetles; collection of 226 specimens of identified
beetles and 45 paratypes (Coleoptera); 59078.

Frank N. Young

Hayden Planetarium
Projection equipment; programmer, power sup-
pliers, projector faders, projector racks.

Denise Harbin

Computer equipment; 10 Franklin ACE 1200
computers; 10 video monitors.

Franklin Computer Corporation

Department of Herpetology
Reptiles and amphibians; collection of 712 pre-
served specimens.

Michael W. Klemens

Department of Invertebrates
Marine Mollusks; collection of 8000 specimens
(Conidae, Cypraeacea, Strombidae,
Acmaeidae); 59072.

Bequest of William E. Old, Jr.



Collection of6000 slides; parasitic flatworms,
including type specimens; life cycles of species;
59142.
Horace D. Stunkard

Collection ofMollusk specimens; approximately
100,000 (Cypraeacea and Marginellidae);
59071.

Bequest of Raymond H. Summers

Collection ofmarine mollusk specimens; approx-
imately 20,000 (worldwide); 59077.
Kay C. Vaught

Department of Library Sciences
Ernest Thompson Seton; collection of 22 original
watercolors, sketches and drawings; one original
brush painting of a woodpecker.
John S.Samson

Memorabilia, photographs and letters of
Waldemar Jochelson and Dina Jochelson-
Brodsky relating to Jesup-North Pacific
Expeditions.

Lydia Domherr

Department of Mineral Sciences
Emerald-cut beryl; (variety aquamarine), 12.5
carats; Brazil; 59173.

Brewster Chase

Opal boulder; gold base color, 427 carats; Aus-
tralia; 59183.

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Chou

Opal carving; "Seals on Rock," 100.01 carats;
Australia; 59174.

Peter A. and Patricia H. Fehn

Collection of602 cut gemstones; 12 different
varieties; 59182.

Finlay Fine Jewelry

Opal carving; "Ram on the Rocks," 463.5 carats;
Australia (Coober Pedy); 59186.

Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Greer

Quartz geodes; collection of 293; Indiana; 59172.
Dr. and Mrs. G. Richard Heck

Mineral collection; 22 crystallized specimens;
59188.
Susan D. McClanahan

Mineral collection; 41 crystallized specimens;
59176.

Edgar E. Shirley

Opal carving; bevy of doves, 323 carats; Aus-
tralia; 59184.

Mr. and Mrs. William Wheeler

Department of Omithology
Collection of 57ornithological volumes;
including works by J.J. Audubon, John Cassin,
Charles Bendire and James DeKay.

Mrs. Gardner D. Stout

SPECIAL GIFTS-IN-KIND
Seven acres ofland in Westchester County, New
York.

Mr. and Mrs. Alan J. Blinken

"Living Planet"; film for Naturemax Theater.
Johnson Wax

Advertising production.
Ogilvy and Mather

Round-cut diamond; 3.06 carats, containing a
red garnet inclusion; South Africa; 59060.

Mr. and Mrs. Edison P Janney

Mineral specimens; collectiorl of 19; Brazil;
59175.
Stephen M. Kahn

Opal clam; 69 carats; Australia; a collection of
seven crystallized mineral specimens; 59095.

Mabel C. Lamb

Two opal carvings; 33.5 and 260.91 carats;
Brazil; 59185.

Martin B. Lopata

Opal carving; eagle and fish, 209.8 carats; Aus-
tralia (Cooper Pedy); oriental cameo; Mintabie
opal, 123.1 carats; Australia; 59187.

Mr. and Mrs. Scott Magnuson

Collection of 19 Faberge animals.
Bequest of Clara S. Peck

Minerals and literature; collection of 3000 min-
eral specimens and 500 pieces of mineral and
gemological literature; 59285.

Ruth Rothstein
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BEQUESTS AND CHARITABLE TRUSTS
You may establish a gift that will perpetuate your memory and help assure
that the fruits of the American Museum's research, education and exhibi-
tion programs are handed down to future generations.
If you wish to support the American Museum of the future, you may make a
grant through a charitable trust or through a bequest in your will.
To discuss opportunities for support of the Museum and its programs, con-
tact Robert G. Goelet, President, or the Manager for Development, Ameri-
can Museum of Natural History, Central Park West at 79th Street, New York,
N.Y 10024. Telephone: (212) 873-5927.



COVER: Human and chimpanzee hands en-
twine. Both species share the same basic struc-
ture, including an opposable thumb which is
more highly developed in humans. The great
apes-chimpanzees, gorillas and orangutans-
have long been recognized as humankind's
closest relatives. All evolved from a common an-
cestor that probably lived some 15 to 20 million
years ago. This Gulf Oil Corporation photo-
graph hung in the special exhibition, 'Ancestors:
Four Million Years of Humanity," which ran from
April to September, 1984. The exhibition gave
visitors to the American Museum an unprece-
dented opportunity to examine firsthand the
original, tangible evidence upon which our cur-
rent understanding of human evolution is based.
Before 'Ancestors" opened, scientists from 20
institutions in 10 nations personally carried to
New York the most extensive collection of
human and pre human fossils ever assembled.
The exhibition was a landmark in the Museum's
115-year history of inquiry into evolution. Photo
by Art Beck.


